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Dea「 Ente「ing Medical Students:
Welcome to Boston University Schooi of Medicine and congratulations on your decision
to become a physician.
The practice of medicine is undergoing dramatic changes at the present time. ln your
medicai ca「eers, yOu W帥need to keep up with an expiosive growth in scientific and clinical
knowledge and to appiy such knowledge to the compassionate care of patients. Your cou「se
Of study at BUSM w紺be intensive and demanding, but more importantly, it wilI be exciting and
PerSOnaI!y rewarding.看would encou「age you to take advantage of the many opportunities
Which w冊p「esent themselves to you to foste「 you「 academic and pe「sonal g「owth and to
make your stay he「e as p!easant as possible・
The Redbook, P「ePared by medical students from prior classes, PrOVides vaIuable
SuggeStions to heIp prepa「e you for this new ventu「e. Our o輔ces w川of course be availabie to
you if you need additional assistance・
l wish you much success in your medica! ca「ee「, and look forward to meeting each of
you during this yea「.
Since「ely,
A「am V. Chobanian, M.D.
Dean and P「ovost, Medical Campus
Boston Unive「sity SchooI of、Medicine
T H E STUDE NT C O M MI TT E E
O N M E DI CAL S CH O O L AF FAI RS
S.C.O.M.S.A.
B OSTON U NIVERSITY S CHO OL O F MEDICINE
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Summer 1 999
W硯come Class of 2003!
The next year will be糾ed with excidng dmes, neW fhends’and of course more血an a
bit of studying. Boston University SchooI of Medicine will be your home for血e next
several years, and your classmates will become your finily. During血e first few weeks’yOu’ll
be swamped w血all sorts of infoma轟on’狐d this Redbook is a way to prepare for the year
and get to know the school (and get血e inside scoop on all血ose dasses)・ The Redbook
provides rea皿虎infbmadon abOut BUSM, Written by your錆endly nei如bo血ood second
years for our fivorite first year med students! It is血e student perspec心ve on how to
survive your first year, and even if you,ve lived your whole耽e in Boston’yOu,11 find some
valual)le informadon inside. The Redbook Committee worked hard to put血is toge血er,
and I hope you find血eir insiみts helpful.
On behalf of SCOMSA and the en仕e BUSM co調nity; ve are dad you have chosen
BUSM for your medical studies・ The student community at BUSM is糾ed with amazmg
people, and if you ask around you can find out just abOut anything ∵ ffom where血e
nearest Dunkin Donuts is to how to find血e K building, Where to golf and where to study;
the best place to camp in Maine and how to survive anatomy. And if you ever have any
quesdons, juSt aSk one of us血at survived it last year! You are now on your way to
becommg a Physician! But for novy don’t worry chout血e fa11 too much. Relax and enjoy
your summer, and I Iook forward to meedng you in September!
Congratuladons and W硯come to Boston University School of Medicine!
園田四囲
Rebecca SafE BUSM II
SCOMSA Vice-Chair
rsa任@bu ・ e du
EDITORS ’WELCOME
Congratulations on mcking血e long joumey to medical school, and welcome to BUSM! The
end of one joumey usually marks血e start of another, and in many ways, medical school is a voyage
into the unknown・ It is our hope血at血is year’s Redbook will serve as your practical survival guide
along血e way.
The Z乙edbook is a BUSM trad光ion in which current first-year Students have come together to
PrOVide infomation to you,血e entering class, al)Out eVerything we血ink wi11 help make the transition
into medical school as easy as possible. What you’ll find inside is a candid commentary on a11 aspects
of life at BUSM.
The Reめ00k can help answer your questionsわout moving to Boston,丘nding housing and
roommates, ge備ing around town, and places to go. Boston is a rea11y exciting city and great place to
live. Answers to questions al)Out COmrmting, CarS, Parking, and so on can also be found here.
For many ofus,血e 」Ze`妙00k was血e first place we looked at血e start of a class, and血e丘rst
Place we tumed to when things started getting confusing. This year’s Re必00k includes an expanded
SeCtion on your courses-ineluding course descriptions and student perspectives on your first-year
Classes. How should I study for血is? What books do I need? We’ve tried to provide a sample ofsome
血e approaches血at have wo血ed for successful students. Everyone’s background, experiences, and
Study preferences are di餓汀ent, SO血e best advice is to do what fee]s comfortわle for you.
Looking to get invoIved in caxpus life? The Reめ00k can help put you in touch w蘭し血e right
Organization for your interests. BUSM o賃ers a number of diverse student groups, from血e arts to
Cultural groups to medical sociedes. While血e workload of血e血stryear can be damting, don’t let it
deter you from becomlng active. It’s a great way to get to know o血er students arrd become irrvoIved in
CamPuS and community activities.
We know血at血e first year is very cha11enging and that a11 ofyou wi11 work extremely hard.
But we encourage you to get to know your classmates,血e wonde血1 city ofBoston, and ofcourse,血e
great staff in血e O緬しce of Student A厳正s. Relax and appreciate血e sheer magninde ofwhat you’ve
already achieved-yOu’re on your way to being a doctor! Let血at血ought be wi血you血roughout the
JOumey alead. You a11 wi11 definitely get血rough--We’re living proof! So, best ofluck丘om a11 ofus
wi血your缶st year in medical school!
1999 Re`雅,00k及努めrs〆om zhe Chass qf2002
R勾Chand Roy Foo
Billy Chen Vikas Jindal
Kim Dodd Daniel Kowal
Joshua FaIも　　　　　Leslie Oyama
Please note that views expressed in血e Reめ00k are血ose of血e s血dents who were a part of血e production ofthe
book.珊1e views, in m way, Shape or fom represent血e ideas or views of也e Boston U血versity Medical Center
faoulty, administration, Or O血er staff
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The 1999 Redbook eC此ors would like to血ank everyone in血e O競ce of Student Aff証rs for advising
us,血e course managers for providing feedback on updates of血eir courses, and our classmates,血e
Class of 2002, for血eir insight狐d contributious.
ABOUT THE ScHOOL
Boston University is an independent, COeducational, nOn-SeCtarian, and
internationally recognized ins缶tution of址gher education and research. Wi血
more than 30,000 students fro皿a11 50 states and 135 coun血es, it is血e third
largest independent university血血e Uhited States. Most of血e University’s
SChooIs and coⅡeges血e血e sou血bank of the Cha血es River just west of
downtown Boston. Across town is血e Uhiversity’s Medical Center, Which is
COmPrised of血e SchooI of Medicine, the Gol血nan SchooI of Graduate
Dentistry,血e School of PubIic Health, and血e Boston Medical Center.
With a history free from racial and religious disc血mination in the adrnission
Of students and the hiring of fac血ty, Boston U血versity is stron封y committed
to minority recruitment, equ乞血ty of血e sexes, and opportu血ties for the
disabled. It was血e first u血versity to open all its doors to female students,
and it graduated血e country’s first black woman M.D., and丘rst woman
Ph.D.
Boston.University es.tabhshed the SchooI of Medic血e in 1873 by merging
With the New England Female Medical Cdlege, Which had been founded in
1848 as the first medical college for women in the wo血d.皿e SchooI of
Medicine becane a constituent member of血e Boston University Medical
Center in 1962. It is situated in the South End of Boston between the two
branches of Boston Medical Center - Harrison Avenue Pav址on and East
Newton Street Pavilion.
The SchooI of Medicine is accredited by血e Haison Committee on Medical
Education of the Association of Ame瓦can Medical CoⅡeges.
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GETTING YOURSELF ORIENTED...
ORIENTATION WEEK
Whne the second year class is already in the midst of their first semester, yOur Class w皿be
enjoying Orientation Week. This is a very important and relatively unstressful week,
because it will give you a chance to get to know this new and exciting place血at you w皿soon
Can home. AdditionaⅡy this week w皿be the perfbet tine for you to get to know the other
members of your class. One of the best places to strike up a conversation is while you are
Waiting in line after line trying to get all of the administrative tasks of the week done.
Though it might take a httle e鉦)rt, it w皿definitely be well worth it, and remember that
almost everyone is in the same position as you are. You might however, nOtice血at some of
your classmates know each other already. They are most likely students who have come
through one of Boston University’s various programs. Not to worry- everyOne is just as eager
and friendly to meet you and everybody else in your class. Every day there w皿be members
Of the faculty and administration talking to you about the school, What to expect, financial
management, and many o血er things that you w皿be helpful for you to know in your血・St
year. You w皿also have an QpPOrtunity to see what extracurricular activities you might
Want tO Participate in while you are at BU. There w皿be a Student Organization Fair,
Where the various organizations w皿have boo血s and can give you more血formation al)Out
them. Overall it is basically a week for you to become fam址ar with your new surroundings
and meet those people who w皿become your second family for the next four years.
At the end of Orientation, the O締ce of Student A能血s coordinates the White Ceremony
Where you w皿take the Hippocratic Oath and receive your short white lab coat. Boston
University was one of血e original schooIs to participate in this ceremony, Which was
initiated by the Amold P. Gold Foundation as a means of fostering humanism in medicine.
This year, the White Ceremony w皿be heid on Thursday, S印tember 2. Following the White
Ceremony,/ there is a Freshman Reception and dinner for you and your family sponsored by
the Alumni O餓ce. You w皿receive an invitation in July from the Alumni O撞ice for this
dinner. Ifyou have any questions, CaⅡ Tim Fitzgerald in血e Alurmi O撞ce at 617-638・5150.
REGISTRATION
The Registrar-s O縦ce, A414, (617) 638・4160　compiles all necessary registration
requirements for medical students. If you’re also in another program (e.g. School of Public
Health or Division of Medical and Dental Sciences), yOu’n need to check specifical]y to see
Whether or not you need to personaⅡy register for classes. Many of the forms and
information are availal)le on line. Any questions regarding financial management should be
directed to the O縦ce of Financial Management, A401, (617) 638・5130.
STUDENT I.D.
You w皿get a picture taken for your BU student I.D. during orientation week. Be there!
The student identification picture is now digitized, SO yOu do not need to take a new photo if
your ID is Iost. There w皿be a charge for replacement, however. Please contact the
Registrar’s O鏡ce for details (638-4160). Remember, yOur Student I.D. gives you access to the
entire Medical Center and to all the fac址ties on the main campus. While the Security
Guards at the front desk of the Instructional Building are sometimes laxわout checking IDs,
it’s st皿a good idea to have it with you at an times. Your I.D. is also necessary for bonowmg
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books from the BU libraries, in addition to receiving library privileges at area institutions.
Plus, many Places in Boston w皿give you discounts just for組ashing your I.D.
NAME TAG
During orientation, yOu Win receive a red nametag. Massachusetts law states that you wear
it in a visible place every time you see a patient at has the words ”BU Medical Student”
prominently displayed, SO nO One W皿mistake you for a doctor, yeD. You are required to
wear them at a11 times whi賞e in school and in a11 BUMC facilities. Wearing your
nametag makes it easier for BUMC administrators to leam your name and to ident与fy you.
These nametags are very, Very eaSy tO Iose, SO be forewamed.
CoMPOSITE PICTURES
During Orientation, a COmPOSite picture w皿be taken’uSuauy at此e same time when you get
your I.D.'s. This year, these pictures may be the same as the student I.D. pictures’Which
may save you waiting in one line! The composite pictures are put on a composite sheet’Which
is then reproduced and distributed to both students and faculty.皿is way you can always
figure out the names of your classmates, eSPeCially late in the year when it has become too
embarrassing to ask again.
E-MAIL
E-mail is the preferred means of communication between the BUSM administration and血e
student body: Medical Students are required to chtain a BU E-mail account and to
subscribe to their class,s electronic mai血g list to receive important messages from BUSM
administration. For more information on E-mail and E-mail polieies, See the Bosめれ
坊血ers砂ScわpoZ ofMe励めe S脇de融P調やγ αJrd Rく狗J.e′coe Boo鳥・ Please pick your E-mail
name carefully - When you are a four血year, an血e residency directors and programs to
which you send infomation w皿see it. What seems fumy your first year may be
unprofessional for a fourth year applying for residencies.
The mailbox area is Iocated in the basement of the instructional building along the walls of
the student lounge. If you章re not planning on getting a beeper佃hy not put it off as long as
possible?), yOu Can direct daytime caners (Monday"Friday 9:00-4:3O) to leave a message at
the Mail Room (638"4156), Which w皿be in tum left in the apprapriate mailbox. However,
there mi如t be some delay before incoming mail or messages w皿be placed in your mailbox.
Mail (SChool, PerSOnal and/or packages) can be sent to‥
ANY STUDENT, Box??
Boston University Schod of Medicine
751 AIbany Street
Boston, MA O21 18
Some students opt to have all of血eir mail sent here, but you should take into account the
aforementioned delays as well as the fact that血e mailroom is not qpen on Saturdays before
you make that decision. Your ma劃)OX Often contains schedule changes, graded exans, and
most importantly, amounCementS Of free lun(九es, SO Check it twice daily. When you are
away from the school, have someone else check it for you’Or leave a fdrwarding address in
the mailroom, the Registrar' s Offroe, and the O鮪iee of Student A範Iirs. A box number with
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COmbination w皿be issued to you during orientation. This address w皿be yours for the next
fouryears.
LocKERS
During orientation, yOu W皿be assigned two Iockers: a tall coat locker (either located in the
basement or on the 2nd or 4th組oors) and another smaner locker for your microsc。Pe aOOated
On the 2nd or 4th floors)・ You are expected to bring or buy your own look for your coat
lockers. The coat lockers are ostensibly for your personal belongingsのoats, lunch, etC.), aS
Well as your anatomy clothes. However’keep in mind that whatever you put in your locker
With your anatomy lab cIothes it w皿eventuauy smeZZ ]肱e your anatomy lab cIothes. To keep
the smell down’Put yOur SCrubs in one bag and your shoes in ano血er tespeciaHy your shoes
because they carry the most smen being they pick stuff off the floor). Many students end up
Stu餓ng their scrubs and lab coats up in their anatomy heker (Shared with the other
members of the lab group on the lOth組oor) or in their microscope locker, and preserving
their coat lockers. One more thing - eVen thou如there are no l∞ker rooms within the
instructional building, and even though the restrooms are too small to accommodate 140
PeOPle changing at once, DO NOT change in the ha11ways!!
MICROSCOPES
First and second year students are required to have microscopes fyou w皿be using血em for
HistoIogy and Neurosciences). Binocular fields with lOx, 40k and oil immersion objectives
are recommended. In the past’SOme Students have purchased used microscqpes from other
Students who no Ionger require血eirs, but most of our class rented血eirs from the Student
Educational Media Department. You w皿receive a microscQPe rental fom and infomation
in your first day packet and w皿be given time to rent the microscope during Orientation.
Rented microscopes are of exceⅡent quality and chould prove to be more than adequate for
your class requirements ・ Plan to spend al〕out $100 on rental紐r your first year classes.
This fee includes insurance coverage for an books, microscopes, instmments, and personal
items against theft or danages for one year.
BuLLETIN BoARDS AND BLACKBOARDS
There is a buⅡetin board for the紐st year class outside Bakst Auditorium. This buⅡetin
board w皿contain any news pertinent to the first year class along with any advertisements
G.e.’aPartmentS for rent, things for sale, etC.).皿is can be a very good place to start your
’’apartment hunting.’一BuⅡetin Boards for the other classes, aS Well as various student
groups, are looated in the basement near the student lounge. These boards traditionally also
COntain advertisements and announcements and can become extremely crowded with a皿the
Various組yers posted on them, SO yOu W皿want to scan血em care細Iy ifyou use them as an
information source.
The free standing blackboard in Bakst auditorium is used for amouncements regarding
BUSM functions (i.e. organization meetings, luncheons, etC.). This serves as an excellent
reminder of upcommg events - Provided you go to class.
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IN SuMMARY...
Don't be su叩ised if you spend much of your紐st few days standing in血e to accomphish
some of these tasks.皿is is a golden opportunity to introduce yourseIf and strike up a
conversation with those around you. You're all in the same boat’and it is a great
opportunity to begin mee血g your classmates and future colleagues・
PACKING YOUR BAGS...
Mo NEY
The most important thing that you can bring is皿Oney. As you虹連y血rou如this book you
w皿find several hidden expenses and w皿be faced with the realty of hiving in a major city.
You will want to b血g a ・・war chest, of al)out $3000 to cover living expenses and bock
expenses for the first couple of months.皿e reasoning behind this is that loans w皿most
皿ely be tied up or take血e to come throu丸While W皿an Ford Direct伽medy
stafrord) Student Loans utihize electronic fund trans串y HEAL Ioans (as weu as many
others) require that you sign如the checks personany.冊e check signing office is offi
canpus Iocation in血e Financial Services O鉦ce at 560 Harrison Avenue’SO make sure血at
you ahow yourseIf plenty of血e to get there. Refunds have to be processed at Student
Accoun血g on the main campus of BU’and are sent out a min血um of ten days after the
funds have been requested. Realisticany’it is un皿rely血at you w皿see your refund before
the first of Octcber, SO With高e $3000, at least you'皿ave a cushion on which to餌l・
Expense Summary:
堅塁quired
Texめ00ks　　　　　　$900
NotebooksIsupphes　$200
逝垂roscopeRental　$上QQ
TOTAL　　　　　　　$ 1200
冒EXTB ○ ○KS
Qptio皿塁
Test Packet　　　　　$75
辿坦cal Instmments　$鎚2Q * tsee below)
TOTAL　　　　　　　$675
Estimate $900. Most courses have recommended texts as weⅡ as required ones. The most
important thing to keep in mind here is that yoz”糊融med eue′y booた/br et,ery CZass・
studying from too many sourceS is unproduetive and corfusing. Before buying your bocks,
you should examine the choices to see which ones best suit your studying style. For many
courses, a COmPrehensive synabus is provided, which’COmbined with class notes亘more
血an sufficient for most students. You can血d out which course bocks are required and
which are recommended in the Acαde肋ies section. This section was reviewed by the course
instructors in May, and it is possible that some of血e iIrfDrmation may have changed. At any
rate, yOu W皿not need au of the textbooks for a course on its first day, and your instructors
w皿review the syⅡabi and book requirements on血e first day of class. It is best to wait and
buy your books at the Medical Canapus Bockstore located on the first fhor of 700 AHrany
street, ri如t next to the Boston Medical Center VisitoFs Par虹g lot. Ask the manager, Dot’
what is really needed for your classes. ouere is a big diiference between what is requ血ed’
and what is needed.) She knows her stuff and can save you lots ofmoney ifyou臆ten to her.
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Make sure you also check out the American Medical Student Association’s @MSA) used book
Sale during Orientation Week. There w皿be books available for a fraction of血e cost of new
OneS, but make sure you get there early - they go quickly When buying used books, make
Sure you Check which edition of the book you purchase. While some texts do not change
much from edition to edition, Others can have major revisions, and older versions are not
Yery uSeful. Before purchasing your books, COnSuIt some second year students ・ We don-t bite
O at least not yet!
Another option, for血ose of you strapped for cash, is to consider usmg some of the texts on
reserve in the library. Most course books are on reserve in the library, SOme Circulate
OVemight, Others do not. For some courses, Which recommend a slew of bocks Q.e.
PhysioIogy), uSing the library reserve texts may be the way to go. However, know that cIose
to exams some reserve books w皿disappear, and no one w皿know what happened to them.
Then amazingly they seem to reappear after exams - gO丘gure.
TEST PACKET
Estimate $75 aast year’s cost). This could be your mos白uor砺tt)巌わあues如oe融, aS血is
PaCket contains old exams from the past several years twith answers) for most of血e first
year courses・ Since the exams given at BUSM do not vary much in format from year to year,
Old exams can provide an indication of the conc印ts that w皿be stressed in future exams.
The packet is an extremely useful study aid, and立脚many Students it is worth its weight in
gold. Test packets w皿be ava批Ie缶om AMSA during the丘rst few weeks of schooI You win
find yourseIf at a disadvantage ifyou do not use血e old exams as study aids.
MEDI CAL INSTRUMENTS
About $600 is inchded in your budget for instruments, but that does not mean you have to
SPend aⅡ $600. You w皿not need your instmments un血the second semester for ICM, and
most肱ely the only thing you w皿reaⅡy need to use is the stethoscQPe. What I suggest is
that you wait until later in your紐st semester to buy any ofthese things. At this time the
bookstore w皿set up a plan with a few of the medical supply companies including Welch
Allyn, that w皿allow you to get large discounts on many of the instruments. As I mentioned
bed〕re yOu W皿most likely only need a stethescope, however most students also buy their
OPhthalmoscope and otoscope at this time as wen because ofthe discounts. Most students do
not buy a sphygmomanometer. Here is a list of the possible instmments that you can buy or
mayneed:
・　StethoscQPe
・　Ophthahoscope/Otoscope
.　Doctor’s bag (OPtionaD
・　Sphygmomanometer
●　Re血exhammer
・　Tuningforks
In general, mOSt doctors’o範ces are equipped with血e equipment listed atove. However, yOu
W皿need some of血e above equipment during you third- and fourth. year rotations. If you
are in CCHERS or any of血e Mentorship programs, taⅢ w珊1 the individuals you are
WOrking with to select血e equipment best suited to your needs.
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Aside from the usual (paper, PenS, PenCils, nOteCards, etC.), SeVeral other items w皿be
required, Such as blades for scabels, latex gloves, and plastic aprons. The cost of the lab
items can be sp此among the members of your lab.group. Be prepared - When you are gomg
into lab three or more times a week, yOu W皿bum瓜rough a lot ofthese supp止es.
CLOTHES
華yoぴあ航鵬eめe鵬αめerわNeu- E職如融点uα訪α耽読撮め’’・脇rたTれあれ
Fan and spring bring variable weather to Boston with temperatures ranging from the 40-s to
the 80-s. An umbrella that fits into your bookbag is a smart way to be prepared for血e
frequent, unPredictable showers. In血e winter it gets very cold, With temperatures rangmg
fr。m below zero to about 40 degrees. A wam jacket, hat, and如ves are a must. Be
prepared for fierce winter winds. Bakst Auitorium’Where you,n hear 99% of your lectures,
has temperature fluctuations, SO yOu mi如t want to keep a sweater handy and dress in
layers・ The dress around School is fairly casuaL So wear whatever you want. your mom
isn-t coming to medical schooI with you.
A second set of comfortable, WaShめle cIothes or scruos and shoes is recommended for Gross
Anatomy Lab. Since every血ing you wear or bring to the lal) W皿abso血the unpleasant
formaldehyde smen, We SuggeSt that you wear something old that you don’t careかut.
More than Hkely it w皿end up in the trash once lg心is over in Deeember. Please wach these
cIothes and your lab coat frequently so that the l∞ker rooms, devators, and you den’t become
o撞ensive. AIso, the lab can be very cold, SO yOu may Want tO bring a sweatshirt’7m-t‘uOOZ
sweater oo a 7t,07t,一伽n7'eZ shirt. Wool and flannel w皿hold the fomaldchyde smell et’e机g旬er
∽αS枕7喀.
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STUDENT COURSE REViEWS
Now that you're五nally oriented to the school, Welcome to the heart
medical school一也e academics! In 1992, Boston U血versity School
Medicine switched curric山um from a stric廿y traditional program to a mixed
tradi缶onal one. What does t血s mean to you? B.U. has foⅡowed血e trend of
integra血g problem-based learning血to their cur瓦culum. Hence, the course
Integrated Problems. They are also emphasizing c血cal medicine more
throughぬe Introduction to C血ical Medicine course. Expect to be in血e
hospitals within the五rst few weeks! One of the. streng血s of血e new
Curric血um is that you get a taste of problem-based leam血g wh血e at the
Same　血e getting a strong basic science background.　However, the
administration st皿wants students to be solid in the basic sciences, SO the
WOrkload w皿be血e sane,遭not greater.
Authough medical school is cha11enging and often di缶c血t, it certai血y is not
impossible. For most students, the biggest adjustment to medical school is
accepting the fact that the vast majority of血eir time w皿be devoted to
attending lectures and studying. In order to maintain a life outside of school,
you’ll probably have to leam to organize your time as soon as possible. As
you be紅n to study and adjust, yOu-11丘nd the tech血ques that work best for
you. Some students do weⅡ by just reading冊e text, W心血e others succeed by
active learning, SuCh as皿aldng maps, taking notes on the texts, Studying o鯖
Old exams, Or Crea血g s皿y mnemo血cs. However, teCh血ques血at worked
Well in college might not be so e節ective血medical schooI G.e. cramm血g,
Caifeine, etC). Prepare to be皿exible at first in血e way you study.
There are going to be many of your classmates who have already taken some
Of the first year classes and may seem to have an advantage. Don-t pa血c.
These are Seven-Year Medical Students (SMEDs), former Masters Students,
and those students who went血rou如. the Altemative Curric血um. For the
???
folks not in any of these programs, yOu W皿have to work harder since you
w皿be taldng血e fu皿dass Ioad. But by血e end of血e丘rst year, everyOne
w皿have amassed血e same knowledge and w皿be on equal foo血g.
Students with free time should use血is opportunity to assist their classmates
in血e labs. Additionally, Students wi血free血e are required to notify Dr.
Culbert, Associate Dean for Student A能血s during the first few weeks of
class.
This section of the Z3edbooh can be a very useful tool for deterI血ning what
books to purchase and in planring study strategies for each of血e first year
classes. Even in May, yOu might be retuming to血ese pages just to see the
study tips on Genetics and ImmunoIogy. On血e other hand’nOt eVeryOne
丘nds each book equg皿y eifec缶ve;血erefore, don-t be afraid to ask the second
years what books and study aids worked for them.
Don-t put too mu血pressure on yourself. Remember, if you work hard, yOu
wil1 1earn the material, PaSS the courses, and someday, become a doctor.
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GROSSANATOMY　#
Course Manager: Dr. Gene Bla請, 638-5260, R-1003, gblatt@旭u.edu
Tex七s:
Required:
・ C址lical EmbryoIogy, A CoIor Atlas and Text, by Brookes and Zeitman,
CRC Press, 1998.
. Grant’s Dissector, 12th ed., by Saue血and, 1心pincott, W址ams and
Wilkens, 1999
・ Atlas ofHunan Anatomy, 2nd ed., by Netter, Novartis, 1997
. Essential C血cal Anatomy, by Moore and Agur, I.ippinco請, W&W,
1996
OPTIONAL addi血onal atlas aecommended l or 2 copies per lab table):
. CoIor Atlas of Anatomy, 4血ed., Rohen, Yokod止& Lutjen-DrecoⅡ,
Lippincott, W&W, 1998
Requiied for each lab table: (one per dissection group, to remain in血e
lab locker)
. Grant-s Dissector, 12th ed., by Saue血and, Lippincott, Wil止aus and
W田端nS, 1999
. Atlas ofHuman Anatomy, 2nd ed., by Netter, Novar血s, 1997
Course DescriDtion:
The study of血e hunan body is the beginning of your medical studies. Since
the course is taught regionally in three sections, each system
(mTSCuloskeletal’Cardiovascular, neural, and ly皿PhatiD of血e particular
reg10n Of study will be covered along with血e major structures. These three
SeCtions are:
1. Back and Liinbs
2. Thorax, Abdomen, and Pelvis (TAP)
3. Head andNeck
Each of the three sections is tested separately, and indudes a lab practical, a
Written exam, and a group dissection evaluation.
AIong with Anatomy, an EmbryoIogy course is integrated into血e class.
EmbryoIogy is important to the understanding of normal ad山t anatomy,
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nomal variation, and congenital anomalies. And yes it is on the boards.
The 1999 anatomy course has undergone signi五cant changes from 1998. The
core of the course is the sane, however, SOme Of the lo豆stics (texts, lab tine,
lectures) have been changed based on student feedback. Anatomy is
prima血y a lat-driven course. Lecture tine is a fu]1 3 hrs Mon and Wed
morrings (8:30-11:30) and Lab 12:30-4:30.
Lectures:
Anatomy is a course血at is best leamed止血e lalb, by a一一hands-On'一approach.
There w皿be lectures on embryoIogy, anatOmical structure侃InCtion, and
c]inical correlations, W址ch w皿reinforce血e readings and help you apply
what you have learned in lab. This year, neW basic anatomy lectures血at
directly correlate to the lab have been added.皿us’S皿ar topics will be
covered both in lecture and lab. A lal) introduction wiⅡ also be given each day
in the lecture ha皿.
Syllabus:
The Anatomy department distributes a syllabus which∴Hsts learning
objectives for each topic, lecture notes, lists required reading assignments,
and lists relevant dissections for the week. It also indudes the sched血e and
exam dates, and is quite hdpful for direc血g your weekly study. The reading
assignments also include c血ical cases血at sho血d o観光insight血to血e
anatomy being studied, and help you apply what you are learn血g.
堕重畳
Lab is where most of one-s leaming occurs. Dissection is血e best way to leam
the structural relations血ps of the human body. It is extremely important to
be prepared for lab. Read血e dissector and review the atlas before each
session, SO血at you w皿not be lost and so that you will be able to oifer
assistance to your lab-mateS.
6-7 students are assigned to a cadaver. Students are血en assigned to two
groups. Because of the fast pace of血e course, the two groups w皿work
separately and divide血e dissections. Bo血groups are expected to teach what
they have learned to the o血er group. You will often need to put血some
extra time in the lal) tO review and leam the material. Most students met on
the weekends in lal) tO review血e material covered in the previous week. Lab
is open from 7:00 a.m. to ll:00 p.m. seven days a week. In stud直ng for lal)
practicals, it is essential that you review cadavers o血er than the one
assigned to you, S血ce all血e bodies are slightly di節erent’and g皿are used for
the exams.
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Your best ’teachers’’during this course w皿be your cadavers. However, hive
instructors are available, and cire山ate around the lab, SO SPeak up if your
group has any questions.皿e fac山ty, graduate assistants, and prosectors are
invaluable resourees. AIways double check structures wi血instructors if you
have any doubts.
Laboratorv Conduct:
All the bodies in血e lab have been voluntarily donated for血e spec追c
PurPOSe Of student dissection. It is expected that students w皿behave
PrOfessionally and with the appropriate respect. A Hst of一一R山es and
Regulations for Dissecting Rooms and Anato皿ists,"　and extracts from
Chapter 81 of此e Public Statutes (approved in 1884!) are posted in瓜e
Anatomy Lab. Read them.
Students are required to foⅡow g皿Iab rules, and to dress accordin封y. This
indudes adherence to OSHA regulations requi血ng gog鼻es,封oves, and lal)
COatS. Ident追cation is required at all times. Gog鼻es, dissection瞳ts, and
disposable lab coats w皿be provided. Students are reaponsible for supplying
nitrile (not latex)鼻oves. These are on sale in the bookstore. Most students
Prefer to change血eir do血es before entering the lab, and keep a一一Iab out丘t一一
Gnduding shoes) in their locker. B血ng your scrubs if you have some. Visitors
are NOT a皿owed in血e lab. Any questious regarding lab regulations sho山d
be directed to the lab managerIcoordinator/dictator Ted n血een in L-1003
(638-4245). He-s your best ally when problems arise. This is probably the
O血y time in your career when youu have the resources,血e opporturity, and
the time to expIore the structures and relationships of血e hunan body in
SuCh great detail. Don-t abuse this privilege.
Remember to keep the body dean, mOist, and covered. Ted w皿review the
most effec血ve ways to do this. T血s is extremely important. Dried-Out bodies
are di缶cult to leam from, and mold may form if血e cadavers are not sprayed
With anti-bacterial spray daily. Check your bodies regularly (every day),
especially those areas that were dissected in血e begiIm血g of the year.
Exa皿s;
There lv皿be a written exam and a lab practical for each of the tIⅢee SeCtions
Of the course. Your dissections w皿also be evaluated by the Gross Anatomy
faculty. The written exams consist of m山tiple choice, SOme long matching
and some short answer questions. The practical consists of
ident過cation瓜InCtion questions from tagged cadavers and photographs of
CrOSS-SeCtions.
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Student PersneCtives:
Overview
Anatomy is a fast-PaCed, Challenging, and inteuse course. In血is section, We
try to break down the various elements of the course and present practical
advice on survIVmg and doing we]l in anatomy. Please note血at the oDinions
below are those of the editors of the 1999 Redbook. Thev do not re且ect the
anatomv deDartment,s o範cial guide止nes on the course.
Anatomy will probably be the most cha皿enging course of此e year.皿e
amount of material presented may seem staggering at丘rst. It-s possible to
feel as though you-re totally overwhe血ed. Whfle血e subject is vast α71d
detailed, it is very possible to do well-aPPrOXimately one・third of血e class
eamed Honors last year.
The best advice血at we, as Survivors, Can give you is the foⅡowing: Do not
fa11 be址nd! If you do, CATCH UP. Youu have plenty of time on血e
Weekends. Sin∞ yOu O血y have a lit鳳e over three and a haIf months to leam
the en血e structure of the human body, yOu wiⅡ need to start from day one
and work studiously throughout the semester. It is impossible to cram before
an exan--there's just too much to leam in one or two nights. Pa∞ yOurself;
and keep up wi血the reading. Most importantly, do not go it alone. Get a
group together to study with. Quiz each other, both in the lal) and at home.
Teamwork carmot be stressed enough and is血e key to success in the study of
anatomy.
Books
There are a number of books血at one can buy for anatomy. Au of w址ch
PreSent Certain aspects and have di餓nent usefulness for different people.
One of the problems in studying anatomy is deciding which books to study
from. Our advice is to choose a set that you behieve is useful, and stick to
血em. However, from conversations wi血our dassmates,血ree texts emerge
as c血tical to the study of anatomy.
・ Netter’s Atlas, 2nd edition
Simply put,血is is血e best皿ustrated atlas available to study
anatomy. Most people swore by Ne請er’s atlas. The皿ustrations are
Very Clear and血e relevant information is well-PreSented.
・ Grant’s Dissector, 12th edi血on
Grant’s dissector is useful in two significant ways. First, it is
important to have read prior to attend血g labs, S血ce it guides you
through the process of dissection. Second, and more importantly, it
describes the relationships between anatomical parts and provides
exceⅡent simplified schematic diagrams・ Do not ignore the diagrans in
the dissector. We had an opportu血ty to preview the new 12th edition
Of Dissector’and it looks mre an amazmg resource. Many individuals
honored血e course by using血e dissector, Netter’s, and the syllabus.
●　Essential C血ical Anatomy, Moore & Agur
Moore is an excellent condensed text. Be sure to study血e c血1ical blue
boxes’-血e issues they discuss are important to learning the c血Iical
apphcation of anatomy you wi皿Ieam. Last year, C血icaⅡy Oriented
Anatomy was used by血e department. Wh丑e it was a good text, the
VOlume of reading was quite substantial, and thus Essentials is clearly
a better choice. Moore’s Essentials was the text of choice for most
Students last year.
Other Texts
Here we w皿try to provide b瓦ef perspectives on the other texts used.
Some students found the following useful-「Since di餓∋rent individuals
have di揮erent learning styles. However, We reiterate that is possible to
do well in the course based on血e book suggestions above.
. CoIor Atlas ofAnatomy: A Photographic Study ofthe Human Body, 4th
Edition, Rohen & Yokochi
Rohen and Yokochi is a very good atlas using reαl dissections. It can be
handy before practical examinations and for quizzing oneself. It is
ava且able on reserve in血e library, however, yOu may Want yOur OWn
COpy.
●　Dissector for Netter’s Atlas of Human Anatomy ①iscussions Vol. 2) by
Sharon Oberg, Novartis Medical Education (1994)
Discussions accompa血es Netter’s Ist edition atlas. Its usefulness
StemS from the fact血at it is量ri孤ly condensed, and has a desc亘ption
Of the key anatomical relations址ps in each Netter plate. It makes
memorization of血e key facts easier than o血er sources.
Few students used Discussions. Those who did重畳Iy recommended it.
There are, however, tWO PrOblems wi血Discussions. First, it was
Written for Netter’s Ist edition atlas. Therefore many of plate numbers
in discussions do not match up wi吐血ose in the second edition a廿as.
The solution to this problem is: (1) for the Head and Neck section the
Plate numbers in both books match precisely, and (2) for血e o血er
SeCtions, Subtract four from血e plate number listed血Discussions,
and you w皿have血e appropriate Netter Atlas plate number.門1e
SeCOnd problem wi血Discussions is that血e text is gomg out of print.
You may be able to find it from Intemet bookseners G.e. www皿c?m)
Or borrow it from second year s巾dents. You might consider borrowlng
it from someone, Photocopying it, and having it bound for your
PerSOnal use. Don’t let血ese two sma皿problems deter you from using
Discussions. If you choose to use Discussions, then use Essentials as a
SuP P lement.
・ Gross Anatomy a3oard Review Se瓦es), Chung
Chung is a USMLE I Board Review Book. Some people found it helpful
Organizing　血eir study and as a condeused souree of anatomy
鵡ma五〇n.
・ C血cally Anatomy Made Ridiculously Simple
A handf血of people used this book, however, it reaⅡy does not have
enough detail to be very useful for learning血e material. The
rmemonic devices are amusing, but somewhat cumbersome.
Studv Strate富ies:
Daily Studying
On a day売o-day basis血e key is to try to keep on top of血ings. This can
mean di餓∋rent things for di節erent people. Much of it has to do wi血Ieaming
Styles, the texts you’ve chosen to use, and血e amount of time you are al)le to
commit to the class.
We asked our classmates about血eir study strategies, and here we try to
present血ree somewhat di餓∋rent aPPrOaChes一心owever aapects of each
approach ove血ap. Each of血e students presented below eamed Honors血the
dass.
1. One student we spoke to predominantly relied on血e Dissector,
Syllabus, and Netter’s Atlas. He suggested reading也e dissector prior
to lchs. "The Dissector is critical.'一During his reading he血gh暁ht6d
血e pertinent structures in the A組as. He suggests "don’t get bogged
down in血e details i血tiz皿y."皿y to get the big picture and then build
血e deta血s though repetition. He noted that he read the Dissector a
number of times. For血e Dissector, he suggests血at one "read actively,
try to understand con∞PtS, and armotate key points." Not everyone
Can uSe just Netter’s and the Dissector, for those people he suggested
go血g to texts mre Moore as supplemental resources.
2. Another approach was to read each lecture before class. "I血tig皿y, read
to recognize, nOt memO血ze. Go over the relevant structures血Ne枕er’s
before lecture and read the Dissector before labs." She also suggested
血at one s瞳m through the relevant sections in Essentials血e night
before a lecture, and then read Essentials on the weekend or when
time allowed. Group studying was very important to血is individ皿al.
3. The third student we spoke to largely used Disoussious, Dissector, and
the Atlas. His strategy invoIved memorizing冊e relevant sections in
Discussions. He found Disoussions very helpful because it presented
anatomical relationships in a very concise mamer. ’一Lal〕 time
reinforces the information you leam in Discussions and Dissector.一’
Last year,血e syllal)us WaS O血y useful as an overview’and directed us as to
what topics to study in-dep血紐om o血er sources. In 1999,血e syllal)uS has
undergone revisions, including more extensive lecture notes, dearer
Objectives, and notes on dissection instructions.
Exan Strategy
For the exan on each section,血ere are two paIts, a W瓦tten part, and a lal)
practical. The written and practical are each worth 50% of your grade for
血at exam. It is quite possible to do very weⅡ on血e lal) PraCticals. Be weⅡ
prepared for血e lal〕 PraCticals. This meaus you sho血d be able to identify
structures hsted in the dissector, know血e relationships of structures to
each, and血e sign正cant functional information. A good way to make sure
you can iden龍y a止血e important structures is to go to lch wi血a par血er(s)
and point out the location of each of血e bo乃「佃ced fen鵬. Use血is strategy
to focus on being able to identify structures,血e functional a印ects can be
leamed outside of the lab.
For the written part, make sure you know血e major points covered in血e
syllal)us. AIso, read血e blue boxes careft皿y, Since血is is where血e di血cal
aspects of anatomy are described. In addition, as the exam nears, review old
exans to get an idea of血e types of questious and血e important topics
covere心
General Memorization Strate嚢es
・ memOrize a正ttle each day
. qulZ eaCh other」Often!
. write out the anatomical relations血ps between parts
●　re-draw anatomical structures as best you can
●　teaCh the material to each other
. put toge血er a small study group and go over血e material for the week
Back & Limbs;
工t is important to master so皿e basic concepts in血is section before trying to
leam all the details. Try to keep your eye on血e big picture. Start your
leaming by memo血zing the bones, Sin∞血ey are血e foundation for the
musdes you w皿Ieam.
Then leam血e muscles in compartments and functional groups. Ea血group
of muscles largely has a common blood supply’innervation, and set of
movements.
Thorax. Abdomen. Pelvis:
The major di餓導enCe in this section w皿be a major emphasis on cross-
sectional anatomy. Knowing the relationshわs of vessels, OrganS, and nerves
w皿be critical. The models in the cross-SeCtion room are helpful in
understanding con∞PtS皿e血e structural orientation of the pelvis- Since
ea血of血e bodies is di餓導ent, SPending ti皿e in血e lab outside of class
becomes even more important.
Head & Neck:
W皿e iritially血e Head and Neck section may seem very daun血g, near血e
end of it things w皿come toge血er fdr you. Make sure you know血e g皿血e
bony landmarks and血e nunerous holes from which nerves and blood
vessels emerge out ofぬe skull. Leam a皿血e cra血al nerves,血eir function,
clirical sign追cance, and lesious. Draw out血e pa血ways for each of nerves’
especially 5, 7, 9, 10・ Be sure to know what targets冊e nerves and血eir
branches innervate. A請end all the skuⅡ small group sessions.
E皿brvolo墾y:
Learring embryoIogy w皿help give you an appreciation of ach址anatomy,
and how structures丘t toge血er.皿止s year血ere is a new embryoIogy text @y
Brookes & Zeitman). Therefore, We CamOt aSSeSS its usefulness. Last year, a
good approach was to foous on what was emphasized in lecture, Since the
book had too much detG皿. Many students used review books such as High
Ⅵeld EmbryoIogy and Board Review Series: EmbryoIogy. Some students
found Langm狐,s Medical EmbryoIogy a useful text since it was well-Written
and easy to read. We know youⅢ be bogged down wi血Iearring ad血t
anatomy, but don’t let yourseIf faⅡ beh血d on learn血g embryology-上t is
about lO-15% of each wri請en exam.
Cadaver Dissection:
At first, cadaver dissection can be a daunting and strange experience. Realize
that your classmates share血e same con∞mS aS yOu do. Talking about血em
amongst yoursdves and wi心血e faculty can ease your concems. As time
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goes on, yOu Win become better at dissec血g and more comfortable with the
exp erience.
Try to have a clear idea of the day’s dissection prior to going to lab. Take
advantage of prosectors and prosected bodies. The prosectors are happy to
Show you the structures you need to know. Get to l血ow the structures on
Other bodies, as Well as your own. The lab practical comes from αu of the
cadavers.
Studv Aids:
As study aids, eaCh lab group receives two bone boxes at the beginning of the
year. During the head and neck portion of血e course, lab groups will be
given two skulls, One Plastic and one real. Do not lose your bone boxes or
your skulls! Be sure to s巾dy these because they w皿show up on the practical
exam. These materials are costly and carmot be easily replaced. Your group is
responsible for trea血g these respectf皿y at all times, and for∴retuming
them intact.
The Anatomy depa出血nent purchased the Netter computer program (血e
COmPrehensive medical schooI version)血at is ava且able血the Hbrary. This
interactive program has been well met by many other medical students in the
nation and血e fac山ty felt血at this may be a fun way of reinforcing血e
material. This is not a required exercise. You may want to try it out and see
if you can lea皿by this visual method.
Gettin富HelD:
Tutors are available and can be of great assistance in understanding the
Sticky points and in giving you insight as to what helped them drⅢ血g their
Studies. Tutors are avg皿able to a皿s血dents during the丘rst part of the course
for 2 hours a week, but after血at血ey are res血cted to血ose students
needing heb (a hst is provided to血e tutor coordinator).
FeⅡow students are also a great resouree. Teaching血e material to ano血er
Student is a great way to review it fdr yourself; and is pa血cularly e餓鵜tive
before table quizzes. Do not forget to ask the students at o血er tables to go
OVer血eir dissections wi血you, as each body is di節erent, and not o血y in
gender. Some donors may have had surgery血at altered血eir anatomy, Or
have some interesting pathoIogy.
And F止血lv...
Anatomy is what you make of it. Group dynanics play a key role in coIoring
your experience. Those groups that worked well together seemed to enjoy血e
SemeSter the most. For better or worse, yOu-1l remember your anatomy
PartnerS for the rest of your life. AIso, Search out血e instructor that helps
you血e most, they all have di餓井ent Styles ofteaching and you may五nd ones
that are more helpful to your method ofleaming. This rea11y w皿be the only
time most students will ever have to explore the human body in such deta且
and with such intensity. The study of anatomy is a fantastic time of discovery
and learrmg.
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HISTOLOGY
Course Manager: Dr. Deborah Vaughan, Telephone: 638-53 1 1
Room: LlOO2 E-ma址dvaughan@cajal- 1.bu.edu
Texts
Re quired
・ Required Atlas: Wheater, Burkitt and Daniels, An Atlas of Functional
Histology (3rd edition, 1993)
Reco血ended Textbook:
・ Gar血er and Hia請Color Texthook of HistoIogy (1997). You sho山d plan to
have a copy of this avz血able to you for occasional assigned readings, Or for
reference, Or tO Seek additional explanations. You are not requ血ed to
PurChase this textbook.
Course Description
HistoIogy is血e study of the microscopic anatomy of human tissues and
OrganS aS WeⅡ as an introduction to their functions. The丘rst section, ”Cens
and Thssues,'’reviews basic cell bioIogy and covers血e four p瓦ncipal tissue
types: ePitheHum, COnneCtive tissue, muSde and nervous tissue.皿e second
and third sections,一一Organs and Systems HistoIogy,一一　cover most major
mammalian organ systems. The course is organized around lectures and
laboratories. HistoIogy is extremely important and forms血e foundation for
Pa血oIogy, Which comes in血e second year. Orga重止zation of the topics taught
in HistoIogy is done with the intention of complemendng血e mate五al
COnCurrently being taught in the Gross Anatomy course.
Lecture
Most lecturers蘭se to show a lot of sHdes, Which can be a problem ifyou
tend to fa皿asleep in dark rooms. Attending lectures and taking deta且ed
notes are essential, aS a gOOd portion of血e exam questions come drec血y
from the lectures. AⅡ of血e lectures follow血e companion lal session,
SO血e lecturers assume you know the nomenclature and basic details of
StruCture before the lecture begins.
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SyⅡabus
Last year we received a comprehensive syⅡabus that was weⅡ written and
easy to read. This made the lectures easy to foⅡow, but dont be fooled; it
is st皿important to pay attention in lecture for those minute details not
COVered in the syllabus.
Lab
You will need a microscope for lab. The microscope slide coⅡections will be
loaned to you individually by血e Anatomy and NeurobioIogy Department.
Lab is scheduled before lecture, W血ch makes the lectures easier to follow,
but may make the labs more confusing. Attending血e lab is bene丘cial since
PrOfessors and teaching assistants are available to help you review血e
Shdes and identify structures. However, yOu muSt review the sHdes on your
OWn. It is very helpf血to read the lab guides before coming to lab. This
W皿help in understanding the material and recognizing血e structures being
Studied. A Website is being constructed that w血判ustrate a11 the material
you are expected to see in血e laboratories, uSing low and high magn追cation
mages from the student shde couections.
Exa血s
There will be three examinations - eaCh with written and microscope shide
PraCtical portions. Practi∞ PraCticals w皿be ava血al〕le before the exaus.
Do not wait un皿the last week before the exam to review slides. The
Written exams consist of about 50 m血t可vle choice questions. The practica1
1aboratory examinations are made of approximately 25 iden髄cations. Each
POrtion is worth l16th of your五nal grade.
Studv TiDS/Textbooks:
As far as血e written examination goes,血e questions tend to be very detailed
and anything goes. The most e缶detive method of studying is to know your
lecture and syllabus notes. Many students honored by just leaming血e
SyⅡabus and studying old exams.
The practicals consist of identifyng slides under- yOur OWn microscope, and
Pictures of electron micrographs wi血in a given time出血t. These test your
ab出ty to recognize cells, tissues and orgaus microscopicaⅡy. Since each
question is wor血twice as much as a written exan question, lab practicals
Can really make or break your grade. Gartner and Hia請was helpful for血e
labs, but many did not丘nd it helpful for the exams. Students found the
Wheater-s A龍as most heb紬for prepa五ng for血e practicals. Since many
questions are derived direc血y from slides similar to血ose in your coⅡection,
the key to doing well in血e lab por屯on of the course is to practice and review
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the shdes. Some students wo血d take their microscopes home on the
weekends in order to study血eir slides in peace.
Students, eSPeCiaⅡy those who are taking a fu11 sched血e, need to stay aware
of the fact that Anatomy lS mPOrtant, but HistoIogy w皿help you the whole
way through medical school. As such, it is a hard course; it’s challenging; it
needs to be. First year students often get so bogded down wi血Anatomy that
Histo falls by the wayside - a HUGE mistake. One suggestion for studying
紐om a recent tutor is simple: read the notes BEFORE the lectures, and then
read them again ASAP AFTER血e lectures. Review血e shdes, COnSidering
the structure, location, and function of each part of each slide, at LEAST four
additional hours per week. Do t血s with a friend - quiz each o血er. O血er
sneaky ideas: Pull from your collection a皿of血e relevant slides, mix血em up,
tum them aⅡ over (so you can-t see the labels), and try to give your study
pa血ner a一,guided tour一一of each slide. (血e resolution on血e scope won-t be
quite so good since its血rough a layer of glass, but it is more血an adequate
and reany keeps you on top of址ngs). Use old ex竺S, nOt O血y regarding the
-厄ght answers一一, but also why血e wrong ones are皿COrreCt. Auso, don’t forget
to study血e electron micrographs in your lch guides. These have a ftrmy way
of showing up on the lab practicals!
Some students found the CD一一HistoIogy Lab Assistant一一in血e computer lab in
the library to be a very helpful review for the practical and to be useful in
getting血e big picture for the written exam. Ths program shows descriptive
text on血e computer screen wi血the accompany|ng lmageS. It also contains
quizzes on most of血e topics covered in the sy11alus. Dr. Zoller’s web site for
Dental Students, listed in the syllabus, is also very helpful for review as
many of血e light microscope images it contains are from血e Koda血rome
coⅡection that are on reserve in the Hbrary.
Last year, Dr. Vaughan held optional review sessions of the past week’s lal)
material. We found these revi.ew sessions extremely helpful for reinforcing
血e material leamed in血e previous week. The wee岨y review sessions are
not just for students who are strug虫ing. The more often you see the slides,
the better off you are!!
Finally, a few general tips. This course o範rs a wealth of diiferent study aids:
Kodachromes, videotapes, and computer programs. These are all ava丑al)le in
the止brary. Shop around and丘nd out what works for you. Study紐om old
exams. It is important to keep up to date wi血your work. When it is血ne for
the histoIogy exam it is also血e for血e anatomy and psychiatry exams.
①on't let anatomy steal all your血ne away from studying址stoIogy!) It is not
advisable to cram for any of these tests.
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INTRODUCTION TO PSYCHIATRY
Course Managers:
. Dr. Ph皿ip Freeman, 638-8541, Dowling 7 South, medpsy@bu.edu
・ Dr. Pamela Wine, 638-8563, Dowling 7 South, PrW@bu.edu
旦塑垂
Required:
・ Stoudemire: HLm成れBe九αUあr: αれj巌rodz4C寂oれわr Medieαl S加“おn,ts
Course DescriDtion:
The course is an introduction to the Bio-Psycho-Social model of medical
PraCtice. The五rst haIf of血e course is organized around the human life span,
the psychoIogical issues血at are central to each stage of血e life eyde from
infancy to death. The second haIf w皿　be a broad introduction to
PSyChoIogical theories, and most importan廿y, the application of what you
have leaImed in the　丘rst section to real life issues sudl aS SeXual
development, trauna & violence, disab出ty and culture in the practice of
medicine. Emphasis is placed on di血cal correlation-血ow you as a doctor are
going to deal with these issues. You w皿1eam about "normal" psychoIogical
development and血e role it plays血health and皿ness. And you w皿have
the opportur止ty to apply g皿血is knowledge to t出ferent hypothetical patients.
Discussion GrouDS:
These usually meet once a week. The topic that you w皿discuss is based on
the topic that is being presented later血at day in lecture. So, for example, if
the day’s lecture is going to be about sexual development, yOu W皿be given a
Series of questions w址ch w皿facⅢtate your discussion group in expIoring
hypothetical situations in patient care that deal with sexual development. An
exanple of this would be,一’During a routine physical exam, a 64-year-Old
WOman hints that her sex life is not what it used to be. How do you reapond?一,
In an interactive group se咄ng, yOu W皿be able to express your di餓erent
understandings and opinions on血e read血g assignments and also血g皿enge
each other’s viewpoints.皿e small groups are an important arena to begin
exploring血e di飯井ent ChaⅡenges血at face血e practicing physician and to
get a封impse of the intricacies ofpatient care. It is essential血at you actively
Participate in the smg皿groups to get the most out of them.
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Lectures:
The formats of the lectures vary. Among冊e most interesting are the patient
interview? in which you will be al)le to observe a fac血ty member in the
department of Psychiatry interview one of his他er patients. There are also
Standard slide lectures and panel discussions. This past year, there was an
interesting panel discussion on the cultural aspects of medicine。皿e
Pane止sts were physicians from a wide variety of background and ori豆ns and
they discussed how血eir di餓∋rent backgrounds have shaped血eir practice as
medical doctors.
Lectures are interesting, Often entertaining and w皿show up on exans. Drs.
Freeman & Wine often asked us to write brief impressions and sunmaries of
the presentation at the end of each lecture.皿ese are o∝aSions to show off
your permanship.
Exa皿s:
During the丘rst exam week, a PSyChiatry quiz is given. It consists of multiple
Choice questions taken prima血y from the readings, lectures, and the study
questions from the syllal〕uS.虹you have attended the lectures and have
answered and understood the study questions, yOu Sho血d丘nd the test
Str ai如tforw ar d.
The五nal is also m山車ple choice. If you read the book, and attend discussions
and lecture, yOuu have a good foundation from w血ch to operate. It is
especially important that you take good notes for [he lectures because many
exan questions come directly from血e lecturer’s presentation and some
questious won’t be found in the readings alone.
Studv TiDS:
Your best bet in this dass is to get into a group and spHt up all the
readings/chapters and sunma血ze血em. T血s cuts down the wor岨oad. How
do you start a study group for psych? A great place to start is your classmates
from the discussion group that you meet wi血every week. With Histology
and Anatomy going on at the same血ne, yOu W皿丘nd血e sunmaries
extremely helpful. It is great to work wi血your classmates and to get to know
them better!
As a note, OnCe yOu get the summaries, don’t put them away un「出口he quiz,
and血en expect to read血em at血e last minute. It is easy to just let psych
lag behind wh血e you deal with the o血er classes but don’t fall be址nd because
it will be di鯖c血t to catch up with all血e reading and memorizing at the end.
Yes,血ere is a bit of memorization invoIved wi血this class. As with all your
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O血er dasses, Old exams are a good way to gauge your knowledge and
understanding of the material.
Student Co血ents:
仏psycんbαC擾γOひれd重u巌ch L九αのdめれ0きんeめ肋粉c九比,he乃訪cα肋eわdoj7略
zuell o7t,枕e tests αれd J αduise s加de7'ts Z高枕α pS)'CんbαC尾groL肌d則o‡わt脇nh
枕のαlreαdy h乃Oミリe枇)uみα乃d鋤乃振替ねc‡ sき捗れg. 〃
S弛め′ grOZ4PS ZtJhere yoz4 dれ㌶e硯e γeα俄7章gS α7}d geまねge拐eγめめZh視j7嫁S
Oひeγ reα炒れeわ. 〃
〃物e presszJres Of沈eかsまSe肋eSねγ Of medieαl scんoo白uere e7Z’or棚Z4S. H "αS
eαeyわZ助""衆r zt;hy J hαdめdeoZ zt,訪九psyCん.ひれe乃!heγe’zuαS the b榔ch融
ple糊S Zo memo7.読e α融crα秒hisわsec房o鳩め塵rz/re O沈.属e印訪m訪d
沈0喝ためαき音庇王maわめわあy鋤rpα房e乃聴視の　朋の枕er朋のS‡ α乃d拐秒αren蔦
jusきmuscle groups, n,eJ.Ue Pα脇zueys, α乃d celねlαγ肋O7Pんo10g諺s, b沈peQple
撮売れ沈o嫁加s, bac栂roひれd αれdたel‡7礎や.うhおclαSSおαきゃOd plαCeわS地所
qppγeC庇う7略きんお0拐eγpαγ‡ of朋はd読鵬. 〃
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INTEGRATED PROBLEMS
Course Managers:
・ Dr. Adrianne Rogers, 638-4504, L-804, aerOgerS@bu.edu
・ Dr. Peter Shaw, 638-5110, DOB-801, P鰹haw@bu.edu
Course DescriDtion:
This course was newly introduced in 1992. Its goals are to introduce the
Student to the concepts and sk皿s needed血problem-based lear血ng and
Clirical problem solving. The course helps s血dents integrate material taught
in the other courses.
Discussion GrouDS:
This class is taught in sme皿groups. The groups consist of 6 to 8 ofyour peers
and a fac血ty fac址tator. The group is presented wi血a dinical case history
OVer　3　or　4　weeks, and is expected to work together to answer
PathophysioIogic questions and research social and medical issues血at are
brought up by血e case as it develops. You will present your research to the
group. The idea is血at血e group w皿put toge血er all血e di節関ent pieces of
infomation血at each of you have found and五t them血to a big picture.皿e
group is expected to use all of血e resources available at the Medical Center,
induding血e Hbrary, Medline,血e血temet, jom皿als, dinical and resear血
ぬc血中.
The course is graded Pass何ail, based on the fac出tator-s report and a written
eXa皿.
Exa皿s:
The examinatious follow the pattem of the class: analyze and discuss a case
and develop questions to be researched to broaden one-s understanding of血e
CaSe. The tI:uree Parts Of the exam are:
1. Stating a　めr)Oま九esis that explains in one sentence　血e
PathophysioIogy that is presented in the case.
2. Using the information presented inぬe case to support the hypothesis
as well as discussing any information in the case that seems to
COntradict血e hypothesis.
3. Develop a research question血at is spec亜c and weⅡ deHneated血at
Pertains directly to血e hypo血esis.
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Studv TiDS:
IP is言n fact, a great Way to PrePare for the Third year clerkships where you
Will be required to give quick, COnCise and spec追c presentations al)Out yOur
Patients. The presentation of your IP research topic each week at your
discサSSion group is血nited to 5 n血utes. Keep冊at in mind when you are
Choosing and researching your topic and make sure　血at you choose
SOmething that is specific, de五ned and, Of course, interesting to you.
Your fac出tator is血ere as a resource for you so don’t be afraid to ask for
advice and get help十if you need it.皿e c血Iical fac血ty in the various
departments are also always w皿ing to help.皿e o血y studying invoIved wi血
IP is really preparing for your presentatious each week. This w皿take more
Or less time depending on the topic you are researching, SO keep一一neat and
SWeet’’in mind. More is de五山tely not always better.
There w皿be a practice exam that will prepare you for血e丘nal. Renember
to answer aⅡ aspects of the exam. Your hypo血esis needs to spell out血e
PathophysioIogy behind the case. AIso, it is easy to spend all your time
丘nding suppor血g facts to your hypothesis but血en forget to mention the
information血at might contradict your hypo血esis. Don’t forget. That is
SOme出土ng that血ey look for when血ey gr乙de the exam.
INTRODUCTION TO CLINICAL MEDICINE I (Fall　&
Spring)
Course Manager: Dr. Ph皿ip Freeman, 638-8541, Dowling　7　Sou此,
medp Sy@bu. edu
Fall Semester:
Text:
. Coulehan, John L., BIock, Marian, Z孔e M壱dieαl j訪e7‘tJ諺z4:
脇sね亮7喀S脇お舟r Cl訪ieαl PrαC窃ce, 3rd Ed., FA Davis, 1997.
Course DescriDtion:
The五rst semester of ICM introduces the student to the一一art" of medicine -
interviewing. The course gives s血dents a chance to interact wi血patients
and leam mOre about血e spec正c psychoIo蜜cal and social factors that may
血uence rapport in血e doctor-Patient relationship.
Placements:
The dass is divided into groups of al)Out 6 or 7 s血dents and one faculty
member from the Psychiatry Department. These interview groups meet on∞
a week for 2-3 hours, and most students Iook forward to these sessions.
Professional dress is required. Students go to area hospitals and interview a
Previously selected patient. Every student w皿have the opportu血ty to
interview a patient. Each student is also reaponsible for a write-uP regarding
his or her interview. Most interviews are conducted at BMC E. Newton
Campus and BMC Harrison Ave Campus, Since血ese are on the campus.
However, apPrOXimately one third ofぬe class will be assigned to an outlying
hospital. Therefore students wi血cars (as ident正ed drlring Orientation) are
encouraged to volunteer to drive to one of these hospitals. Be prepared to
take pubhc transportation or to form a carpool to reach some pla∞ment Sites
ifyou don-t have a car.
Spring Se皿eSter:
Course DescriDtion:
The second semester course is a spin-O苗of血e丘rst semester and expands on
the interactions between doctor and patient. In血is semester, yOu W皿
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explore how di節erent factors G.e. age, SeX, and violence) can a節ect the doctor-
Patient relationship. It consists of:
1. Chiical Placements
2. Plenary Sessions
g. Discussion Groups
4. Specialized Interviewing Workshops
5. Patient Interviews
Clinical Placements:
There are about 14 aftemoons set aside for clinical placements during血e
SemeSter and these serve not o血y to give you the chance to observe血e
interactions between a practicing clirician and his or her patients, but also to
PrOvide material for血e Plenary write-uPS. There are several options for
C血1ical placements during血e second semester.
Plenarv Sessions:
These sessions cover some of the more di鰭cuIt problems physicians face in
treating patients. Each session is mn by experts on the topic, and al血ough
the quality varies depending on血e speaker(s), they are generaⅡy both
COmPeⅢng and informative. For example, the plenaries on domestic violence
and substance abuse in the medical profession were particularly moving.
AIso,血ere w皿be a session on taking a sexual history.
Discussion GrouDS:
These co皿e before the plenaries and are about an hour long. Discussions
focus on write-uPS in w址ch students describe the process of di血cal
interactions in丘ne detail. Discussions consider how recognizing or fajユing to
recognize the土mpact of speci五c social factors (e.g., Culture) on a partic血ar
interaction might help or hinder rapport. Experiences vary greatly from
group to group, eSPeCially depending on the fac址tator. However, With such
COntrOVerSial and interesting topics,血ere’s usug皿y lively conversation.
Studv Tips:
There is no studying required. It is, however, important to pay attention
during your observations, as血at-s why you-re there. Patient interview血g,
Partic血a血y in紐ont of your peers, Can make your palms sweat, but it-s an
essential skill that you’11 have to master over the next four years. ICM serves
as a reminder of why you cane to medical school.
For the second semester course, yOu'Ⅱ need your syllabus on hand to五gure
o山where you-re supposed to be each week, and whether you're supposed to
hand in a write-uP. Be sure to hand in all your plenary writeups on
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time!! The plenaries themselves are比ought provoking and at times moving.
The discussion sessions can be止vely or drawn-Out, depending on how cIose
you are to exans. Overall, the course was entertaining, enjoyable and
e ducational.
ICM Placements:
This program allows students to observe physiciane in a private practice
Set血g in the greater Boston area. Currently students are able to choose from
fam血y practitioners, Pediat血cians, and intemists. ¶1is is an interesting
introduction to primary care for血ose of you who may be血terested.
However, eVen those not interested血primary care w皿derive great bene五t
from participa血g in　血is progran. Initially, Students will be largely
Observers, but as the mentorship progresses, Students w皿have血e chance to
interview pa缶ents and examine patients with their mentors.
At the begiming of血e FaⅡ　semster, yOu W皿　be asked about your
Preferences for your ICM placement. Last year the options were CCHERS,
Pediatrics, family medicine, intemal medicine, and Option E, if you know a
SPeC追c physician that you章d like to work with. You can st皿switch around a
bit after schooI staIts血ough. Except for CCHERS, W血ch runs the whole
year long,血e other placements won-t really take e餓∋ct un血the second
SemeSter.
For more information,血e course manager is Dr. Ph皿ip Freeman, Dowhng 7
South, 638-8541.
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NEURos cIENCES
Course Manager:
Dr. Ju止e H. Sandell, 638-4142, jsanden@cajal-1.bu.edu, R- 1014.
Neuroscience website: WWW.bu血c.bu.eduルusm/osa, @USM I -
N euro s ciences)
Texts: (軍om 1999;血ese are subject to change)
Re quired:
・ Haines, Duane, Neuroanatomy, An A軸as ofStructures, Sections, and
Systems, 4th Ed., 1995
. Nolte, John, The Human Brain: An Introduction to Functional
Anatomy, 4th Ed., 1999
Reco血ended:
. Nolte, John, Angevine, Jay B., The Human Brain: In Photographs and
Diagrams, 1995
・ Nolte, John, Study Guide to Accompany血e Human Brain, 1999
・ Johnson, L, Essentials ofMedical PhysioIogy, 2nd Ed.
・ Beme and Levy, PhysioIogy, 4th Ed.
・ Sidman and Sidman, Neuroanatomy: A Programmed Text
Course DescriDtion:
Neuroscience is a course that covers neuroanatomy, neurOPhysioIogy,
neurocytoIogy, C血Iical neuroIogy, membrane physioIogy, SynaPtic physioIogy,
PhysioIogy of　血e senses, the autonomic nervous system, and　血e
neuromusc血ar system. It starts in ea血y January and runs for五ve weeks, 9-4
Monday-Wednesday, 9-12 Thursday-Friday. Al血ough血e workload for血is
Class was enormous,址s was many students- favorite class.
Lecture s:
Several professors in血e physioIogy and anatomy厄eurosciences departments
give lectures.門1e lectures cover most of the information in the
COmPrehensive syllabus. Most of血e lectures are incredibly interesting and
enjoyable. It is stron塊y advised to attend all血e lectures due to血e fast pace
Of the course and血e unbelieval)le amount of material covered. AIso, many Of
the lectures revi・eW血e cross sections of血e brain and spinal cord血at w皿be
On the practical exan. You camot see血ese sHdes too many血mes.
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SyⅡabus:
The course syllabus was very well w瓦tten, aSide from a handf血of minor
typos and formatting errors. Be sure to read it before you go into lecture,
because lectures are chock fu皿ofpa血ways and functions and it's easy to get
lost.
Labs and Tutorials:
Laboratories are held once or twice a week (7 1ats in 5 weeks). They include
gross and microscopic examination of the brain, brainstem and sp血al cord
(that's why you don-t do it in Gross or Histo). You w皿need the a慣as for this
SeCtion. Labs are open 24 hrs a day so血ere is plenty oftime to review your
anatomy and histology of血e brain without having it creep up on you血e
Week before血e exan. The neurophysioIogy tutorials are also held once a
Week (5 tutorials in 5 weeks). These tutorials give you the oppo同調血y to
WOrk through problems pertinent to material covered in lecture and to clar壬fy
any corfusion you may have regarding the neurophysiology portion of the
COurSe.
Ex卸町S:
The Neuroscience grade is based on one exam and practical (talk about
StreSS!). A self-tes血g practice exam and practical are given halfway償1rOugh
血e course so血at you can assess your progress. The written exam consists of
al)Out 75 mul車Ple choice questions worth 75% of your五nal grade. About飾ty
PerCent Of these questions cover neufophysioIogy and血e remaining 50% are
a combination of anatomy, CytOIogy and neuroIogy. You are given 3 hours for
this portion. For the hour long practical, yOu are Shown 25 Kodachrome
S止des and asked to identify structures and func缶ons. This makes up血e
O血er　25%　of your grade. Since physioIogy questious上are nOt eaSily
incorporated into血e practical,血ey w皿be o血y on血e written exam. Exams
from previous yeaLrS are aVailatle, either in血e library or from o血er
students.
Studv Ti調S:
As with all血e o血er courses, the best way to take血is course is to keep up
Wi血the material on a daily basis. Reading血e syⅡal)uS and/or other
materials before each class is recommended, and expec血g to read aⅡ of此e
material just before the exam is foo皿ardy. Everyone, however, leams
Neuroscience his or her own way. For血ose who had di範culty wi血Gross
Anatomy, have a weak background in BioIogy, Or just want to get a head
Start, it is hebful to work through Si血nan and Sidman (at least through
SeCtion ’一C’一) before血e fiIst Class. T血s is an active leaming text血at is fun to
w。rk throu如and made血e first few lectures much easier to grasp. The rest
of血e sections are hebful to do concurrently.
The required Ha血eS teXt is not tested spec追c皿y’but it is an essential atlas
血at is especially useful for its pa血ways section. W皿e some students found
血e handout and lectures su撞cient to pass or even honor血e course’Others
found血at血e Nolte text can be helpful to fur血er explain some of血e more
confusing neuroanatomy topics, Su血as此e轟mbic System and the
cerebellum. The cross sections in Nolte were also very useful for tes血g
yourself, and had he曲調　text on each page.皿e recommended
n。urOPhysioIogy book was very helpful in understanding血ose tou車
physioIogical principles (and.you血ought you would never use your physics
again!). Remember, the written exam material is derived s。ely from the
lecture and syⅡal)uS SO yOu Can get honors by using血ese recom皿ended
books only as reference.皿ey are an on reserve in the library, but they血ght
be hard to丘nd near exam time.
Some students found血at it was helpful to leam血e spinal tracts as soon as
possible. Memorizing and understanding these pa血ways early on wiⅡ make
the course less intimidating. Spend tons of time on血e cross sections from all
血e sources: yOur handouts,血e Haines atlas, and NoIte-s text. Sfides (brain
s耽es and cytoIogy) are availal)le for review止血e lal)S. Studying血ese w皿
。th。. Students is hi弧ly reco皿mended, eSPeCiauy血e brain sHce series. Go
over the slides at least once a week with your study group and you w皿be in
血e shape for血e practical. The lectures, labs’and tutorials are hむ紬but
you will have to do a lot oflearning on your own.
Many students found NoItes recommended atlas to be much better and easier
to use compared to Haines. The labs are based on Haines’but血e Nolte atlas
contains the same information. Nolte-s atlas shows coIor pictures, traCeS
spinal routes and shows three竜mensional aspects of血e struc巾es you are
looking at. This book can clear up many questions血at you have, SO check it
out and compare it to Haines.
The computer progra皿S in the帥rary are extremdy valuable study aids.
Brain Stom and Hypeめrain are exceuent programs which hdp to review
cross sections and quiz yourse皿It・s a fun’血teractive way to leam when
you-re sick of reading.皿e old exams are key. Dr. O-Bryan's neurophysioIogy
questions are notoriously di缶c血t. By review血g old exams・ yOu Can get uSed
to the fomat and style of the questions. T血s is a good way to activdy study
neuroanatomy. Don-t be surprised if you take l-2 hours on the physioIogy
part and o血y l/2 to l hour on the rest.
For several weeks it feels as血ou如the material covered in thiS COurSe is
fragmented, and w皿never gel in your brain’aS yOu may have experienced
With the ’’Head and Neck一一section of Gross. Eventually, it aJI comes together
血rough perseverance and steady work.
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BIOCHEMISTRY
Course Manager: Dr. Matthew Nugent, 638-4169, K420, nugent@med-
biochem.bu. edu
Reco血ended Text:
・ Matthews and Van Hold, Bあcんe肋is印y, 4Gd.
・ Champe and Harvey, Lむpj鵜o枕もBあcんe肋お印y,よねd.
Course DescriDtion:
This is a fdst-PaCed survey course, W址ch covers amino acids, PrOtein
StruCture, metal〕OHc pathways, nuCleic acids and state-Of-the-a同mOlecular
biology tech血ques. The course is tean tau重心t, Wi血department members
PreSenting material within血eir own丘eld of expertise.
Le cture s:
The lectures are care允皿y plarmed, WeⅡ presented, and contain an enormous
amount of information. Biochemistry is血e mara血on course of first year: it
meets for one hour a day, eVery Sin鼻e day, for fourteen weeks. Ifyou want to
do weⅡ in址s course, it is imperative瓜at you attend the lectures, as the
exan is based mainly on the lectures. AⅡ of血e lecturers are approachable
and encourage s血dents to search them out if血e have questions.
Labs and Discussions:
During each of the three blocks of biochemistry, there was one lab, Pre∞ded
by an introductory lecture. The lal〕OratOry eXerCises dealt with procedures
and techriques commo血y found in biochemistry and how血ey relate to the
topics brought up in lecture. If you have already had some biochemistry
background, yOu might丘nd it a止血e simphstic, but for those new to the
Subject, it serves as a good introduction. There are五ve c血Iical discussions
that dealt wi血interesting clinical aspects of bioche皿istry such as
血alassemia, hypercholesterolemia and patemity tes血g.門1eSe disoussious
Were WeⅡ received, and were taught by cl血ical facl山ty. Be sure to study the
discussion material because it will be included in the exams.
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Exa皿s:
AⅡ血e exan questions w皿be derived from the lectures and from the lab
handouts and disoussions. The three exams are multiple choice and require
more reasormg and less rote memo血zation than previous courses.
Studv TiDS:
The anount of time spent in lecture is considerable and血e material covered
is extensive. Consider devo血g some time each day to reviewing the material
after class to avoid fa11ing behind. Lippencott's is a good resouree血breaking
down and supplemen血g血e materials introduced in class. Exams from
Previous years are availatle from ei血er比e library or from other students.
Old exams are essential because by doing them a week in advance of the
actual exan, yOu Can gauge how much you know and study accordin鼻y as
Well as letting you practice血e way of thinking needed for doing well on test
day.
Your class might want to organize a note service for血e class.門1e PreVious
years organized such notes and血ose who subscribed found血em very
helpful. We did not do them last year because血ere was lack of interest in
Pa重心cipation. The most important strategy to do weⅡ in this course is to
attend all of the lectures, Stay aWake, and take good notes. It’s imperative to
understand血e concepts presented and be able to use血em as tooIs in
PrOblem solving. This is a very concise and weⅡ-Written board review book
that w皿also be helpful for next year-s boards! Dr. Troxler hands out
Chapters of Lippincott’s during his lectures on metabolism. Be sure to look at
the questions al血e end of血ese chapters as血ey have a fumy way of
Showing up on exams.
Do not be fooled by血e丘rst exam! The course gets off to a sIow, manageable
Start, but takes off with the metal〕Olic pa血ways. Review血e daily notes
frequently to stay on top ofthe course. Study old exaus, and don-t put o苗this
COurSe un租exam time.
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ESSENTIALS OF PUBLIC HEALTH
Course Manager: Dr. Michael A Grodin, 638-4626’ Talbot T358W,
jdurant@bu.edu (Johne n皿ant)
Required Texts:
. Amas, George, 2孔e R勧ts ofP掘eれts aSBN: 0809315270)
●　Bodenheimer and G剛mbach, U加わrsめれdこれg H訪脇P脇旬aSBN:
0838590756)
●　Fletcher, Fletcher, and Wagner, C拐毒eα弛k)諸e肋わlogy: 7鵜Esse融のお
OSBN: 0683032690)
Course DescriDtion:
Essentials of Public Heal血covers medical ethics, heal瓜Iaw, SOCio-medical
issues, heal血care services and丘nances, envirormental and ocoupational
medicine, biostatistics, and dinical epidemiology. This class is one of o血y a
few in the country where medical students leam of health law and pubHc
health issues.
In the Health Law Section, yOu leam about landmark cases血at have shaped
the practice of medicine. The Socio-Medical Sciences Section covers血e
impact of race, C山ture, gender, and economics on血e doctor-Patient
relations址p.皿e Health Care Pohcy Section covers the organization of血e
health care system and the role of govemment and血surance in五nancing
health care and e節ec血g medical decisious. EpidemioIogy is血e study of the
distribution and determinants of disease in human pop血ations. Biostatistics
incorporates mathematical methods into the analysis of皿edical data. An
understanding of biostatistics and epidemioIogy is c亜cal for reading血e
medical literature and applying it appropriately in血e cli血cal set血g.
門1e tOPics covered are important and interes血g. T血s course will help you to
appreciate and de五ne your role as a future physician in a rapi皿y chan嚢ng
health care system.
SvllabusITextbo oks:
The syⅡal畑S is very血orou如. It contains joumal articles, law cases, and
some descriptive text. Students found　血e health law and
envirormental/occupational health readings to be complex but interesting;
the biostatistics/epidemioIogy readings were straightforward and well
written.
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The required texts were keepers and should be included in every future
Physician-s library. They are easy reading, interesti皿g, and ft皿of useful
information about health and the law as well as rights of patients.
Lectures:
Attending the health law lectures is essential in lear血ng to intexpret血e
legal cases, decisious and their sign追can∞. It is helpf血to read血e cases
before class or at least have a general idea of what they are about. Bring the
Syllabus to class so that you can址gI血ght the inLPOrtant PaIts Of each case as
they are reviewed in lecture.皿e biostats/epidemioIogy lectures are designed
to follow the handout. Thus, yOu Can Sit back, relax伍ot nap) and enjoy血e
mate瓦al as it is presented in lecture, Without worrying atout ta瞳ng notes,
Exa皿s:
Exams draw heav遭y from the lectures in a皿sections of the course. There are
two examS: eaCh are wor血50% of your丘nal grade.皿ey are both stric廿y
m山tiple choice, but beware: the questions are逆襲apeCi五c and tricky. There
is no need to rea皿y memorize血e nit-Picky deta且s of each case, but you must
know the n血ngs and principles invoIved and be able to apply血em to any
glVen SCenario.
Studv TiDS:
The amount of reading material w皿be overwhelm血g, so Organize a group of
PeOPle and sp止t up the readings. You might even want to have each person
transcri教〕e a lecture. Reading a summary of the artides is much better than
PIowing through immense jouほmal articles and law cases on your own.皿e
book on health care pdicy is extremely h吐pf血, and makes understanding
the lectures much easier. However, don-t rely on血is book in lieu of血e
lectures; Dr. Sager's exan questions were based more on his lectures血an on
the text.
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PHYSIOLOGY
Course Manager: Dr. Pa血OBryan, 638-4346, L-317, Obryan@bu.edu
Recommended Texts:
・ West, Be?p諒o訪oJt捌けsあわg)′ 5沈Ed.
●　Valtin, Beれα Et/7'Cfあれ3γd Ed高め7t,
・ Ganong, P砂sわわき妙′, J9拐Ed.
・ Johnson, Esse7L房αおOf施dieαl H汐sわlogy, 2nd ed
. Beme and Levy, CαrdわuαSC]L融r J華ysわlogy, 7枕ed
・ Beme and Levy, H職ma71捌けsわlogy, 3rd ed
. Koeppen and Stanton, Be棚l f砂sあわgy, 2nd ed
・ Johuson, GαSかO訪ねs房棚l ftysわlogy,釣ed
Course Descrintion:
PhysioIogy is orgahized around organ systems where Gross Anatomy is
Organized around regions of the body. The丘rst section lv皿cover the
Cardiovasc血ar System and the Gastrointestinal System. The second section
will cover BIood,血e Respiratory Systems, and血e Renal System. PhysioIogy
is a challenging course but pe血aps one of血e most important courses in血e
first year curriculum. The material that is tau如t in血e class w皿come back
again and again血rouねout medical school.血many ways, PhysioIogy is此e
backbone to clinical medicine.
Lecture:
The course is very weⅡ attended-一也ere are about two hundred students.
Master students are in with the medical students. If you me to sit up front,
be sure to get血ere early. You can also "stake real estate一一by leaving your
Stuff in your seat while at lunch. None of us had problems wi血anybody
messing wi血our bags etc.; however, do it at your own risk. There are some
audiovisual presentations presented drlring sched山ed lectures. A hig皿ght
Of此e course is c血1ical correlation. These presentations are presented
towards the end of血e lectures on each organ system. A c血Iician relates the
PhysioIogy血at was taught wi血one of his patients or wi此case studies.
Syllabu議
A comprehensive syⅡabus is distributed at血e begiming of each sec缶on of
the course. It may be helpful to review血e syⅡabus notes before the lecture,
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Since lectures usually ft皿ow the synal〕uS. Beware of the smal1 diagrams and
OCCaSional typos that can make血e sy皿abus confusing at血mes. The syⅡabus
is very much the heart of the course.
Lab/Discussion:
The labs provide students with血e opportuhi句「 to perform procedures
exar血ning electrocardiography, SPirometry, blood, reSPiratory responses to
exercise, and gastric secretions. Some labs requ皿e Student volunteers. Be
PrePared to sweat a bit for some of these but they are a great change from
Sitting in Bakst for hours on end. Participa血g in血e labs is a good way to
See for yourseIf what some of your patients might have to go through止血e
future. Cardiovasc血ar response labs are also done on a volunteer basis,
Where students observe the e餓鵜ts Of drugs and extemal stimuH on rabbits.
These occur during the丘rst section of the course and there are sign-uP Sheets
for those who want to participate.
Discussions are based on c血Iical app止cations of physioIogy concepts. AIso,
the answers to血e questions found in血e syllabus are discussed in血ese
groups. In many cases血e material covered is a review of血e lectures;
however, neW material may be introduced and correlated to a laboratory
exercise. The discussions help in concre血乙ing and cla車ying ideas that were
PreSented in the lectures.
Exams & Quizzes:
Two multiple choice exans are given fyou have 3 hours to auswer 60-70
questions). The department includes many questions using the賞皿owing
formats:一一all of the fonowing EXCEPT一;一一w血ch of the foⅡowing does NOT
OCCur一一; and "which of the following in INCORRECT". Exams are derived from
血e comprehensive. course ou址ne’lect皿es, and discussions. Authough some
Of血e reading asslgnmentS iI]L血e syⅡabus are never drectly discussed in
lecture, they will show up on the exaus.
There are quizzes given throughout the course.皿ey pretty much resemble
血e format of the exams. I know you血ink血at you are going to hate life
because you have血ese quizzes; however, yOu are gOing to be thankfi止血at
these quizzes kept you up on the material because it makes studying for血e
exams so much easier.
Studv TiDS:
Know the syllabus! Make sure you understand the diagrams and graphs, nOt
O血y because they can appear on the exaus but because they demonstrate the
COnCePtS. Old exams and uizzes are cmcial. All exaus are designed to test
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Certain concepts that rarely change. Therefore, focus on the principles tested
in the old exans (don't just answer the questions, but understand why each
question is either correct or incorrect). It is also very important to attend and
Participate in the discussion groups.
Take the quizzes very seriously. They can really help your丘nal grade. If you
Study for the quizzes as though you were studying for血e exan, yOu will
have already mastered the material by血e time exams roⅡ around.
There are many good texts ava且able including those Hsted above. However, it
is easy to overbuy physioIogy books. Some students use o血y血e syllabus Gf
you work hard you can honor the course by studying血e syⅡatus). It is
always helpful to have some sort of reference besides the syllal)uS. If you
don’t want to buy all the monographs (they w皿cost weu over $120),血en try
Board Review Se血es PhysioIogy book by Costanza. Ganong is a review book
that wi皿o血y help you if you need no help whatsoever.
PhysioIogy is one of the best courses of血e year, and is really此e meat and
POtatOeS Of medicine. A strong knowledge of physioIogy will form a solid
foundation for your clinical years. The bottom血e thou孤is that the course
gives some meaning and substance to those endiess hours of anatomy血at
you slaved through in the丘rst semester.
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ENDOCRINOLOGY
Course Manager: Dr. Janes Head, 638-4396, R-702D,
j血@MED-XTAL.BU.EDU
Recommended Texts:
・ Goodman, BαSie i勿dieαl劫"めc高柳わg)′, 2nd ed.
・ Porter丘eld,劫"めc売れe Hり扇ology
Course Descril'tion:
Much as Neurosciences could be considered the segue between anatomical
COurSeS and PhysioIogy,址s class ends血e physioIogy series, and ties up
Ioose ends from several other classes in血e丘rst-year Curric山um. In many
WayS, it can be considered a natural extension of the Physiology co皿Se.
Lecture:
The class is structured and taught very simila血y to physioIogy, and many of
the lecturers will be fa血皿ar. Aside from the regular lec同しrers, apPearanCeS
by clinicians will also help give the dass a一一real-WO血d一一relevance.
Sy量labu議
At the丘rst dass’Students w皿receive a PhysioIogy-Ⅲre comprehensive
Packet of lecture notes. These are quite血orough, and have g皿the same
Strengths and weaknesses of血e Neurosciences仲hysioIogy packets. Many
Students have found血is packet, in combination with their class notes, to be
Su撞cient to understand血e material, Wh遭e o血ers feel血at a supplemental
textbook is necessary. Whatever strategy worked for you in PhysioIogy w皿
most蘭rely be most su∞esSful in EndocrinoIogy.
Discussion:
The discussions are very c血ically-Oriented, and help students see how血e
theory being leamed reflects iIl real practice.皿e discussious are led by
different faculty members, SO Can Vary in quality and st丸e.
Exa皿s:
The course is graded on the basis of a sin鼻e multiple-choice exam一一DONT
SLACK O即一! This class covers a wide range of material, and it is impossible
to cram. Clinical material is represented on the exam, aS WeⅡ as血e more
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general concepts, SO it is necessary to maintain (or increase!) your pace from
PhysioIogy and Biochem.
Studv TiDS:
At this point in血e semester,皿any Students feel血e impulse to sIow down
and cut comers -- try to reSist the urge. Wi血o血y one exam for血e course,
not pacing yourseIf can be disastrous. Additionally, uSe the discussions to
really reinforce concepts and go over di缶c血t points. Again, Whatever study
PattemS WOrked in PhysioIogy w出田rely work well here.
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IMMUNOLOGY
Course Manager: Dr. Jacque止ne Sharon, 8-4652, K-707, jsharon@bu.edu
Reco血ended Text:
・ Sharon, BαSi記読棚方れOわgy
Course DescriD慣on:
This∴is a very medicg皿y-Oriented overview of cell山ar and molecular
immunOIogy. The course covers a huge range of material, but maintains a
Very general treatment血at is appropriate for chiliciaus.
Lecture:
Most of the lectures w皿be tau如,t by Dr. Sharon, While about l/3 are covered
by o血er specialists. Don-t be tricked by the fact that血ere are o血y 15
lectures -一心e course covers a lot of ground, and it is hard to catch up if you
島田behind.
Syllabu議
The syllabus has been much reduced from血at of previous years, and o血y
COVerS material that w皿be discussed in class. Use it as a reference to review
Or reinforoe topics emphasized by the teachers, Or tO explain any points that
you found undear in lecture. Make sure you can auswer any study questions,
and understand the concepts and nomenclature you need to do so.
Exams:
The course is graded on the basis of a sin封e, 50-queStion m血tiple-choice
exam. Its most important to gain a good command of血e basic concepts血at
you need to know for the exam -一don't worry about trick questions. Old
exans are extremely helpful for picking out key points.
Studv TiDS:
As wi血Endoc瓦noIogy, don-t let血e warm weather distract you now. W岨e
there-s o血y one exam fdr the course, it is extremely fair. People who have
done immunoIogy work before will丘nd this to be a refresher course that
emphasizes key concepts, but students without any experience may be
COnfused at五rst. Make sure血at you get a good command of血e terI血noIogy
and broader concepts, eSPeCia皿y if you have no background in血is area. If
you want to get the most紐om the lectures, read ahead and don’t bo血er to
take extensive class notes. Use血e lectures ar読study questions to identify
important topics rather than take dictation.
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HURAN GENETICS
Course Manager: Je鯖Miluusky, 638-7083, CABR 408
Texts:
. Jorde, Carey, and White, M壱dieαl Geれe訪os.
Course Descril'tion:
This course is designed to demonstrate血e importance of genetics to the
PraCtice of medicine. Since most diseases have some genetic component, an
awareness of the mechanisms of inheritance and mutation is critical to us as
future physicians. This course covers血e chromosomal basis of inheritance,
Mendelian inheritance and polyge血c inheritance, and emphasizes molec山ar
genetics. The genetics of cancer, Prenatal diagnosis, Selected aspects of
dysmorphoIogy and certain principles rela血g to genetic counseling and
SCreening w皿also be discussed.
Lectures:
There will be ll hours of lecture time that w皿be taught by di餓張ent
PrOfessors in the genetics department. The lectures served to supplement血e
book and the ou「膿ne handed out before each class.
Discussion Grou調S:
Each student is expected to attend a c血1ical session with patients and one of
two discussion groups sched血ed. The discussion sessions focus on case
Studies and are an interes車ng way to reinfor∞ Principles leamed in lecture.
Ex劃血:
Last year, a multiple-Choice exam (76 questious) was given that was based
upon lectures,也.e handout and the text.
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Studv Tips:
Read through the handouts and understand aⅡ血e concepts presented.皿e
lectures can be complex and corfus王皿g at times, SO uSe血e book for
clari五cation, However, gOOd lecture notes are essential, Since some material
is presented血at is not covered in the textbook. It is important to know血e
book well.
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NOTE SERVICE
Some classes organize a note service, Which is a fee for service organization.
The people who participated and subscribed to the note service formed in the
PaSt found it invaluable to their success in the class. The organizational
effbrt can be large, SO if you plan to start up a note service, be prepared fdr
the e餓)rt required. Contact Vema Lacey, Director of Support Services, 638-
4 166, Vlacey@bu.edu for guidance.
TEST PACKET
Plan to spend $75. Ths is an essential investment. This packet contains old
exams from血e past several years (wi血answers) for血e first year courses.
Old tests are extremely useful study aids, and for many students they are
WOrth their weight in gold. Test packets w田be available from AMSA during
血e first few weeks of school. You will丘nd yourseIf at a disadvantage
Without this investment. And yes, it is cheaper and easier to buy the packet
than it is to copy someone else-s.
BOOKSTORES
Boston University Medical Center Bookstore
700 Albα砂　S毎eeち　Ceれter fr Adz/α乃Ced　駁ome郎cαl ZねseαrCん　G4E脇
b涼ldjγZg, locαted枕rec砂αCγOSS万o肋the medjcαl scんoo4), 638-6496.
In addition to its comprehensive book selection, the bookstore carries a wide
array of medical instruments, general merchandise and suppⅡes. If this store
does not have a title you need,血ey w皿order it for you in a timely manner.
工ts hours of operation are as fo11ows: Monday-Friday 8:30 a.m.-6:00 p.m. and
Saturday 9:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Questions concer血ng血e store, its products
and available services can be directed to Ms. Matsik.
Bames and Noble at Boston University
BU Boohsきo7‘e Mdn, 660 BeαCO7? Si, Kされ耽Oγe Sqt雄7.e, 267-8484.
This bookstore houses some of the professional reference books for the Main
Campus, and is a good back-uP in case the Medical Campus Bookstore is out
Of a text, Or for shopping on weekends and ho止days. Be sure to Iook in血e
Nursing as well as Medicine sections because the same text may be used in
different courses. The rest of the MaⅡ includes a better selection of cards,
insignia wear G.e. B.U. boxer shorts), books, and magazines, aS Wen aS a
travel agency, Print store,且orist, and BankBoston machine. There-s even a
Cafe on the丘rst皿oor that serves Sta血ucks co餓妃. You can buy just about
anyt血ng at the BU Bookstore Ma皿, induding stereos, CaneraS, COmPuterS,
POSterS, CIothes, etC. Shop around, though, because血eir prices are not
necessa血y血e lowest ava血able. In some cases, (e.g. if you want to buy a
COmPuter), yOur StatuS aS a BU student gets you sign追cant discounts.
The Harvard Medical Coop
333 Long粉00d Aひe乃ひろBroohl訪e 499-3800.
They have a smaller selection than what is avallable at the BUSM bookstore,
but they皿ay have books which ours does not. The Harvard Medical Coop
does not use pubHsher-s hst pricing, SO it may be more expensive to buy your
books there.
Brown and Connolly Medica賞Bookstore
131タBo)′lsわれS毎eeち262-6I62.
This bookstore has everything. You might check it out if ours関.nS Out Of the
texts you need. They w皿also have books血at our bookstore doesn-t carry,
W血ch is helpf血for血ose students who need a 19血a慣as for anatomy.
Used Textbooks
Check the bulletin boards around school. A book sale by AMSA w皿take
Place at some point du血ng the五rst few weeks of school. Watch for
announcements! Use your student advisors and血e relevant sections血the
j3edbooh for advice on血e essentials. Then supplement these books wi血
What you五nd helpful.
ACADEMIC RESOURCES
AcADEMIC PERFORMANCE
Verna Lacey, Director of Student Support Services, is a member of the O撞ce
Of Student Affairs, and wears several different hats at the School of
Medicine. She is ava血able to all students who are having academic or
PerSOnal di鯖culty. Don't be surprised to get a supportive letter from her
after the first round of grades ifyou did not do as well as expected. She is an
exceⅡent resource with whom to discuss your strategies for studying. Vema
assists students with weⅡ-documented disabilities to receive their needed
accommodations.
Vema runs workshops at the be蜜nn血g of the academic year for丘rst year
Students in the賞皿owirig areas: time management; memOrization techniques;
COnCentration; teSt-ta瞳ng techniques; individual leaming styles; and stress
management. Vema also organizes and implements the review course for
the United States Medical Hcensing Exam (USMLE)血at you w皿be taking
in early January of your second year. The review course血cludes the
following comp onents :
a) a pre出血nary diagnostic exam that identi丘es weaknesses in content
areas and test-taking strategies, aS Well as a foⅡow-uP meeting wi血
Vema to go over your test results;
b) review sessions on week-day aftemoons or Saturdays血PhysioIogy,
Biochemistry, Pa血oIogy, McrobioIogy, ImmunoIogy, Phar皿aCOIogy,
and EmbryoIogy w址ch are taped and on reserve in血e Ⅲ〕rary;
C) small workshops on general information about the boards, aS WeⅡ as
test-taking strategies;
d) recommendations about review books and computer prograns that
simulate the USMLE exams.
Vema’s O撞ce was intentiona皿y located apart from血e O缶ce of Student
A餓止rs in order to insure student con五dentig血ty. Neither the academic nor
the personal counse]血g that she provides is recorded血any o缶cial records.
You are encouraged to stop by her o缶ce to meet her; it is Iocated on血e
ground floor of血e A building at the end of此e Bakst cor瓦dor; yOu may
reach her at 638-4195 or via e-mail at vlacey@bu.edu.
TuTORING PROGRAM
This free program operates血rough the O缶ce of Student A能血s. This
Service is not provided to heb people receive `血onors” in a class, but is for
those students who have trouble adjusting to the rigors of medical school and
therefore need assistance in a particular course. Identi丘ed students may
receive a set number of hours of tutoring (generally two hours) per week.
Each course has tutors who are prepared to spend time wi血students on a
One-tO-One basis. Many times you w皿not be assigned a tutor un冊a龍er the
五rst set of exans, but if you know you are in trouble before then, yOu are
encouraged to contact Course Managers and Verna Lacey, 638-4166, aS SOOn
as any di鯖culty arises・ Ask o血er students about血e tutors before choosing
One.
COMPUTING RESOURCES
PERSONAL COMPUTING SUPPORT CENTER (B.U. MAIN CAMPUS)
http:〃w ww.bu.edu佃csc
6171353-PCSC (353-7272)
6171353-1234
What is the PCSC?
The O撞ce of Information TechnoIogy-s Personal Computing Support Center
a)CSC), located on the B.U. main campus, is a free resource dedicated to
helping all Boston University students, fac山ty, and academic sta鯖use their
Windows-　and Mac血tosh-based computers eifectively. PCSC welcomes
questions紐om both血e novice and血e expert about血ese computers and
about supported application software.
PCSC can help you analyze your comput血g needs　○○ Whe血er you're
COnSidering which personal computer or apphcation software would best五t
your puxposes, Planning a new personal computer laboratory宣壷your
department, Or Setting up Intemet access. PCSC also provides hands-On
training for many pop血ar app止cations, tech血cal support,皿e recovery, teXt
and graphics scanning, and五Ie translation.
PCSC has extensive onhie documentation @and-OutS and help guides) to
assist with connecting to血e ACS system, uSing e-mg血, and many o血er
functions. Vesit the web site at http:〃www.bu.edu佃csc for these resources.
ACCESS TO COMPUTING AND INFORMATION RESOURCES: ACS
Information TechnoIogy at Boston U血versity provides a duster of UNIX
SyStemS that students can use as a sole compu血g resource or in conjunction
With personal or departmental computers. Everyone at血e U血versity is
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eligible for an account on the UNIX cluster, Called ACS (Academic
Computing System). ACS provides access to the Web and to electro血c mail, a
Variety of statistical and scient追c software packages used in coursework and
research, PrOgramming languages, SOPhisticated text processing software,
draw and paint packages, and much more. The primary shared academic
SyStem is a cluster oflarge, multi-uSer IBM RS16000 computers.
EARLY BIRD PROGRAM (for obtaining an ACS Account)
Boston University’s Early Bird progran is available to incoming freshmen,
transfer students, and new graduate students Gncluding medical students)
for the convenience of those who would Hre ea血y access to o血ine services.
These services require a BU Iogin name and Kerberos password血at you
Select.
Before you arrive on canpus, yOu Can uSe yOur BU Iog血nane and Kerberos
PaSSWOrd to access ACS (Academic Compu血g System), e-mail,血e Web, and
Other networked compu血g services. You can also check out the Student
Link alttP:llwww.bu.edulstuden址nk) where you can view information such
as丘nancial aid infdrmation, housing information, PerSOnal and financial
records, and more.
In the Redbook mai]ing, yOu W皿receive an Early Bird flyer and access code
(stamped on the front) to get you started. You w皿also need your student
identi丘cation number 0J number) which is printed on your b皿from B.U.
Account Services and access to the Intermet.
E_MAIL
Electronic Ma血(e-mail) can be accessed by most of血e computers in the
Leaming Resource Center aJRC] on the llth皿oor of Medical Library. Both
PINE and ELM are used for an E-ma且interfece. There are also terminals for
e-mail puxposes o血y, in血e basement student lounge. This enables you to
COmmunicate with students here at BU and at other universities. It-s also a
great way to keep up wi血current events on campus. If you not obtain an
ACS account through the Ea血y Bird Program (al)OVe), yOu may Obtain an
account upon ar血val to the medical campus during o血entation; t址s can be
done at the LRC.
Once you have established an e-ma血address you can access your e-mail
account at any time in the LRC as wen as from your home. More information
W且I be provided during orientation. The O缶ce of Student A能Iirs and
SeVeral departments w皿be commurica血g with you血rough the class
LISTSERV,血us it is required you get an account.虹you have any questions
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Call the LRC at 638-5433. Once you receive an e-ma血account, yOu muSt
notify the Registrar; Send an e-mail to Raquel Paquette at rpaquet@bu.edu
With your e-ma血address.
LISTSERV INFORMATION
WHAT IS A LISTSERV?
A LISTSERV is an electronic ma出ulg hist to w址ch you subscribe to receive
information via e-ma遭. You may also send information to a LISTSERV and
all subscribers w皿receive your message. Each BUSM student class has a
LISTSERV: BUSM-2002-Ⅱst, BUSM-2003-1ist, etC.
As a medical student, yOu are required to subscribe to your dass LISTSERV
to stay informed of important information regarding class notices, dass
meetings, and events that are sent to you from BUSM administrators as weⅡ
as medical students.
When using血e medical student LISTSERVs, yOu are required to follow
``The Conditions of Use Po止cy: Email Communications Boston U血versity
SchooI of Medicine” that is sent to all new subscribers upon subsc垂厄on.
The poHcy is also available on止ne at http :〃www.bumc.bu.edu爪usm/osa (c止ck
On Po止cies) as well as in the BU捌けS塊ode融加砕y α71d厳重7.e乃Ce胸e柵αl.
Please fam血arize yourseIf with血e policy.
TO AUTOMATICALLY RECErVE ALL E-MAILS DESIGNATED FOR
YOUR CLASS LISTSERV
Send an e-mail to: majordomo@bu.edu. In the body of the message, tyPe血e
following one-1ine message (depending on your dass):
>　subscribe busm-2003-1ist
>　subscribe busm-2002-hst
>　subscribe busm-2001-1ist
>　subscribe busm-2000-hst
Do not enter any other information besides血e one一皿e message al)OVe. You
W皿receive an automated receipt ofyour subscription wit址n 24 hours.
To聖堂Subscribe to a list, follow the same procedure above except use
``unsubscribe” instead of ``subsc五be” in血e one-1ine message.
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To send ap e-mail message to each class’uSe the foⅡowing addresses (the
Class year lS COntained in the address):
●　busm-2003-1ist@bu.edu
.　busm-2002-1ist@bu.edu
.　busm-2001-1ist@bu.edu
●　busm-2000-1ist@bu.edu
Follow these rules:
1. Auways include a desc垂)tive subject in血e一一Subject:一一sIot of your e-mail.
2. Do not send messages to the LISTSERV more than two times.
3. Include a contact person wi血an e-mail address血your message.
4. Do not use all capital letters for the en血e message (血ese are di箇c血t to
富ead.)
BUMC REB SITE
http:〃www.bumc.bu.edu
BUMC has a web site containing information about various departments and
PrOgramS With血the medical center, medical resources, l血ks to other health
PrOfessions web sites, and much more.
Of particular interest to medical students are the foⅡowing BUMC web sites:
THE OFFICE OF STUDENT AFFAIRS WEB SITE
http:〃w ww.bumc.bu.edu爪usmんsa
The O撞ce of Student A餓血s maintains a web page to assist medical
Students with academic, PerSOnal, and professional development. Onl血e
resources indude an electro血c calendar of events, Various o缶ce publications,
medical schooI pohies, housing information, Student organization
information, etC.
THE OFFICE OF THE REGISTRAR VEB SITE
http:〃www.bumc.bu.eduthusm万eg
The O範.ce of the Registrar is responsible for the maintenance and
management of 2皿academic and attendance records for students and alum血
Of Boston University SchooI of Medicine. Services for current students
include: registra債on, Ve正負cation of student status and issuing of transc車pts.
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In addition, SOme Of the services for alumni indude veri五cation of
graduation, documentation foIf∴止censure, dipIoma veri五cation and
translation.
LRARNING RESOURCE CENTER (LRC)
The Learning Resource Center qRC) provides students of the Boston
University Medical Center with access to a vast array of compu血g and
instructional technoIo蹟es. The lab is Iocated in此e Alum血MedicaHibrary,
On the llth且oor. It is equipped with IBM and Apple Mac血tosh computers,
LaserJet printers, One IBM compa帥Ie scanner and one Mac血tosh scanner.
AⅡ computers are equipped wi血word processing, SPreadsheet, database and
graphics software packages. In addition to the spec正ed software, mOSt
COmPuterS are COn丘gured for Intemet access. The lal) is open 7 days a week
except for certain holidays.皿e hours are posted outside the entrance to the
COmPuter lab.
MACINTOSH LRARNING RESOURCES
Macintosh computers and four videodisk players are located on血e l l心血oor
in the LRC. The ft皿ow血g appHcations for the Macs are readily accessible for
Student and faculty use and several of the prograns are being used as part of
the medical curriculum:
A.DA.M.
BrainStorm, The Interactive Guide to Hu血an NeuroAnatomy
HyperBrain
Keyboard PathoIogy Series - Dr. Adrianne Rogers, Professor, Associate
Chair of Pa血oIogy and Laboratory Medicine and course manager for
PathoIogy, is integrating血e program as part of the Pa血oIogy course.
NeurophysioIogy
PC LEARNING RESOURCES
The PC computers are located on the llth血oor in the LRC. The following
PrOgranS are aVailable to students:
AMIA-FREIDA (Fellowship and Residency Electronic Interactive
Database Access System)
Dexter Interactive Videodisk Programs in Trauma
Diet Balancer
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L舶ES
ALUMNE MEDICAL LIBRARY
The Alumni Medical Library serves血e fac血ty, Staff and students of血e
Boston Uriversity SchooIs of Medicine, Dental Medicine, PubHc Heal血, and
the Boston Medical Center. Faculty, Staff and students of血e Boston
University Charles River campus are di蹟ble for most ser¥癌es. Members of
the Boston Hbrary Consortit血are also welcome to use血e Medical hibrary
and are eligible for most library services. Al血ough血e H)rary is open to血e
general pubhc, SOme reStrictions apply. Detg血ed information about the
Alum血Medical Hbrary is available at its web site, ht亡D : //med-|ibww.
bu.edu/.
The Alumni Medical Hbrary is Iocated in the Instructional Building on the
Medical Campus q-12,、715 Albany Street, Boston, MA O2118)・ The mrary
O∞uPies the llth, 12th and 13th租oors ofthe bu遭ding, but血e elevators stop
Only on the 12th floor. Extended elevaLtor Service is availal)1e to individuals
with disab址ties. For those wil]ing to climb the stairs,血e library may be
entered t血ou吐血e east stairweⅡ from血e lOth or 14血血oors.
Individual s血dy carrels and large tal九es are located throughout血e珊)rary.
NO FOOD OR DRINK WTI.L BE PERMI珊D IN THE LIBRARY.
Restrooms and in-house paging telephones are located in血e center of血e
llth and 13th血oors. A pubhic pay telephone is Iocated outside血e H)rary
entrance on the 12th且oor.
Library Hours:
Monday - Thursday　　　7:30 am - 12:00 a.m.
Friday　　　　　　　　　7:30 am - 10:00 p.m.
Saturday lO:00 am - 10:00 p.m.
Sunday lO:00am - 12:00 a.m.
(Sum皿er and hdiday hours vary and are posted outside the library)
Reference librarians are ava且able to provide assistance and answer
questions, Monday through Friday from 8:30 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Individua皿y
SChed血ed appointments are recommended for those who need in-depth
assistance. The Reference Department also provides information retrieval
services and fee-based mediated止terature searches on MEDLINE, Chemical
Abstracts, BIOSIS and hundreds of other databases.　Consult with a
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reference珊〕rarian at 638-4228 to request a hterature search or for more
information on database fees.
Available services include interlibrary loans (ILL) of materials not oⅧed
at the Alumni Medical Library, and a photocopy service for materials
OWned by the hbrary. There is a fee for each service.
BUMC MEDLINE contains the ft皿MEDLINE database from 1966 to the
PreSent With over 7 m皿on citations to joumal literature in medic血e,
Pharmacy, Pub止c health, dentistry, PSyC血atry, nurSing, allied health and the
biomedical sciences. BUMC MEDLINE is avajユable free-Of.charge from
terminals in the止brary. Remote access is紐ee-Of-Charge to all Boston
Uriversity students in血e schooIs of Medicine, Public Heal冊and Dentistry.
You w皿be able to apply for an account during orientation. Cons血t with a
reference librarian at 638-4228賞脚information on training classes, remOte
access and documentation.
Workshops on a variety of subjects are o飯井ed regula血y. Scheduled
WOrkshops include: Hbrary tours & orientations, INNOPAC (o血ine catalog)
training, and trg血1ing on the SPIN (Sponsored Programs Information
Network) software. Several levels of BUMC MEDLINE workshops are also
O餓∋red for novice and more sophisticated searchers. Cons血t血e reference
librarian for information on classes. Fac山ty, Sta宜and students can also
request individual, SmaⅡ or large group training and educational sessions.
The Circulation Desk (638-4232) is Iocated to血e right of血e library
entrance. Monographs can be checked-Out With a valid BUMC iden臆cation
Card for a period of 28 days. Renewals of circ血a血g items can be made in-
PerSOn at the Circ血ation Desk. Books being retumed on time can be
dropped ofin the lst血oor book-drop outside L-112.
Overdue materials are not charged daily, however血ree overdue notices
w皿be sent to the borrower for each item not retumed within the allotted
time. One week after the third notice is sent, a五ne of $75 per item w皿be
assessed.
Reserve materials are located be址nd the Circ山ation Desk.皿ose wishing
to use reserve materials must show a valid BUMC ID. Reserve materials
include copies of old course exams, SOme audiovisual materials, neW editions
Of popular monographs and course texts. at is wor血while to peek at血ese
COurSe teXtS before buying them so that you know which one best丘ts your
needs).
Monographs that regula血y circulate are shelved by call number (subject
designations) on the 13心血oor of血e library. Oversized books are located on
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the 12th且oor behind the current joumals area. Reference and Reserve books
are shelved in the reference and circulation sections. drchival materials and
a History of Medicine collection are also Iocated血the Alumni Medical
Lめrary.
Joumals are shelved alphabetically by缶tle. Current issues are located on
the 12血組oor ofthe library, and older bound volumes are shelved on the llth
and 13th且oors. Consult the online catalog for detz血ed joumal holdings.
Joumals do not circulate outside the library.
Self-SerVice photocopiers are located on all three血oors of the耽rary.
Photocopies cost $.10 per page copied. Change is available from the
Circulation Desk, Or yOu may OPt tO get a COPy Card. Copy cards may be
PurChased from a dispenser located on the 12th皿oor of the H)rary, and can
be used in all Alum血Medical Library photocopy machines. Prices and
number-Of-COPies per doⅡar values are posted.
Note: yOu may make photocopies on the 3rd血oor at the Educational Media
Department for　$.05　per page by buying a di飯井ent COPy Card, but
books!joumals which do not circulate may not be removed from the library.
INNOPAC, the University-s on止ne catalog, COntains deta丑ed bibliographic
information and library holdings for a11 monographs and joumals owned by
any of the Boston U血versity耽raries. INNOPAC terminals are located
throughout the Alumni Medical Hbrary.
A small audiovisual collection is housed the Alum血Medical Library.
Audiovisuals may be viewed in smaⅡ screening rooms, and do not circulate
OutSide the hbrary. Most audiovisuals holdings are止sted in the on血e
Cat血og.
BosTON LIBRARY CoNSORTIUM
Boston U血versity is a member of the Boston Hbrary Consortium (BLC),
Which provides cooperative Hbrary borrowing and use privileges at area
university horaries.
BLC services are ava血able to faculty, Staff and students of BLC member
libra瓦es o血y. Contact your institution-s hibrary for information on BLC
Priv且eges or library consortium membership.
Members ofthe Boston Library Consortium include:
Boston College
Boston University
Marine BioIogy Hbrary
Nor血eastem University
Boston Pubhc Library
Brandeis University
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
State Library of Massachusetts
Tufts University
Wellesley College
PLACES TO STUDY
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University of Massachusetts
For those who wo血d rather keep home-1ife separate from their medical
schooI studies,血ere are nu皿erOuS Places in血e area, wi血ch provide an
appropriate setting for productive studying. If you can-t丘nd your紐iends
before exam time, they-ve probably found a cooI spot to study and are keeping
it all to themselves.
BOSTON UNⅣERSITY MEDICAL CENTER
For some people,血e medical school is an ideal place to study. The Hbrary
aocated on the ll血, 12血and 13th皿oors) is usug皿y quiet and reference
books are readily availatle.
The home base lal)S On the second and fourth血oors are also quite pop山ar,
especia皿y before dass and du血g the day when you don-t want to wait for
the elevator. Pe血aps血e adrniristration血inks we-re aⅡ rep皿es, aS the
temperature regulation system is not designed for warm-blooded mammals.
The 14th且oor lounge is also a pop血ar study spot after血e m)rary doses.
The McNary Leaming Center is a rice change from the帥rary upstairs.
There are ten small conference rooms equipped wi血cushy chairs, long tables
and blackboards (sorry, nO Wetbars here). This is a comfortal)le place to
study in groups as you can talk and laugh and eat and d血nk and no one will
bother you. You are, however, expeCted to keep血is area neat! Because of
血e comfortalble environment,血e McNary Leaming Center is exceedin鼻y
popular, eSPeCially around exam血ne. Rooms皿up by 8:00 a.m・ On
weekends.
BOSTON UNrVERSITY MAIN CAMPUS
There are many places to study on血e main ca皿PuS and some medical
students study血ere because it is cIoser to home. Please note‥ there are
night dasses on weekdays and parking can be di缶cult一一if not impossible--
between 5 and 8 pm and especially during basebg皿season.偶enway Park is
right around the comer.) Fortunately, Parking is not as bad during血e day
and almost always availalle on weekends. For additional park血g, yOu may
want to try Bay State Road or up fur血er along Commonweal血Ave.
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MUGAR LIBRARY
Open Monday -Thursday 8 am until midrli如.t; Friday and Saturday 8 a.m.
unti1 11 p.m.; Sunday lO am un冊midrlight. During undergraduate五nals,
Which never coincide with ours, it is open all night.皿ere are cubides and
large tables on aⅡ組oors, but血e third租oor is the most popular because of
the high ce址ngs and large windows. One of瓜e best study spots in血e city
is Iocated on血e 6th皿oor at血e cubicle in血e comer fadng血e Cha血es
River. What a view! The GSU (see below) is very close by. Phone: 353-3708.
GEORGE SHERMAN UNION (GSU)
This is basically a hangout place, COmPlete with a gane room downstairs,
fast food places to eat, a CO餓妃house, a COnVe血ence store, and over 20 TVs
On血e ground租oor for your viewing pleasure (especially on Thursday rights
When E.R is on). There are tal)1es and couches on the second and血ird皿oors,
but there are always people around talking and o血y pseudo-Studying. If you
have exceptional concentration s皿s,血e view is rice and you might meet
SOme interesting people. Waming: the rates of temporal lobe cancer have
Skyrocketed in this little area of the wo血d due to the proliferation of ceⅡular
Phones!
LAW SCHOOL LIBRARY
Located across from Mugar, it is much smg皿er but usua皿y more conducive to
Studying. There are private rooms with tables on血e bo請Om租oor. The
lounges and dassrooms on o血er組oors of血e bu且ding are also quite nice for
Studying when there isn-t a dass going on. Sometimes the noise level can be
址gh, SO beware. In addition, they are not very strict about血eir　一一no food
and drink一, policy.
CAS & SMG
The College ofArts and Sciences and血e SchooI of Management comprise the
long bu且ding facing Warren Towers (血e dorm with three large towers and
the yeⅡow awning) on Commonwealth Avenue. T血s is a pop血ar place to
Study for those who like to have a whole room to血e皿Selves. The advantages
Of studying here are血at you are free to bring food, yOu Can Stay aS Iong as
you want, reStrOOmS are Z皿0Ver, and food is right across the street Gnduding
COnVenience store cg皿ed Campus Convenience open 22 hours). If you-re on
the top租oors, yOu get a great View of血e Cha血es River. One disadvantage,
however, is that血ght classes often run un血8 or 9 pm, SO yOu mi如t have to
hunt around for an empty room. AIso,血ere may be conventions booked on
the weekends. The SchooI of Management Pardee Library is Iocated on the
3rd且oor SMG building.
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ALTERNATIVE STUDY SITES
The first week of school is over and you are already itc址ng for ano血er place
to study besides the BUSM library. The weather is st皿rice so take
advantage of血e outdoor cafes before the autumn winds blow. O餓壷ng bo血
hot java/espressoIcappuccino and an interesting mix of people, Cafes make
reading more enjoyable and give you a chance to get away from your desk.
Boylston Street and Newh冊y Street are two good places to begin your search
due to the large number oi cafes比at pepper血ese streets. The Trident Cafe
On Newbury Street is a nice place to get a coifee and revel in血e new age
atmosphere. The Espresso Royale Cafe across from血e G.S.U. at血e
undergrad campus is also a great place to camp out.
For those of you who would li]se to study outside of Boston University, but
inside a Hbrary to avoid distraction, there are o血er u血versities or pub址
libraries cIose by.
BOSTON COLLEGE LIBRARY
The library at BC is favored by some because (1) the bu血ding is new and
yam in血e winter’(2) the desks and chairs are comfortal)le, (3) the lighting
|S eXCellent, (4)血ere are conference rooms, and (5) it is very quiet.皿e
drawbacks of the m)rary are (1) students actug皿y study there so it is hard to
丘nd a seat or cubicle, (2) it is too fdr for some to reach and (3)血e chairs can
be really comfortable,血erefore combined with the quiet environment: ZZZZZ.
To get there, follow the Boston CoⅡege (一一B一一train) green血e to the end. Walk
up and around血e h皿toward the large concrete and glass building on top.
Ask someone walking around how to get to the library.皿ey also have a
huge parking lot, Which is FREE!
BOSTON PUBLIC LIBRARY (BPL)
The BPL is a beauti細old building located next to Copley Square on
Boylston Street. This is a great place to get away from the outside wo血d, but
比ere are a出血ted number of tables and血e li弧ting is on血e dark side.
When the weather is nice’Studying outside in血e courtyard is possible.皿e
BPL is open Monday through Thursday 9 am to 9 pm; Friday and Saturday
from 9 am to 5 pm. Phone: 536-5400.
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HARVARD UNⅣERSITY
The hbrary system is the second largest next to血e Library of Congress.
Countway hibrary qIarvard Medical School-s耽rary located at lO Shattuck
St. just off of Huntington Ave.) is a血ce change from BUSM. Although you
are BU medical students, yOu don-t have free access to their耽rary, u血ess
you-re w皿ing to part wi血some cold, hard cash. However, if you are a
member of the Massachusetts Medical Society, then you hold the golden
PaSSkey to血is coveted sanctuary of medical bliss. While you are血ere, be
Sure tO SCan the joumals since Countway has one of the most complete
joumal subscr垂)tions around. You must be re由stered at血e main desk, SO
don't forget to take your Mass. Med. I.D. card.
MIT
MIT has at least eight di餓∋rent H〕raries, but五nding血em can be confusing.
The largest and the easiest one to access is the large glass library facing the
river on Memorial Drive.皿e best place to study is the MIT student center,
Off of Mass. Ave. on the left hand side just after you cross血e MIT bridge.
Wi血a 24 hour co揮ee shop on血e 3rd且oor, arCade, POSt O缶ce, OPtician, and
hairdresser in血e basement, this place is a microcosm for the se五ously
StreSSed. One doesn't ever need to leave血e bu皿ding. One drawback is血at
the reading room is not terri丘caⅡy climate controlled and has a tendency to
get reaⅡy ch皿y. Many of our dassmates co血d be seen studying in血e wee
hours of the morrmg o especia皿y before exams.
NORTHEASTERN SNELL LIBRARY
Nor血eastem is another good choice for study血g. It is Iocated on Huntington
Avenue, and it is nestled in the campus near the Physical Education Center.
SneⅡ IJibrary provides a great atmosphere in w血ch to study because it looks
very modem. It is a very large library so you're sure to五nd a comer or two.
The other good thing is that Northeastem works on a trimester sched血e so
they w皿not likely be studying when you w皿be.
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STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS & EVENTS
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ORGANI ZATI ONS
There are many student organizations at BUSM. Becoming a part of an
Organization is a great way to meet people and become involved with
COmmu血ty issues. So you can get a租avor of what students at BUSM are
doing in血eir spare time, here is a brief desc垂)tion of each organization at
BUSM. Du瓦ng orientation, there w皿be a session where you can ask
questions about each of血e orgaェIizations hsted below.
American College of Obstetricians & GynecoIogists (ACOG)
BUSM Student Chapter
The American CoⅡege of Obstetrics & GynecoIogist (ACOG) is the nation’s
leading group of professionals providing heal血care for women, founded in
195 1 with over 39,000 members.皿e BUSM Student Chapter was founded in
January 1999. Since then,血ere have been lectures, lunches, reSidency
advis血g, and a social hour with residents.皿e goals of the BUSM Student
Chapter are:
.　Promotion of awareness of women-s health issues such as abortion access
and pregnancy;
・ Prevention: WOrking with o血er student groups such as AMWA, DVAP,
and Medical Students for Choice, and Medical Students for Life;
. Promotion of the丘dd of ObIGyn through lunch血e lectures, reSidency
advising, and events with Boston Medical Center’s Ob/Gyn Department;
狐d
・ Promotion of commu血ty service such as the Adolescent Pregnancy
Prevention Progra皿.
Executive Com|nittee:
. Lars Hansen, lhansen@bu.edu, Box #330
. Benazeer Jawaid, bjawaid@bu.edu, Box #222
・ Sunny Jun, Shjun@bu.edu, Box#407
. Laura Kim, laurakim@bu.edu, Box #417
・ Geeta Nan軒a, gnan蹟a@bu.edu; Box #256
Please visit血e ACOG website at: http://www.acog.org
American Medical Association川田edical Student Section
(AMA)
The AMA is a professional organization that voices the concems of medical
Students and physicians and lobbies on their beha鵬on the national level, aS
weⅡ as providing training and many services for both physicians and
Students. The AMA student section meets twice a year f癌a national meeting
to propose AMA po止cy. Students present resolutions that, if accepted, may
in且uence our national heal血care and public health pohies. One of the
better known examples is血e current ban on smoking on domestic airline
皿ghts. Committees under the review of the AMA regulate all aspects of
medical education, from medical school admissions and curriculum standards
to residency programs.
American Medical Student Association (AMSA)類題繚
The American Medical Student Association is血e largest national association
Of students in the U.S., wi血over 30,000 members. The associa缶on is run
entirely by medical students, On behaIf of students. AMSA provides
OPPOrtunities for medical students to pursue their :血terests through
Participation in any of 19 task forces, induding血e Dea血and Dying People
in Medicine Taskforce, and the Lesbian, Gay, and Bisexual People in
Medicine Taskforce. In addition, membership in AMSA provides血e bene丘ts
Of receiving AMSA-s award w血ning magazine,一一The New Physician,一一and
access to various Ioan and血surance programs.
At a national level, AMSA actively participates in legislative affairs of the
govemment. In址s way, AMSA presents an opportu血ty fdr medical
Students to in皿uence legislation on issues血at affect students, both now and
as future physicians. At血e local level,血e BUSM chapter of AMSA has
always been exceptiona11y active.皿e BUSM chapter ]mnS SeVeral
COmmurity outreach programs to encourage students to participate in
VOlunteer opportunities, aS Well as hosts social events to bring血e BUSM
COmmunity together during血e year.
Co-Chairs:
・ Cha血es Bergstrom, Charberg@bu.edu, Box # 182
・ Helen Park, helensp@bu.edu, Box# 315
0縦cers:
・ Bharath Chakavarthy, Secretary, bharaぬ@bu.edu, Box # 189
・ Eric Kwon, Treasurer, eOkwon@bu.edu, Box # 233
. Michael Hang, Commu血ty Service, mHang@bu.edu, Box # 304
・ Sekon Won, Legislative A能血s, Sekon@bu.edu, Box # 299
Visit the AMSA website at: ht巾:〃wvⅣ.amsa.org
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American Medical Wbmen-s Association (AMWA)
The American Medical Women-s Association, eStabhshed in 1915, is an
Orgarization of over 13,000　women physicians and medical students
dedicated to improv皿g women-s health and promoting equal opporturity for
WOmen Physicians. AMWA provides an open forum for medical students,
residents, and physicians to address the issues of importance in women-s
health, reSearCh, and legislative policy. The organization also serves to bring
Students and physicians toge血er with both mentoring and networking
PrOgramS tO aid in　血e development of one-s medical career and
accomp amying professional responsib址ties. AMWA coordinates educational
PrOgramS血at址ghJi如t a broad range of medical and et址cal issues as血e
PraCtice environment of the medical profession continues to evoIve.
From the headquarters in the nation-s capital, AMWA also serves as an
e餓∋Ctive advocate for relevant state and federal le由slation impacting your
Patients, yOur PraCtice, and your profession. Through its le蹟slative program
and citizen action, AMWA represents an in皿uential constituency on medical
issues like the ERA, rePrOductive rights, improved family health, Ch丑d care,
medical education and more.
AIso, Wi血its invoIvement on the national, regional, and local levels, AMWA
is able to provide access to a national directory of women medical students,
residents, and physicians. Other bene五ts of membership∴indude a
Subscription to血e Joumal of the American Medical Women's Association
(JAMWA) w血ch features a血des on women-s health research as well as
information on new books and commentaries on the lives of women
Physicians.一●What-s Happening in AMWA’updates members on association
activities and current le嚢slation and provides special reports from students
and residents. Membership in AMWA also provides access to Iow-COSt life and
health insurance, grOuP MasterCard, and scholarships for medical students.
AMWA activities include workshops and speakers ad心essing challenges and
advancements in women-s health, aS WeⅡ　as common concerns about
relationships, Child raising, and mana蹟ng professional pressures. We are in
the process of planning many excit血g aCtivities for血e upcoming acade皿ic
year (1999I2000), and we hope to have active五rst year membership and
Paエ血cipation. In血e fa]l of 1999, AMWA is plan血ng a Women血Medicine
Conference Series and attendance at血e national AMWA mee血g (November
lO-14, 1999 in San Francisco, CA). Additional prQjects血dude workshops on
domestic violence awareness and a human rights perspective on women's
heal血, fundraising, and outreach in our local commu血ty. For more
information, Please contact one of the o箇cers listed below.
The BUSM chapter ofAMWA welcomes women and men as members.
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○縦cers:
. Catherine Rich, Crich@bu.edu, Box# 271
. JiⅢan Martin, jimartin@bu.edu, Box # 251
・ Rashna Irani,血ani@bu.edu, Box # 221
・ Kimberly Dodd, kadodd@bu.edu, Box # 202
・ Kathleen Kieran, k瞳eran@bu.edu, Box # 228
Visit the AMWA at: htty:I/www.anwa-doc.or押ndex.html
Armed Forces Medical Society (ARMS)
During the 1999-00 school year, the Armed Forces Medical Society @RMS)
wi皿begin its third year as an o鰭cial student organization at Boston
University SchooI of Medicine. About lO% of the BUSM dass of 1999 had a
Health Professions Scholarship Program aIPSP) scholarship, and many
Other BUSM students, PaSt and present, have served as a member of the
Armed Forces.
Our primary goal as a student orga工止zation is to provide the HPSP students
information, advice, and a perspective on their transition from a medical
Student to a physician of the Urited States Armed Forces. In addition to
PrOviding peer support, We W皿hold mee血gs to assist students in preparing
for 3rd year Active Duty Tours @DTs), apPly血g for血e First Year Graduate
Medical Education偶YGME), interviewing tips and much more.
Our second goal is to provide血e general BUMC community irfermation
about medical opporturities in the Armed Forces. As jobs in the civ址an
SeCtOr become more competitive, Serving as a member of the Armed Forces
remains a址童心qua血ty altemative and ARMS will be血ere to provide
information about these tremendous opportunities.
Contact:
・ Navy: Satyen Gada, Sgada@bu.edu, Box #211
・ Army: Ken McDonald, mCdonald@bu.edu, Box # 252
. Army: Lynne Raynor, haynoreru.edu, Box #316
Asian Am。ri。。n M。di。al Ass。。ia,i。n (AARA)司妙
The puxpose of AAMA is to:
・ PrOmOte aWareneSS Of issues spec追caⅡy related to Asian Americans as
PrOViders and recipients of health care; tO explore and possibly resoIve血e
unique challenges, Obstades, and responsib址ties speci丘c to Asian
American medical students and physicians;
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・ PrOVide an academic, and social support group for the Asian American
medical students to promote transition, and retention of students with血
this institution @ig几ittle Sib program, Welcome luncheon and other
SOCial events);
. raise the level of awareness conceming Asian American culture, aS it
Pertains to students, Physicians, and to血e Asian American patients.
(CultureFest, Asian American Awareness Week, gueSt SPeakers on
Various Asian American medical issues, Asian Movie Night);
. create a network of Asian Americans in health care on an institutional,
regional, and national level. @PAMSA, national conferences, regional
COnferences) ;
. become actively invoIved in community work involving the Asian
American population within the Boston area (Sou血Cove Commurity
Center・ tranSlators at BMC, tutOring/mentoringIadvis血g of local血gh
SChooI students) ;
・ PrOvide commu血ty service, in fom ofreac址ng out to younger generation
Of Asian Americans who may be interested in pursuing a medical career
①remed advising committee for Asian American students at
undergraduate BU) aost career advising seminars at various
in stitutions) ;
・ develop leaders咄) Sk皿s among our members to prepare them to play an
active role as future leaders in t址s cross-C血tural society.
0臆cers:
. Bhara血Chal聾aVarthy, Co-Chair, bharath@bu.edu, Box #189
・ Sekon Won, Co-Chair, Sekon@bu,edu, Box #299
・ Michael Hang, Secretary, mHang@bu.edu, Box #304
・ Paul Ko, Treasurer, Pko@bu.edu, Box #230
Socia賞/Cultural Chairs:
. AIbert Chang, ajchang(恥u.edu, Box # 301
・ B皿y Chen, bchen@bu.edu, Box#302
・ Li-Wei Lin, lwlin@bu.edu, Box #241
・ Helen Park, helensp@bu.edu, Box#315
Community Service/Health Education Chairs:
・ Vicki Chen, vicmchen@bu.edu, Box #191
・ Alan Kaneshiro, ak47@bu.edu, Box #226
・ Dave Lou, davelou@bu.edu, Box#305
. John Su, jksu@bu.edu, Box#317
Visit our website at: htty:〃acs6.bu.edu:800 1l録nWang/aama.html
Association ofAmerican Medical Colleges -
Organization of Student Representatives (OSR)
The Organization of Student Representatives is a group of the American
Association of Medical CoⅡeges血at represents undergraduate and gradrate
medical education in血e U血ted States.皿e OSR is composed of student
representatives from each of the 125 allopat血c medical schooIs in the U血ted
States, but its constituency is all medical students nationwide. Its concems
are with academic medicine and medical education.
The representatives are responsible for not o血y commurica血g the ideas
and concerns of your student body to血e national o缶cers, but also informing
and educa血g your student body of the priorities and objec缶ves dealt with on
a national level.
Repre sentatives:
・ Rachel Counts, rCOuntS@bu.edu, Box # 553
・ Jim Nassiri, jnassiri@bu.edu, Box # 435
・ Samrat Ambewadikar, Samrat@bu.edu, Box # 178
Ⅵsit the AAMC web site at http://www.aamc.org
Association of Latino Medica量Students (AI」MS)
The Association of La血o Medical Students continues to play an active part
Of Boston University SchooI of Medic血e. AIMS recognizes that by血e year
2010, a time when many current medical students w皿　be practicing
Physicians, Latinos will represent the largest minority group in the country
With over 39 mil正on people. Because of t址s, AI」MS serves a central role in
educating the Boston University Medical Center Community about Latino
health issues and c山ture. T血s past year AIMS hosted several lectures
COVering topics such as一一Access barriers to health care in the La血o pediatric
POPulation一’and一一Understanding血e La血o Patient.一’
Moreover, ALMS remains committed to reaching out to the underserved and
minority populations around Boston. ALMS members are active participants
Of一,Ch遭dren Across Boston,'一a day of active learn血g and creativity for
Boston-s underserved children. In addition, ALMS medical students
Periodically address high schooI students in lectures and panels on ’’How to
get into medical school.一’AIMS behieves we have a responsib址ty to help血e
underserved and we welcome any medical students w皿ing to join us in our
COmmitm ent.
Currently planned prqjects indude a high schooI student mentor program
and a　一一Science for Kids一一　program. Favo五te AIMS activities indude
Participation in the annual BUSM一一C血turefest'一and our Cinco De Mayo
Celebration. ALMS is a範Hated with lぬe National Boricua Latino Health
Organization and the National Network of Latin American Students.
Business and Medicine Association
The Business and Medicine Association was founded in 1998 by medical
Students who are　血terested in∴discussing and promo血g various
management issues in medicine. Our heal血care system is in the process of
dynamic change where it is becoming increasin封y di鯖c血t to practice
without having the essential sk皿s in healthcare manage皿ent. We believe
that that the future of the American healthcare system depends on the
leadership roles of physicians.
The Business in Medicine Association plans to condrct lectures given by
Physicians who hold leadership positions in medicine. Guest speakers will
range from physicians who chair various academic departments to physicians
Who participate in private sector industries. Topics of discussion w皿血dude
PubHc health policy, entrePreneurial medicine, and　血e inclusion of
management education during medical school and post-graduate training.
Executive ComⅡlittee:
・ Christine Choi, CmChoi@bu.edu, Box #268
・ Sasha ChudrlOVSky, Chudnov@bu.edu, Box # 377
・ Alexander Georga瞳s, alexgs@bu.edu, Box # 216
・ Pamela Rajendran, rajendra@bu.edu, Box # 375
・ Larry Wang, Wangla@bu.edu, Box# 396
Co血unity Outreach Health Information System (COHIS)
COHIS is a rapi皿y growing organization and gai血ng much attention at
BUSM’all around Boston’and wo血dwide, W址ch is due to血e presence of血e
health infomation system on　血e Intemet linking BUSM onto an
intemational axis. COHIS was started 5 years ago to bring health promotion
and disease prevention information to血e underserved commu血ties via血e
Internet and provide access and training to血ese communities. The prQject
WaS reCOgnized by the Secretary of Heal血and Human Services, Ms. Donna
Shalala and was awarded as one of a few u血que health and disease
PreVention projects in 1996.
There are now several sites on血e Intemet to get health information since
the creation of COHIS. However, What makes COHIS unique is that we take
it a step further by also assis血g those in underserved areas understand how
to use the system and gain knowledge, nOne Of the other heal血sites go to
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that length. Additiona11y it has been totally run by o血y volunteers, nO big
advertisers or promoters.
Around Boston, SeVeral community centers, health centers, libraries and
SChooIs have become part of this prQject. Over 488,000 users from 150
di節erent countries around血e wo血d access COHIS monthly. COHIS is a
紐esh and innovative way to become invoIved in providing heal血information
and helping血e community from a medicinal perspective, al上比e wh血e
PraCticing preventative medicine! There are many ways to血voIve yourseIf
Wi血COHIS, and血ere are exceⅡent opportunities for everyone, induding
those who have computer s皿s and knowledge, and those who are血terested
in leaming how to maneuver on the wdらand those who are interested in
PrOviding heb and interaction to/with the commu血ty but may not be
COmfortable with computers. Students from the SchooI of Pub止c Health are
also encouraged to participate.
COHIS is not just about meetings, annOunCementS, and elections, it-s about
being an active member on the web, in血e community, and in the medical
WOrld. With the support of血e deans,血e faculty and此e physicians at
Various departments, COHIS has expanded to several areas, including those
in which you can gain some first hand cl血ical and patient care expe五ence.
More information is available from the COHIS buⅡetin board in the
basement of L building.
O駈icers:
. Eric First, Director, e丘rst@bu.edu
. Yu Liu, BUSM Contact, y`血u@bu.edu
Visit COHIS at: http :〃web.bu.edu/COHISI
Creative Arts Society (CAS)
The medical schooI commu血ty is a haven of tre皿endous talent bo血
academic and creative.皿e Creative Arts Society was started in 1995 to
recognize, SuPPOrt, and develop血e creativity血at so many demonstrate. We
are open to all members of the Boston Medical Center community and count
Students, faculty, Sta埠physicians, and adr血血strators among our members.
There are no dues and yet we produce some of血e largest events at血e
Medical SchooI on a yea血y basis.
The Creative Arts Society from its inception has provided a forum for both
budding and seasoned artists to bu櫨d their portfo止os and show their work to
a large commu血ty of enthusiastic patrons. It b血gs ar血sts of different media
toge血er to experiment and discuss as weⅡ as provides avenues to expand
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into the greater Boston artist commuhity. Connections to art galleries and
Our Web page give many artists the springboard to jump to arenas血ey may
not have reached before.
Our yea血y foHo, WHORL, is a collection of exceptional work that is
distributed throughout the medical center free of charge thanks to the
generous丘nancial support of the BUSM Alunni Association. All members of
the medical commu血ty are invited to submit work. Two editorial boards
decide w血ch work w皿be published. This includes photography, POetry,
SCulpture, Pain血g, CartOOning, and prose.
The Kick-Back Kafe and Arts Day are our largest events of the year. The
Kafe presents visual arts in a co鮭もe-house setting while musicians play and
POetS read for typica11y very large audiences. Arts Day is a two-day event
Where artists show血eir work in a gallery at the medical school. This is a
time-honored tradition at Boston University and many artists receive a lot of
exposure. O血er events brought by血e Creative Arts Society have induded
Wri血g workshops, Photography talks, CarO血g in the hospital, and free-for-
all literary discussions.
The Creative Arts Society has received considerable attention since its
founding and continues to grow in members and events. Many dedicated
artists and appreciators have allowed it to皿ourish.
Co-Chairs:
. Sapana Adhikari, SaPanabu@bu.edu, Box #266
・ Karen Shore, Shorek@mediaone.net, Box #280
. Mary Gauthier-Delaplane, marygd@bu.edu, Box #2 15
Executive Members:
. Roy Foo, rfoo@bu.edu, Box#208
. Lars Hansen, lhansen@bu.edu, Box #330
Domestic Violence Awareness Pr(カect (DVAP)
Domestic Violence Awareness Prqject is an organization created due to the
increasmg need for awareness of domestic violence. This orgarization
encourages students to gain a better understanding of domestic violence
issues. Students w皿Iearn how to address these issues as weⅡ as ways to
implement this knowledge into their training. DVAP also directs its e餓血s
towards血e commurity.皿ese include volunteer opportunities at shelters for
battered women and local activities involving nei孤bo血ood health centers
and hospitals.
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0縦cer:
・ Marshall Reiner, mreinerChu.edu, Box #336
Family Medicine Interest Group (FMIG)
The FMIG偶an血y Medicine Interest Group) was created wi心血e puxpose of
increasing awareness and interest in Fam皿y medicine, aS WeⅡ as helping
anyone interested in pursuing a career in Family Medicine. Toward t址s end,
We will be organizing residency fdrs, informational mee血gs and events
designed to help皿students leam what being a fam血y physician is all
al)Out. One such event is血e national AAFP仏merican Assodation of Fam遭y
Physicians) Conference. We heb provide interested students with funding, aS
Well as information regarding血e event itsem We w皿endeavor to provide
information about educational opportu血ties not oifered血rough血e medical
SChooI curriculum, and provide assistance to students seeking residencies in
Family Me dicine.
Chair:
・ Richard Christensen, rickc@bu.edu, Box # 193
International Health Organization
The Boston University Intemational Heal血Organization is a network of
Students committed to developing the foⅡowing goals:
. Informing血e Boston University Medical Commu血ty about封obal issues
血rough guest speakers, an血formal board and membership∴血1皿e
Intemational Health Medical Conso血um.
・ Educating l血e Boston University Medical Commurity about the
interrelationship between血e health of pop血ations wi心血and outside of
theU.S.
. Encouraging consideration of health within socio-eCOnOmic, C血tural,
reHgious and poHtical contexts.
・ Promo血Ig Service to the underpriv血eged communities abroad and wi血in
theU.S.
・ Maintaining a database of intemational health orga工Iizations, COntaCtS
abroad and prQjects dedicated to serving immigrant commurities止血e
U.S.
. Providing medical students wi抽しguidance and丘nancial support to
COnduct intemational and domestic prQjects that re血ect the organization-s
皿lSSlOn.
Co-Chairs:
・ Lena Avedissian, lavediss@bu.edu, Box #181
. Eric Stem, eriqjs@bu.edu, Box#287
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Visit血e IHO at http:/佃eople.bu.edu佃andrus月HOmain.html
Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual People in Medicine (LGBPM)
The stresses of being a lesbian or gay medical student can be enormous. The
Primary goal of LGBPM is to provide a safe, SuPPO血ve environment at
BUSM where lesbian, gay and bisexual students and faculty at血e medical
CamPuS Can get tOgether, SOCialize and network. An increasindy important
goal has been to organize around血e education and sensi缶zation of our
heterosexual classmates and faculty to gay and lesbian issues.
We are a缶Iiated with血e LGBPM task force of AMSA @me五can Medical
Student Association). Ths is a politicaⅡy active task force with local血apters
across血e country. If you join LGBPM through AMSA you w皿receive their
national newsletter with informative a血cles about gay issues in medicine
and at medical schooIs across血e country. In addition, AMSA provides its
task force members with a Hst of contacts and gay-frien皿y residency
PrOgramS in the Urited States. The Gay and Lesbian Medical Association
(GLMA) is a national organization for gay and lesbian physicians and
medical students. If you are血terested in becoming a皿ember, they may be
reached at (415)一255-4547. You do not need to be lesbian, gay, bisexual, Or
transgendered to join; just an open m血d and血e capacity to care about the
bar血ers to and spec範c issues in血e health care of these pop血ations.
Ongoing activities indude socials, mOvies, CO節ee hours, discussion groups,
and intensive preparation for血e yearly events as ou址ned.
Yearly events now include:
・ National Coming Out Day, October ll
・ Wo血dAIDS Day, December l
・ Sexual Orientation/Gender Identity Awareness Week in April
Co-Chairs :
・ Jason Smith, Smi咄@bu.edu, Box# 496
・ Johanna Fi丘, jojo@bu.edu, Box# 570
The Maimonides Society
The Maimo血des Society is a national organization for Jewish medical
Students. The Society is named after the famous 12血Century Spanish
Physician, theoIogist, and philosopher, Who had a major in皿uence upon
biomedical ethics. In this spirit,血e Society promotes education, feⅡowship
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and benevolence. Several years ago, a chapter was estchhshed at BUSM, in
association with the Boston University H皿el House.
The Society strives to provide a forum for medical students to become actively
invoIved in the social and educational aspects of Jewish tradition and
Culture. We sponsor bi-Weekly lunch血ne sem血ars, led by the H皿el House
Rabbi, On issues pertaining to Jewish history and Jewish law and their
relation to medical e血ics and to the practice of modem medic血e. In previous
years, the Society has dealt with topics such as血e et址cal and moral
responsib址ties of the physician, medical counseling, abortion, and the right
to die. In addition to educational seminars, We are also planning to sponsor
Various social activities ran女ng from Friday血ght Shatbat dimers, tO
hoHday celebrations, ba血ecues, and Red Sox ga皿eS. The Society represents
the ganut of Jewish religious observance. We highly encourage participation
from students from diverse backgrounds. Our activities are open to everyone
and we welcome your suggestions.
Events planned for 1999-2000:
・ Bi-Wee岨y lunch血me seminars on Jewish law and medical et血cs
・ Friday night Shabbat dinners and o血er social functions
・ Jewish HoHday festivi缶es
.　HoIocaust Memorial Week
・ Israel Independence Day celebration
O鑑icer:
. Rachel Schindelheim, rSck血de@bu.edu, Box #276
Massachusetts Medical Society (MMS)
The Massachusetts Medical Society is the oldest operating state medical
SOCiety in the U.S. Members may serve as representatives on state
committees, On血e student goveming council, and止血e local o缶ces. The
Objectives of血e Student Section are to provide a fomm for student members
Of the MMS, tO PrOmOte the science and art of medical practice, tO honor the
academic tradition of medicine in New En鼻and, tO a缶rm the sound et血cal
responsib並ties of the medical profession, and to unite in purpose and in deed
wi血the Resident Physician Section and members of血e MMS. The MMS is
a member organization of the AMA.
Membership bene丘ts to the Massachusetts Medical Society血dude:
・ Free subscription to the prestigious New England Joumal ofMedicine
.　Free intemet access
・ Access to the Francis A. Countway IJ:めrary ofMedicine
・ Scholarships and Low-interest loans
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The BUSM MMS chapter elects a representative from each class to a state
goveming council made up of students紐om the four Massachusetts medical
SchooIs. The council sponsors educational, SOCial, and c血tural events. BUSM
also sends two delegates to represent BUSM students at the biannual MMS
meetings. Students are encouraged to submit resolutions aifec血g health
Care Or Public health血at, if approved by血e MMS, will become policy. G.e.
Current ban of smoking on domestic aiI虹ne皿粗ts.) Student nIembers have
many opporturities to interact with physicians, including servmg on one of
30 physician committees of the MMS. In addition, BUSM students also elect
a Delegate and Altemate to attend biannual AMA meetings where medical
Students can meet in a national forum to share ideas and in且uence AMA
po止cy.
Events planned for血e upfOmmg year include‥
・ Annualjoumal drive
●　Annual bone marrow drive
. Volunteering program to visit local women-s shelter
.　Lecture series
.　Fundraisers
・ Other events to improve health and health awareness to children and
ad血ts in the commu血ty
If you have any questions regar伍ng血e MMS or AMA, Please contact one of
the o餓.cers.
0撞cers:
. Larry Wang, President, Wangla@bu.edu, Box # 296
・ Lena Avedissian, Vice-President, lavediss@bu.edu, Box # 18 1
・ Diana Laky, Treasurer, dilaky@bu.edu, Box # 234
Visit the Mass Med web site: http :〃acs.bu.edu:800 1/-maSSmed
Medical AnthropoIogy Society
The Medical An血ropoIogy Society is a newiy established student run
Organization血at seeks to investigate and elucidate how di揮erent c山tures
define sickness, health, anatOmy Of the body, medical practice and public
health po止cy. We intend to expIore and軸uminate the intersection of c血ture
and medicine, Wi血a pa細心c血ar focus on e血nograp址c and archaeoIogieal
investigations. Activities indude venues for presentation and discussion of
C血tural and址storical studies describing how particular cultures of the
PreSent time and of the past have integrated ideas ofheal血and sickness and
the practice of medicine.
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The Medical AnthropoIogy Society will present speakers and workshops to
the BUSM community. The Society w皿provide a forum for students and
researchers to present　血eir anthropoIo蚤ca皿y related work and to
disseminate information of an血ropological interest or importance.皿e
Society will also function as a resource for students interested in contac血g
researchers working in the五eld of medical an血ropoIogy and related丘elds.
Ultimately, We hope to generate interest in the role血at c血ture plays in
medicine and血e understanding of il]ness and heal血; fam出arity wi血cross-
cultural communication is essential for the modem physician. We intend to
create a greater awareness in the BUSM commu血ty of the scope of血e
hunan experience of皿ness, heal血and the practi∞ Of medicine around血e
world and over the course ofhistory.
0臆ce強
●　Barton Wise, Wise@bu.edu, Box #298
Medical Students宣br Choice (MSFC)
The BUSM Chapter of Medical Students for Choice (MSFC) is a new and
thriving chapter of an intemational organization of medical students and
heal比professionals dedicated to血e preservation of reproductive choice
through activism and educa缶on. Here at BU, MSFC has brought the BUSM
commu血ty several speakers addressing the issue of reproductive heal血
education, induding血e current shortage of qualified abor缶on providers,血e
wide disparities in training and qual:追cations of OB/Gyn residents in血e
Urited States,血e epidemioIo蚤cal ramificatious of Roe v Wade, and the
personal and professional正sks and bene丘ts of providing f皿spectrum of
reproductive heal血care. Additiona皿y,血e BUSM MSFC has su∞eSSfully
worked with the OB/Gyn and Matemity Departments to implement a new
Fourth Year clerkship in Reproductive Medic血e that began in血e Spring of
1999.
The MSFC is not a po止tical or a religious organization. Our puxpose is to
improve and expand medical education to better address the tme need of血e
commurities血at we, aS future physicians, W皿serve, induding the ft皿
spect関m Of reproductive care available to women. The BUSM MSFC has
Ou址ned a nunber of goals for血e inmediate future, including an improved
aユ1iance with the Abortion Access PrQject, increased ed皿cational
opportunities for BUSM students in reproductive care, and a dedication to
addressing the dre future need for abortion providers in the Urited States.
Membership to the MSFC electro血c LISTSERV is strictly anonymous. If you
are interested in joining, Simply e-mail malordomo@bu.edu wi心血e message
Subscribe MSFC-1ist. Please leave the subject血e blank.
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0臆cer:
・ Erica Bial, ebial@bu.e垣, Box#321
0utreach Van Prqject (OVP)
The BUSM Outreach Van PrQject (OVP) is a student-run, Student-directed
PrOject that was started in January 1997 by a group of medical and public
health students from Boston University. Inspired by the former Executive
Director of Heal血Care for the Homeless in Boston, the prQject has received
a great amount of support from血e Boston University school administration
and its students, aS Well as from many orgaIlizations around血e city of
Boston. The mission of OVP is to fu〇五Il the un皿et needs of血e medically
underserved populations in the Greater Boston area 0he homeless, migrant
WOrkers, immigrants, and o血ers) particularly with regard to providing
health care and access to services, While a11owing an opportu血ty for students
to leam skills in community outreach.
Two nights a week the Outreach Van leaves BUMC staifed by no fewer than
four volunteers consisting of students from the SchooIs of Medicine,
Dentistry, Pubhc Health’and Social Work and a licensed physician. On
Thursdays’the van travds between血e hours of 6 pm and l-2 am to the
COmmu血ties of East Boston (spec遣caⅡy, the Su餓)膿Downs racetrack and
Other central areas of East Boston Proper) and on Wednesdays血e van
travels from the hours of 9 pm to 12 an, PrOviding food, dothing, blankets,
educationheferral information and basic medical care. Volunteers on the van
are invoived wi血talking to people on冊e streets, Performing outreach work,
tying people into exis血g commu血ty services and providing heal血
education. On the more medical side, Students, based on their training, are
invoIved in taking blood pressures, eliciting histories and attending to basic
medical needs under the supervision of a physician.
During the mon血s of November and December of 1997,血e Van completed
four of its first t亘ps to East Boston with volunteers outreaching to
approximately 40-50 men of mid皿e age and approximately 2-3 young women
in total. Of these individuals, apPrOXimately 8-10 of them received basic
medical care. Since January 1998,血e van has maintained a committed
SChed血e of once a week to bring services to the underserved communities of
East Boston. To date the Outreach Van has encountered over 1700
individuals Hving at the racetrack and in East Boston Proper and has
PrOvided medical care to over 300血dividuals in total. In May 1999血e
Outreach Van expanded its services to Cambridge every We血esday night
紐om 9 pm-12 an. In addition’We W皿con血ue to explore other potential
Sites such as Roxbury and Dorchester for future expansion, and we are
PreParing to integrate dental and oph血almic services wi血our exis血g
CaP abilities.
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While outreach is somet血ng new for many of us -- SOmething that will be
leamed一’on the job一’-- it is important to recognize it as a profession with
unique s皿s and techriques.冒here are hun(ireds of outreach edrcators in
Boston who devote their careers to improving ways to best comect wi也
individuals and Hnk them to exis血g services.
Steering Committee:
・ Maggie Wang, mWang@bu.edu
. Heather Hough, h皿ou如@bu.edu
. Andrew Hsing, ahsing@bu.edu
OVP e-mail address: OutreaCh@bu.edu
Pediatric Education and Development Society (PEDS)
En血usiastic medical students interested in pediatrics or those who just want
to know what pediatrics is all about can gain access to血e pediatric
emergency room, Chances to volunteer with d血dren, OPPOrtu血ty to heb wi血
City wide immunization prQjects, attend monthly pediatric seminars, and lots
more. PEDS is an organization dedicated to enhancing the education of
medical students by providing broad opportu血ties to obta血exposure to
Pedia血c medicine. It encourages participation in pedia血c activities,
development of awareness in pedia血c issues, and promotion of pediatric
COmmunity service prQjects.
And血e fun be紅ns here!:
・ Pediat血c Weekend CHnic - In mid-October, Pediat瓦c Education and
Development Society (PEDS) w皿hold a 4 hour Saturday Weekend Cli血c.
During血e Chnic several workshops w皿be o飾ered, including: ch血d
Safety, Pediatric physical exan, Pediatric residencies.
・ Immunization Pr句ect (city-wide, BMC) -皿is is a program that allows
Students to give shots to children血order to immunize them as well as
train us
・ Pediatric C血1ical Opportu血ties
・ Student Seminar Se血es on Pediatric Issues (血onthlの
・ Pediatric Emergency Department Shadowing
●　Halloween Treats on Pediatric Wards
・ Christmas Wish Toy D瓦ve
. EasterEggHunt
・ Paid Summer Extemships
. Members車p Bene丘ts include:
. Opportu血ty to attend血e American Academy of Pediatrics (AAP)
National Conference
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. Newsletters by PEDS
. Yearly T-Shirts
・ Paid extemships for the summer
・ Membership with Massachusetts Chapter ofAAP
Co-Chairs :
Benazeer Jawaid, bjawaid@bu.edu, Box #222
Poomima Kamran, POOt@ぬu.edu, Box #225
Primary Care Society (PCS)
The Primary Care Society is a student run organization that seeks to
SuPPlement the traditional medical schooI cur瓦culum with information and
experiences relevant to those conside五ng a career in one of the p血ary care
SPeCialties. In addition, the Primary Care Society seeks to get its皿embers
invoIved in a variety of commu血ty service prqjects. Our largest annual event
is a celebration of National P血ary Care Week, Which occurs in the Fg皿.
Activities include lunchtime presentations by pediatricians, fa放心y
PraCtitioners, reSidency drectors, intemal medic血e practitioners, and
P血ary care researchers. The week also indudes various interactive
WOrkshops and a dinner featuring a prominent leader血p血mary care from
the Boston Area.
The P血ary Care Society also organizes a Residency Fair for a皿students
from the Massachusetts medical schooIs, Where students can talk with
directors of primary care residency programs from across the country. Auso,
in the fall semester, tO help students acqu血e s皿s and practice them in血e
COmmunity,血e Primary Care Society works with the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health and a team of nurses, teadring medical
Students how to give injections and coordinating student trips to various sites
in the Boston area to immu血ze血e homeless and elde血y pop血ations and
Others who are at risk. Other P血ary Care Society Programs indude ER
Shadowing at the Boston Medical Center,血e Reach Out and Read program,
血e SPAN program -- lunchtime gatherings with pediatric patients at BMC, a
Series of talks and activities coordinated by血e Family Medicine Interest
Group, and a se血es of lunch time and aftemoon talks with primary care
Physician s.
Co-Chairs:
・ Me止ssa Glasser, m封asser@bu.edr, Box #217
・ Chuck Gruner, gruner@bu.edu, Box #333
. Stefen Paxpos, Stefen@bu.edu, Box #263
0髄cers:
・ Cha血es Gruner, Treasurer, Cgruner@bu.edu, Box # 333
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・ Richard Christensen, AAFP価T¥ⅡG Liaison, rickc@bu.edu, Box #193
South Asian Medical Students Association (SAMSA)
This organization was founded in 1994-95 to represent medical students of
South Asian origin and to enhance awareness of South Asian c血ture. Boston
University prides itseIf in being one of the皿OSt diverse institutions in the
nation and its students and faculty members herald from all comers of血e
WOrld, eaCh one contributing to its excellence. SAMSA aims at expressing the
goals and aspirations of students of sou血Asian ori女n.
SAMSA invites you to help raise awareness of South Asian c血ture and to
PrOmOte unity amongst our community. We w皿provide academic and social
SuPPOrt for South Asian-American medical students and cu貼vate s瞳Ⅱs that
W皿enal)le our members to play an active role as future leaders in血is m血ti-
C血tural society. SAMSA w皿introduce aspects of Eastem Medicine through
its East Meets West series with血e goal of promo血g awareness and
discussion of altemative forms of medicine and its current integration in
WeStem SOCiety. In this age of dobal medicine, We aS Physicians sho山d be
knowledgeable about these altemative血erapies that our patients may use
as weⅡ as be able to take posi血ve aspects of t址s medical system into our own
PraCtice of medicine. AIso, SAMSA would Hze to be女n a mentoring program
Wi血South Asian physicians as our mentors, and血tum we be mentors to
South Asian premedical students at the undergraduate campus.
Every spring, We have a South Asian c血ture show, W血ch is a celebration of
food, Culture, and dance. In addition, SAMSA has established al五Hations
With national organizations of South Asian physicians and wi血South Asian
medical students at other institutions.
Co-Pre sidents:
・ Mona Bhatt, kalindi@bu.edu, Box# 185
・ Satyen Gada, Sgada@bu.edu, Box# 211
Student Comittee on Medical SchooI A鮮airs (SCOMSA)
SCOMSA is the student government of Boston U血versity SchooI of Medicine.
It is a committee of students compris血g seven elected representa缶ves from
each class. The committee meets on a monthly basis to review budget
requests from campus organiza缶ons for campus-Wide events, and to discuss
important issues facing血e student body. The committee serves as a liaison
between the students and adr血nistration, and its goal is to facilitate open
communication between the two.
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0範cers:
. David Komgu血, Chairman, dkomguth@bu.edu, Box #420
. Rebecca Sa埠Vice Chair, rSaff@bu.edu, Box #307
・ Diana Laky, Group Treasurer, dilaky@bu.edu, Box #234
. Christine O’Brien, Individual Treasurer, CObrien@bu.edu, Box #3 14
Student Interest Group in NeuroIogy (SIGN)
This is the丘rst and o血y medical student orga血zation a缶Iiated wi血the
American Academy of NeuroIogy and supported by Boston University SchooI
Of Medicine-s NeuroIogy Department.皿e organization consists of local
Chapters at the accredited North American medical schooIs. Boston
University SchooI of Medicine chapter was estabHshed in January of 1999,
and it is a new and exci血g opportunity for students considering a career in
NeuroIogy or血ose who are interested in leaming more about the specialty.
The puxpose of SIGN is to introduce medical students to the五eld of
Neurology through discussions by neuroIo蜜sts, Patient presentations,
Seminars, joumal clubs, leaming materials, and arranged shadowings of
neuroIogists in the workplace. T血s w皿allow medical students to become
aware of opportu血ties and participate in ac缶vities related to the丘eld of
NeuroIogy. AⅡ medical students, faculty, and staff associated with血e
institution are di蚤ble to join. Information on free medical student
membership with血e Ame血can Academy of NeuroIogy and血e American
Academy of NeuroIogy Medical Student Summer Scholars址p is available.
0範icer:
. Natalya Savelyeva, nSaVelye@bu.edu, Box # 275
Student National Medical Association (SNMA)
SNMA is an orgaI止zation composed of over 3000 minority medical students
from the United States. The organization s血ves: tO Create狐atmOSPhere
Wherein professional excellence and moral principles can　丘nd fullest
expression; tO disse皿inate information relative to minority problems within
血e丘eld of medical education; tO take the necessaェy and proper steps to
eradicate prejudicial practices in the五eld of medical education and related
areas, aS these practices appear to be based on race, Creed, COIor, SeX Or
national origin; tO develop workable programs for血e implementation of
better urban and mral health care; tO PrOvide national leadership in血e
PrOm血gation of legislative policies for血e provision of better heal血care; tO
SPOnSOr PrOgramS for minority youth and encourage血eir entrance into the
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health professions; and to raise血e levels of minority school recruitment,
adrnissions, and retention in schooIs trai血ng heal血care professionals.
Surgical Society
The Surgical Society was estal虹shed at BUSM in order to promote an
interest in general surgery and血e sur由cal subspecialties. The Society arose
from the Surgical Breakfast Club, a Se血es of mom血g conferences血at
fac址tated　血e interaction of medical students with faculty from the
Department of Surgery. The series of talks con血ued in 1998-99, and
representatives from general, VaSC山ar, trauma, and critical care surgery
intr⑩duced their∴五elds, and conducted informal question-and-anSWer
sessions. During血e coming year we w皿present an even broader range of
SPeakers.
The Society oifers students a number of opportunities for early hands-On
exposure to血e五eld of surgery. Our annual Suture Workshops蜜ve first-
and second-year Students血e chance to leam and practice basic suture
techniques. In addition, WOrkshops on Opera血g Room Etique請e w皿
prepare students to shadow surgeons. Please check血e Sur缶cal Sodety Wd)
Page (due to be up and ruming by fall) for additional events. The
Department of Surgery-s web page currently lists research opportu血ties for
students at:
www.bumc.bu.edu/Dep artments/HomeMain. asp?Dep artmentID=69.
Announcements of血e Department of Surgery-s Grand Rounds are posted
around the Medical School, and interested students are encouraged to attend.
We would Hre to e皿Phasize血at血e Surgical Society is intended to introduce
an students to surgery, regar皿ess of血eir anticipated career choices.
Ultimately, We are PrOmO血g experiences ea血y in血e medical student-s
career血at w皿prepare her旭im for third-year rOtations as weⅡ as for his瓜er
Career in general, be it surgical or medical.
Chair:
●　Scott Visovatti, Svisovat@旭u.edu, Box # 293
Executive ComⅡlittee :
・ Roy Foo, rfoo@bu.edu, Box# 208
●　Heather LocImer, hlochner@bu.edu, Box # 242
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Wellness ConⅢnittee
The WeⅡness Committee was created within the O缶ce of Student A餓止rs
with two main objectives: 1) To help students丘nd ways to attend to their
psychoIogicz丸physioIogical, and spiritual weⅡ一be血g wh血e in血e midst of a
tremendously stressful training pe血od; 2) and to provide students with
information and easy access to material, eVentS, and activities that can
contribute to their well-being. Vema Lacey of血e O缶ce of Student A餓血s
coordinates the activities of the Committee, W址ch includes a student
coordinator, interested丘rst and second year students, and faculty. Past
events have run the gamut from an eight-Week introduction to yoga to a
wellness fair, a maSSage WOrkshop, COmedy hour during lunch, and a
demonstration by a kung fu artist. Possible activities for 1999-2000 include a
meditation dass and further workshops on stress reduction techniques. In
addition, We hope to have discussions to further our understanding of
COmPlimentary medicine and the role it can plan in good patient care.
0鯖cer:
●　Catherine Rich, Crich@bu.edu, Box# 271
EVE NTS
Here is a list of some ofthe events held at BUSM. They are a皿tons offun.
Keep your eyes open for further information during血e school year. Other
events: Check the 1999-2000 Calendar Planner, the O範ce of Student A能Iirs
website at: WWW.bumc.bu.edu化usm/osa, and血e Boston U血versity Medical
Campus website at: WWW.bumc.bu.edu.
Arts Day
Arts day is held every spring in the Hid)ert Lounge and provides an
opportunity for students, faculty and fam血y to showcase血eir五皿eSt art
masterpieces. Every type of art is excepted and displayed. In previous years
we have had paintings, Stained glass, tapeS血es, Photographs, POemS,
sculpture, hand carved s血p models, etC. If you have a crea缶ve side we hope
to see yourwork next year. Contact Dr. He血Kupchik at 638-4296.
Culture Fest
CultureFest is an AMSA sponsored event held during血e second semester in
Hiebert Lounge. It is a皿ulti-C血tural celebration wi血food, muSic and dance
紐om several areas of the wo血d, induding Mid皿e Eastem, Asian, Westem
and European cultures. Be sure to attend, aS there is plenty of free food from
every comer of血e dobe.
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Fall and Spring Barbecues
SCOMSA sponsors a BBQ both in the島田and sp血ng on Ta]bot lawn. An
excellent social and relaxation event. Free food!
Making Strides Against Breast Cancer Whlk
Dr. Culbert and Ana Bediako of皿e O缶ce of Student A能血s organizes a
team of students and BUMC a血niristrators to participate血the Making
Strides for Breast Cancer Walk sponsored by血e American Cancer Society.
Par屯cipants gather pledge money and walk the 5-mile route staI血g at the
Charles River Esplanade. This year’s walk is on Sunday, October 3, 1999.
Contact Ana Bediako in LlO9 (638-4167) ifyou wo血d皿e to join血is year!
MedCAREERS Events
MedCAREERS, a jo血t project of血e Association of Ame瓦can Medical
Colleges (AAMC) and血e American Medical Association (AMA), W皿equip
me(迫cal students with s皿s and information needed for life缶me career
planning. Suzanne Sarfaty, MD, Assistant Dean for Student A餓血s, has
been appointed to implement MedCAREERS at BUSM.
Selected MedCAREERS HigI血如ts for for medical students are:
・ Faculty Advisor Program
. PeerAdvising
. SeIf Assessment Programs for五rst and second year students
・ Career Advising Lunchtime Seminars for first year students
●　Glaxo Workshops for門1ird Year Students
. Alumni-Student MedCAREERS Career Day
Check your 1999-2000 Calendar Planner for MedCAREERS workshops・
Memorial Service
The Memorial Service is held in remembrance of those who donated their
bodies for our education. It is organized by interested people in the first year
class. It is usuz皿y held inL lぬe spring due to time constraints, and is
Organized by First Year Students.
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S ki t-Ni te
This is a ni如.t of creativity, lau如ter and fun. It is usually held in Ap血and
is entirely organized and performed by first year students. The skits are
usually aimed at professors or at BUSM. Start thinking atout your skits.
For more information contact your SCOMSA Representative.
Ⅵnter Sem王-Formal
This event is also organized by SCOMSA and is held sometime in February.
It is an exceⅡent tine to show off your dressy do血es and your sign過cant
other. Plenty ofpeople go stag, though, just to dance and socialize apart from
the con五nes of school.
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HOUSING
Introduction
While we have tried to make sure all the information is accurate, things can
(and do) change quickly, eSPeCially sched山es and rent levels, SO it is a good
idea to double-Check before commit血g oneseIf to anything.
Be advised that you wi]l need to be in the city in person to get an apartment.
Plan ahead and don’t expect to come to Boston the week before dasses and
get an apartment. Boston has a large undergradilate and graduate student
POP血ation;血e Medical Campus itsdf has medical, dental, doctoral, maSter’s
and pubhic health students. You wiユI need to plan on taking a t亘p to the city
in order to secure an apartment. Early summer is a good血e to do t血s. This
Can be a very expensive process in itsem When you are looking for housing,
be aware that Boston University has two campuses. Boston Uhiversity
SchooI of Medicine is part of血e Medical Campus in the South End, along
with the SchooIs of Dental Medicine, Public Health, and the Division of
Graduate Medical Sciences. The Charles River Campus is on Commonwealth
Avenue along the Charles River. It indudes all other schooIs and colleges of
BU. Get a good street map ofBoston at a local bookstore. We have included
a map in血e reference section to give you an idea ofthe areas cIose to BU
Medical School.
Places to Look for Housing at Boston University
・ 0彿ce of Hb榔S王鳩　986 α肋肋oれ耽eαJ‡h Aひe棚峡ち〔粗のγles梢ひeγ
Cα肋少職S
The Boston U血versity O缶ce of Hous血g has a sma皿number of spaces
available on the Cha血es River Campus for al1 Boston U血versity
graduate students. As a res血t,血ey are di鯖c血t to obtain. AⅡ of the
SPaCeS血at are available through冊is o缶ce are graduate dormitory
rooms on Bay State Road on血e Charles River Campus. (617) 353-
3511.
・ Q梯ce of Res!dence L斬g, 985 (カ肋肋OnZt,eα克九Aひen暮4e, C%αrles
梢ひer Cα肋少めS
The Boston University O缶ce of Residence Life o鱒もrs Resident
Assistant (RA) posi缶ons to qual正ed graduate students. Resident
Assistants are O缶ce of Residence IJife and O缶ce of the Vice President
and Dean of Students student staff members living with血campus
residence areas. RA’s may receive room and board as compensation in
exchange for working twenty hours each week. Please contact血e
O」五ce of Residence Life for more information. (6 17) 353-3852.
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. T九e α手Cα7昨p聯HbめSされg O碗ce, 775 α朋肋o脚eα脇Aひe肌ら
Geo事ge Shemαn助jo7ち4t叩わo7〕 Chαrles j軌er CαmP事,S
The O苗-Campus Housing O撞ce is a good resource for finding housing
and/or roommates. There is a datal)aSe arranged by characteristics
(such as two-bedroom apartments, male roommates, etC.). Individuals
Iooking for roommates or house-mateS also advertise in this o缶ce.
Handouts are available wi血helpfu1 Phone numbers, tips on leases and
sublets, and names of realtors who w皿give a discount to Boston
University students. Brr壌yOur Bosわれ坊訪uers勘ide融析cαわれCαγd
or zetter of αCCeP±α7t,Ce, S諒ce据s γeSOZ,γCe is o砂αひαilαbZe to Bosわ71
U毒ueγS砂s融e融s,佃c諦めy α融sまα#∴ They are open Monday to
Friday, 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. For more infomation, Can (617) 353-3523
. o彿ce of ReれtαZ Prope予め′ M寄れ喝e肋eれち9 Dee万ield Sカセeち
ααrわs廓わeγ Cα肋p榔8
This o鯖ce manages U血versity properties Iocated near血e Charles
River Campus in血e Kenmore伸enway侶ou血Campus area- Studios
range from $675-880, One bedrooms $830+, and two bedrooms $1100十・
Se皿contained rooms wi血shared ba血and kitchen fac皿ties are also
ava且al)1e from $300-$500. U址ties may or may not be indLuded. Some
fumished apar血ents are also available. There is no broker fee
charged by址s o組ce’but血ey do require a tweive-mOn血Iease・
Limited parki皿g is avaflable for an additional fee. For more
information, CaⅡ (617) 353-410 1.
.捌e O朋ce of S弛deJit A細れs; 7I5 Aめαれy S加eち　Bostoれ
Uわさびers砂Sch○○l ofM壱dさc訪e
The Boston University Medical Campus does not have a fomal
housing o缶ce. However, the O撞ce of Student A餓irs does not have a
foma maintains a notebook of apartment rentals submitted by
members and fihends of the Boston U血versity Commu血ty. Pos血g an
apartment　血∴this Hs血g does not guarantee its quaity or
appropriateness for housing; Students are expected to exercise caution
in viewing prospective u血ts. Rental stip血ations are between血e
ownerflan皿ord and冊e student. Students are encouraged to uti]ize
their Class,s LISTSERV to advertise apartments to share or to hdp
them locate an apartment.
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Boston University Medical Campus A範1iate Rentals
・ Hαrγison Cbムrち761 HαγrisoれAひeれめe
Harrison Court, located across from the Medical Center, is a
recently renovated bu血ding managed by the University. It features
SeCure and convenient studios, One and two-bedroom apartments
With modem kitchens and ba血rooms as weⅡ　as central air
COnditioning. There are coin-OPerated washers and dryers, a SOda
machine, a Study lounge, and a modest exercise room located in the
b血ding. Mon皿y rents for shared u血ts range from roughly $500
to $938 per person depending on血e u血t. Sin封e occupancy u血ts
are more expensive. Parking is available for an additional fee.
These units皿up very quickly. For more information caⅡ the
Medical Center O撞ce of Property Management at (800) 344-BUMC.
・ 7ナustees Mαれαge肋eれ‡ B最ld!7喝α‡ Bosめれi庇d!cα　Cbnきer
皿stees Management Building, also known as the ``Nurse,s Tower”
Or “Sou血　BIock," is a　址gh竜se bu遭ding housing young
PrOfessionals and students associated with血e Medical Center.
Located two blocks from the SchooI of Medicine, it contains studios
and one and two-bedroom apartments. Rent for studios is $$550,
One bedrooms $780, and two bedrooms　$895　and includes air
COnditioning, heat, and ut出ties. There are laundry fac出ties, a Sun
deck, and a recreation center. Parking and gymnasium use are
ava血able for additional fee. There is a waiting list for apartments
in this building- Please Note: There is a $25 apphca血on fee. Ea血y
Submission is recommended. For fur血er information call (617)
414-5800
Short Term Housing
Below is a止st of chort-tem housing aptions to consider while you are loo瞳ng
for permanent housing or visiting血e campus. Please be advised血at rates
are subject to change.
●　YMCAowCA
Greater Boston YMCA
3 16 Huntington Ave.
Boston, MA
Tel: (617) 536-7800
The `Y’is Iocated next to Northeastem ``T" station. It provides men o血y
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accommodation. Rates are around $41 for one person, $56 for two一正dudes
breakfast.
Berkeley Residence Club CrWCA)
40 Berkeley St.
Boston, MA
Tel: (617) 482-8850
The YWCA provides women-O血y accommodation. It has sin塊es, doubles and
triples and is Iocated止血e South End, near A血ington or Back Bay ``T’
stations. Nightly rates are $48 per person, $74 for a double and $84 for a
triple. Fees indude breakfast and dimer can be purchased for an addi血onal
$6.50. A $2 fee appⅡes for non-YWCA cardholders. Wee岨y rates are also
av壷lable. Please call the Berkeley Residence drectly for rates and more
in鉦。、m ation.
●　Hostels
Back Bay Summer Hoste1
519 Beacon Street
Boston, MA
Tel: (617) 353-3294
Fax: (617) 734-7614
CIosed August 27-June 15.　　　　P瓦ce: $15一$17
Boston International Hoste1
12 Hemenway Street
Boston, MA O2115
Tel: (617) 536-9455
Fax: (617) 424-6558
Email: bostonhostel@Juno.com
Far血ngton Inn (Abercrombie’s)
23 Far血ngton Ave.
Boston, MA O2134
Tel: (617)787-1860
ぬⅩ: (800) 767-5337
P血ce: $23-$66
Price: $50 and up
Irish Embassy International Tou瓦st Hoste1
232 F瓦end Street
Boston, MA O2114
Tel: (617) 973-4841
Fax: (617) 720-3998
Email: Emb assyH@aol.comP瓦ce: $14.99 per person per血ght
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Located above the Irish Embassy Pub, about五ve minutes walk nor血of
Faneuil Hall. Fee is all-indusive for a dormitory style room. As a guest of the
hostel you receive free entry into music events in both of their bars, lunch
and dinner specials in their restaurants, four free barbecues per week and
many other specials. A big plus is血at once you have checked in you will
have 24-hour access.
●　Hotels
These are among the less expensive in the city, but stiⅡ quite costly for a
Weekend t亘p. Rates vary from season to season, SO Please call for exact
rates.
Best Westem Boston
342 Longwood Ave., Boston
Rate $100-$130
甘el: (617) 731-4700 0r l-800-528-1234
Nice motel rooms, located near Longwood ``T’station, On the Green
Hne, and within walking distance of Fenway Park
Best Westem Terrace Motor Lodge
1650 Commonwealth Ave, B垂心ton
Tel: (617)566-6260
Rate: $89-$ 149
Location‥　West of BU, On the Green Line T, about 7 stops from
downtown Boston
The Buckminster
645 Beacon Street, Boston
着ates: $99一$139
(617) 236-7050
Located at Kenmore Square on the ``T’Green L血e
Howard Johnson Lodge
1271 Boylston Street, Boston
Rate: $100-$180
Tel: (617) 267-8300 0重l-800-654-2000
Reasonably priced motel rooms (めy Boston) next to Fenway Park. It
also has free par瞳ng, wi血ch is a great bene丘t in血e city.
Longwood Inn
123 Longwood Ave., Broo閣ine
Rate: $99 w/ private bath; $79 w/ shared bath
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Tel: (617) 566-8615
This is a Large Victorian house, wi血22 pla血rOOmS. Rooms are air
conditioned and some have kitdlenetteS. There is a common kitchen
and TV room for guests. It is Iocated near血e Longwood ``T’station,
On the Green IJine, in the west side of the city Free par瞳ng is
av ailable.
Mflner Hote1
78 Charles Street, Boston
Rates: $70-105 for a sin鼻e
(617)426-6220 /
Located in血e Theater District, CIose to Chinatown
Susse Chalet Motor Lodge and Susse Chalet Irm
800 Morrissey BIvd., Dorchester
Rates: $95-$120
Tel: (617)287-9100 0お287-9200
About six miles sou血east of downtown, just o鯖the Southeast
Expressway. High.一quZ血ty double rooms and free par瞳ng. It is not fdr
from the “T’Red Line and several bus routes.
Using the Intermet to Find an Apartment
For people connected to血e Internet,血ere are several options on-1ine when
SearChing for housing. One of the best resources are　血e USENET
newsgroups `bu.housing” and “ne.housing’. Both of these groups are sim皿ar,
wi血the scope of “ne.housing” wider血an that of `bu.housing”. Here you can
五nd postings of apartments and houses for rent and an opportunity to
COnneCt With people like yourseIf who are search血g for housing. Pos血g a
message here wi血det姐s ofwhat you are looking for may tum up a lead, aS
Will regularly scanning血e pages of these groups. Uhfor血nately, these
groups are not received in many areas of the Intemet, and your ab址ty to
access them may be出血ted. Ask your local system administrator遭it is
POSSible to reach血ese newsgroups from your computer.
Below is a list of useful web sites. These sites are especia皿y good because
they let you chose the size, Style, location, Price range and other options to
Suit your housing needs. They also provide you with血1ks to roommate
COnneCtions and city information as weⅡ as transportation ideas. If you don’t
丘nd anything you mre when you丘rst try, many Of these sites w皿Iet you sign
up for free to notify you of any new pos血gs.　Be prepαredめやe7諸some
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Serあus房肋e brozusjng c九ro鳴れcんe zueb.捌is cα7L be α Uery Ze7喀沈yprocess.
City information:
Apartments by THE RENT
Guide :
Yahoo Boston:
All Ap artments:
Boston Ap artments :
Apartment Search:
Just Rentals :
Discounted Realtors
htty :/Iwww.boston.com
htty :〃www.争pt-4-rent.COm
h tty :偽lass迫e ds. yahoo. com化oston在entalsI
http :〃www. allap artments. com
http : /応rWW. BostonAp artm ents. com
http : /柄ww. Bos ton. comんeales tate/ap ts earch.
ht皿l
http : /柄ww. dwellin gsma. com
htto : 〃www.j u strentals. com
The foⅡowing rental agents have agreed to provide students, Sta埠faculty
and alum血of Boston Uriversity wi血a discount in services. These rental
agents w皿collect a fee for services from Boston U血versity af旺ates fyou, the
Student) that does not exceed one-half of one month’s rent.皿is does not
Pertain to any additional fees exchanged between realtors, lan皿ords, Or
PrOPerty managerS. PLEASE NOTE: When you contact any of these agents
for assistance in your housing search, YOU MUST TELL THEM YOU ARE A
BOSTON UNIVERSITY AFFILIATE, and that you found out about血e
discount血rough the O掛Campus Hous血g O缶ce. Be aware that contact
PeOPle may change.
T址s discount may not apply in situations where the rental unit in question is
Part Of a co-broking arrangement. Please ask the agents for deta且s.
Neighbors Realty, Inc.
1284 Commonwealth Ave.
Anston, MA O2134
Tel: (617) 738-0295
Fax: (61り738-0595
Matthew P. Baradl
Cirde Realty
1348 Commonwealth Ave.
Allston, MA O2 134
Tel: (617) 738-0300
Fax: (617) 738-9542
Don Neuwirth
皿e Next Move Realty
2 7A Commonwealth Ave.
Newton, MA O2167
Td: (617) 527-6655
Fax: (617) 527-3743
Ph址p Dono
At Home Realty, Inc.
1 2 12B Commonwealth
Ave.
Allston, MA O2 134
Tel: (617) 738-1820
Fax: (617) 738-8754
Mark Hnsky
(discount doesn’t apply to
all ap artments)
SOUTH OF BOSTON
ISOUTH SHORE:
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Rosalind Realty
29A Cummings Road
Brighton, MA O2 135
冒el: (617) 232-3932
Fax: (617) 232-9067
Will Smith
Ap artment Network
l 19 Parkingway Street
Quincy, MA O2 169
甘el: (617) 770-4870
(Q訪れのαreα 0ねかFとes
Chα7唱e耽O融んも′ αれd γα7略e
加耽れ0搬7略めα旬n
肋oれ九七かe耽り
Bemard G.　Berkman
Ass c.
842A Beacon Street
Boston, MA O2215
冒el: (617) 566-5212
Fax: (617) 267-0932
Steve O’Donndl
Ap a]thent City
1342 Hancock Street
Quincy, MA O2 169
Tel: (6 17) 472-2446
(Q訪れのαγeα 0乃短Eもes
C九α7章ge肋O融んも′ α乃d rα7喀e
舟o肋耽)脇7略的α加Il
肋o融んもreわの
Area Newspapers
The Boston餌obe is a good resoune for apartment lis血gs and it may he心
you avoid paying a realtois fees, Which is usually one mon血’s rent. @1ways
ask丘rst if you’re cal血g on one of these ads to determine if it was listed
privately.) Bo心血e型出2e and血e Boston Phoenjx (a wee虻y paper) run
roo皿mate ads, SO tha巾is ano血er way to bypass a service fee.
Roommate Services
There are several private roommate matching services in the Boston Area.
Students have used血em in血e past and found them to be h吐pful. Please
note that we are not endors血g these comparies and please be aware of血e
飴es血volved
l. Roommate Wbrks
Prices from $39-$65 depending on血e type of service. Match工血e Voicemajl
service is an additional $10. Can sign up by fax, mail or in person.
Worid Wide Web : http ://www.cybercom.net厄oommateworks
e-majl: rOOmmateWOrks @ cybercom.net
customer service: (6 17) 859-771 1
2. The Roommate Cormection
Fee is $75 payal)le upon re軒Stration. O血er charges for faxing outside 617
area code and updated Hs血gs by mail.
Intemet: htty ://www.roomatecomection.com
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e-mail: TRC@roomatecounection.com
24 hour information & update血1e: (617) 942-4132
Fax: (617) 262-6014; (617) 527-4196
Two Iocations: 316 Newbury St. Boston, MA O2215 Tel: 262-5712
50 Union St., Newton Centre, MA O2159 Tel: 527-4190
3. B.U. O雄一Campus Housing
Off-Canpus Housing O鯖ce
775 Comonwealth Ave.
Boston, MA O2215
(617) 353-3523
Prospective roommate listing service. This service provides an individual the
OPPOrturity to cormect with other university students who are also Iooki皿g
for roommates. The hsting form is avallable at the O鯖"Campus Housing
o撞ce.
Other Resources
Boston Homestay Inc.
48 Taylor Street
Needham, MA O2494
Em ail: nanCV@bostonhomestav.com
Tel佃ax: (781) 449-9733
Website : WWW.bostonhomestav.com
For visits one week or longer, Stay With a host fam血y in their home in the
greater Boston area. P五vate ft皿y-fumished a∞OmmOdations ranging from
Single rooms to multiple room suites. Access to private or shared bath.
Breakfast and dimer are also availg心Ie, but prices w皿vary. In-home
laundry fac亜ties are availal)le.　AⅡ　housing is convenient to pubⅡc
transp ortation.
Boston’s Neighborhoods
Boston is very much a city of neighbo血oods, eaCh with u皿ique
Characteristics, advantages and disadvantages. The foⅡow血g is a general
guide to some of Boston’s neighbo血oods with reapect to their conve血ence for
Medical Campus students. Please keep in mind that, as always, bus
SChedules and rents can change very quickly. We recommend obtaining a
good street map of Boston. Even if you do not anticipate driving-yOu W皿五nd
yourseIf referring to it many times.
Please note that we did not supply rental es血nates for g皿co血unities
described. Genera皿y, rental prices are noted in血e cases where students
represent a predominant factor in血e rental market. Area realtors can help
you皿in where you would like more information.
Allston-Brighton
AⅡston and Bri如ton are two of the most pop血ar areas for college students.
The Allston area has a diverse makeup wi血many middie class fam址es
hving in single and duplex homes. What makes t血s area so a請ractive is its
proximity to boぬBU’s Charles River Campus and the Boston CoⅡege
campus, and many sections are cIose to Harvard Square.　Public
transportation is very good, eSPeCially wi血冊e B and C Green ``T’Lines
accessible from many pa]ts Of the area. You w皿face overcrowding on血ese
lines because of血e large nunber of students who use them. Driving can
take up to 20 minutes, but a free shuttle from血e BU Cha血es River campus
to BUMC is ava血al)le du血ng血e fa皿and spr血g semesters. Advantages
include proximity to many stores, reStaurantS, bars and downtown Boston.
Disadvantages, aS Can be expected from an area f皿of coⅡege students, are
the run doⅥm aPartmentS, CrOWded parking, and some noisy neighbo血oods.
Brigh・tOn is much quieter and less crowded血an Allston’with more
residential areas. Free parking on血e street is ti弧t but ava且able. A
residential sticker is requ血ed血some neighbo血oods. As in all areas of
Boston, yOu Should check out血e secu血ty of your bu丑ding caref.皿y and take
PreCautions.
Es血nated Monthly Rents :
Studios　　$600-700
1-Bedroom　$800-1000
2-Bedrooms $1100-1350
3-Bedrooms $1400+
Back Bay
The Back Bay has been called ``one of血e血cest places to Hve in Boston.’’Its
old-fashioned brownstone houses, Parisian-Style boulevards, tree lined
sidewalks, trendy shops, and tourist attractions make it a beautiful place to
live. Advantages indude its proximity to BUSM’O節ering many students血e
opportunity to either walk or bike to school. The #CTl and血e剃buses run
down MassadluSe請S Avenue, alfording reha帆e,血ough some血nes crowded
transportation. As wi血everything血at is good, it has its drawbacks.
Parking is very di缶cult, and the rent can tend to get a bit expensive. The
area stretches from the heart of BU’s Cha血es River campus through血e
Boston Gardens and Commons.
Back Bay estimated monthly rents:
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Stu血os　　$700 - 1150
1-Bedroom　$925+
2-Be心00皿S $1480十
3-bedrooms　$1950+
Beacon Hilユ
Beacon Hiu houses a tremendously interes血g and diverse group of people
ri孤t in the heart of Boston. The area features 19th and 20血century
brownstones’CObblestone streets, Old也s血oned narrow aneyways and
OCCaSional park-1ike areas wi血big trees. Because of its central location and
Charles Street αT, stop on the Red IJine’Beacon HⅢ also anows you easy
access to all of Boston’s activities. Consequently, t址s desirable, historic area
is crowded, expenSive’and the apartments are usua皿y small. Due to narrow
StreetS and overcrowding, Pa轟dng is minimal.
Estimated mon血Iy rents:
Stu血os　　$800十
1-Be(虹00m　$900-2000
2-Bedrooms $1300-2100
3-Bedrooms $1900+
Dorchester
This is also varied in its resident population and rent is generany reasonable.
It is possible to get a three be血oom apartment for $850 or a two bedroom for
as Iow as $700, but t血s usually does not include heat and hot water.
Dorchester has several smaller commu血ties with血it. Some of the areas
have security problems. Make sure you are looking in a safe area and血at
your house or b血ding is secure. Transportation along血e Red hine is
reliable and traveling t血e depends on血e location and time of day, uSuauy
around lO-25 minutes. Some buses also pass by BUMC and Du皿ey Square
Bus Station.
East Boston
East Boston is a working-Class neighbo血ood some distance from the medical
Center, SeParated from血e rest of the city by血e harbor. It is also where
Logan Aixport is Iocated, and is accessible by血e ``T’Blue I上ne. Rents tend
to be somewhat cheaperぬan the rest of the city, and冊ere are a large
number of two and three family homes.
Jamaica Plain (JP)
Jamaica Plain is a cultur乞田y and economicg皿y diverse section of Boston.
Housing prices vary depending on the area of JP and include t亘ple-decker
houses’VActorian homes, and some apartment bu遭dings. In general, there
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are various levels of income血roughout JP and t血s may or may not re血ect
the level of safety. Most are able to鉦1d hous血g血at is consistent with their
level of comfort. Auong Centre Street, yOu W皿五nd ice cream pa血ors, natural
food stores, and restaurants　血at encompass　血e diversity of the
nei如borhood. Pu皿c Transportation takes approximately 30-40 minutes to
get to school and 15 minutes by car.皿e Green “T’I上ne @)耽皿S aS far as
the VA Medical Center and血e 39 bus runs along血e same route as the
Green IJine but con血ues through血e center of town. The Orange Line is
also very convenient to many who live throughout JP. JP is one of the few
SeCtions of Boston that does not require a residential park血g sticker. Rents
are reasonable and the houses are usua11y weⅡ ma血ta血ed. Many t亘ple-
deckers are owner occupied, and therefore tend to be皿Ore SeCure. Be advised
that there are no studios in JP.
Estimated Monthly Rents:
1-Bed工○○皿　$550-750十
2-Bedrooms $800-1200
3-Bedrooms $900-1400
Mattapan/Hyde Park
Mattapan and Hyde Park are less urdan parts of血e city, wi血many sin封e
and two fam血y houses wi血yards. Rents here are quite reasonal〕le, but
COmmuting can be time consuming. Safety is a concem in some areas.
Mission Hill
mssion H皿, Part Of Ro如ury, is an up and coming commu血ty血at has
recently received a lot of attention. The community is conveniently located
and is a c山tura皿y diverse neighbo血ood that tends to be owner occupied. It is
in the process of be血g revitalized and has recently been labded as the next
Jamaica Plain (see desc重症on of Jamaica Plain). Housing includes t亘ple-
deckers and Victorian homes. Pubhc皿ansportation takes approximately 25
minutes to get to school and is located near血e Green IJine @), the #39 bus
and some parts of Mission H皿are located near the Orange Line.
Apartments in Mission H皿tend to be large. Parking is readily avahable, but
a parking pemlit is needed.
North End
The North End is a cIose-knit neighbo血ood that址storica11y features ItaIian
restaurants and shaps. The area is considered to be very safe and o血y丘ve
minutes from downtown Quincy Market, and o血y two minutes from血e
Wate血ont. A car is not recommended血this area because park血g is almost
impossible onぬe narrow streets. From血e Nor血End, yOu Can take血e
Orange IJi皿e from Hay Market to Massachusetts Avenue,血en take the #1 or
the CTl bus to the BUMC. The Green hie is also nea血y. Apartments are
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Very Small, and rent is expensive for血e size.
Estimated Monthly Rents:
Stu血os　　$650- 1000
1-Bedroom　$850-1200
2-Bedrooms $1100+
3-Bedrooms $1350+
Roslindale川V七st Roxbury
Rosl血dale,皿e many areas of Boston, has a wide range of housing options.
There are areas with duplexes, houses, apartment COmPlexes, and m血ti-
faⅡ血y dwdlj皿gS. The commu血ty is ma血1y mid皿e class fam亜es, but safety
Can be a fa-CtOr in certain areas. With a址tle e餓)rt, yOu Can have the bene丘ts
Of living in the city without all the hassles (or costs). The pub耽transit
infrastructure allows you to commute via the Orange hine or the Commuter
Rail, along with bus comections.門1e t垂) Can take about 30-40 minutes.
West Roxbury is sim丑ar to Roslindale but is generaⅡy more a組uent and even
more suburban in character, Wi血many sinde fam址es homes for rent.
Commu血g by car is no problem. Depending on where you止ve, it is
accessible by Commuter Rail oreedham Iine) which connects with∵血e
Orange hine.
Roxbury
Ro如ury is a large residential community血at is considered血e center of
Boston’s Black Community. It is culturaⅡy va瓦ed, wi冊many areas in the
PrOCeSS Of u血an renewal and even “gen血丘cation.” It is dose to血e medical
Center and rents tend to be cheaper than in most parts of血e city. Public
transport serves血e community weⅡ by bus. Most buses w皿either go
directly to BUMC or connect to血e Du皿ey Square Bus Station, from where
SeVeral buses can take you to class. Rents can be found for one-bedrooms at
$500; 2-bedrooms at $650, and 3-bedrooms at $900.
South Boston
South Boston is a working-Class neighbo血ood that is eas遭y accessible to the
hospital. Two and three fam血y homes predom血ate. Rents are considered to
be anong the cheapest in the city, al血ough they are rising. It is on the coast
and has some beautiful parks.
South End/Fenway
Boston U血versity Medical Center a3UMC) is Iocated in血e Sou血End, SO the
COmmute tO SChool is a short walk or bike ride and very conve血ent. The area
is undergoing a lot of renovation and redevelopment, and some beautrful old
homes from血e past century are being restored. It is a diverse neighbo血ood
wi血　many di餓3rent ethnic and income groups　廿ving here. PubHc
transportation is availatle into血e city and the #10 bus runs down
Dartmouth Street to血e medical center every 25 minutes or so-　Resident
parking is availatle, though costly, and is easy to obtain if your car is
registered in Massachusetts. The Fenway is renowned for its easy access to
血e Emerald Nec皿ace Park and to area dubs. Students often consider this
partic血ar area desirable. Nighttime caution is highly recommended.
Estimated Monthly Rents:
S七u髄os　　$650-800
1-Bedroom　$1000- 1350
2-bedrooms　$1100 -1900
3-bedrooms　$1800+
E額露rα- Urbαれ
Cambridge
Cambridge is across the Chahes River from Boston. Many五nd血e steady
stream of cultural and educational events and varied coIorful commercial
entexprises very appealing. It is fai血y large and can be broken up into four
general areas: Harvard Square’ North Cambridge伽esh Pond・ East
Cambridge, and Cambridgeport. Rents vary greatly from area to area. Good
places to Iook for housing infomation indude血e Harvard and MT pubhc
buⅡe血boards, aS Wen aS nOtice boards at Harvard Law and Business
SchooIs. Massachusetts Avenue goes directly血rough Cambridge to BUMC
and is about a 20-25 minute d血ve from Harvard Square. For pubhc
transportation,血e Red轟ne also runs throu孤Cambridge. You can get off
at Andrew then take the CT3 to BUMC. Altemativdy,血e #1 bus runs
straight down Massachusetts Avenue to the Boston Medical Center- Harrison
canpus, and血e #47 mns from Central Square to BUMC
Harvard Square is by far血e most sought-a龍er housing in Cambridge, and
血e competition from Harvard and MIT students for affordatle housing is
intense. There are some bargains in older two and three faⅡ血y homes but
these are hard to find becaLuSe PeOPle don’t like to move out of血em. There’s
easy access to the Red Iine and buses’lots of s血dent ]jfe, and a relativdy
low crime rate.皿e Nor血Cambridge傭esh Pond area is a bit fur血er away
(al)Out 15 minutes extra) but血e rents are somewhat lower.門1ere is a large
shopping area as w糾.皿e AI・eWife station on血e Red I上ne is Iocated here.
Estimated mon皿y rents:
Stu血os　　$650-850
1-Bedroom　$750-1600
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2-Be(血○○皿s $925-2000
3-Be心00皿S $1250-2000
Brookline
Brook止ne is the choice for many BUMC students. Its numerous advantages
include safety and relative proximity to BUMC, Which is o血y 20 minutes
away by car or bicyde and 45 m血utes by pubHc transportation. Most
apartments are o血y a short distance away from one of Brookline’s many
Pu皿c parks. Brookline also has an excellent pu皿c schooI system. The
quiet, reSidential atmosphere and exceⅡent shopping are a plus here.
Ovemight parking is prchibited, SO make sure your apartment provides
Parking. O血erwise, yOu may have to pay an additional $50-75 a month and
Parking spaces are very址nited. A car is not necessa工y血Brookli皿e Since
Pubhc transportation is excellent. Many people bike to class, and most of
Brookline is on the B, C and D Green Iine, Which can take you to the Hynes
Convention Center stop to take the #1 or the CTl bus to school.
Estim ated Monthly Rents :
Stu龍os　　$600-850
1-Bedroo皿　$900-1300
2-Bed重oo皿s $1100-1900
3-Bedrooms $1500+
Newton
Newton is a prosperous suburb of Boston, COmeCted to it by reasonatly good
Pubhc transit. It is large, SPread out, and made up of over ten viⅡages. It is
di缶c山t to make any spec追c comments血at apply to血e en血e area, but
there are many choices of housing. The pu咄c schooI system is excellent.
Travel time to school is attractive, but a car is a must. Newton’s proximity to
the Massachusetts Tumpike makes the drive to class o血y al)Out 20 m血utes.
The D Green IJine combined wi血a bus sched山e is also an QPtion tak血g
approximately an hour. Most rental u血ts are sin封e homes血at have been
COnVerted into two fa田山y dwellings. There is no additional cost for on-Street
Parking and availal)址ty iS fai血y good.
The rents in Newton vary and are a節ected by location; -PrOXimity to Boston
Or the Mass Pike may mcrease pnces.
Newton Es血nated Mon血1y Rents:
Stu庫0　　　$650-800
1葛Be血00皿　$800-1100
2-Bedrooms $1100-1800
3-Bedrooms $1300十
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Quincy
Quincy, a Small city just sou血of Boston, has a lot to o飯井for those students
who hate血e hassles of big city living. There are several sections of the city
including North Quincy, WoⅡaston, Quincy Center, and West Quincy.皿e
city is made up largely of Irish Ca血olic working dass fam出es as weu as a
growing Asian pop血ation- It pro皿OteS a CO皿mu血ty atmosphere and is often
quieter than Boston. The ocean provides a g富eat view for running’Walking,
rollerblading, Or just relaxing. The Red I上ne has four stops血Quincy血at
will take you toぬe Andrew stop near BUMC, taking atout 20-30 m血utes.
The Southeast Expressway a-93) to the Andrew Square exit is an option by
car. The expressway can get ue砂congested du血g rush hours, but血e trip
sho血d take o血y about 15-20 minutes, and less when there is no tra缶c.
Parking is usually on street, free, and easier to五nd血an in Boston. Ji嘉St
beware of territorial neighbors who do not want you to park in front of their
homes! Most people feel very safe in Quincy, and there are many housing
options availal)le:址gh rise complexes, houses, dr岬lexes, and血ple deckers.
Estimated monthly rents:
1-Bedroom　$600-800+
2-Bedrooms $800-1200+
3-Bedrooms $900- 1500+
Somerville
Somerville is just nor血of Camb血dge, and is serviced by exceⅡent pubHc
transportation. This area has mostly t亘ple-decker houses and apartment
complexes. Hous血g conditions are variable, but good deals can be found.
The pop血ation is prima血y working-dass families wi血many Tufts students
and young couples. Davis Square,血e hea請of Somerv皿e, is a groⅥng area
with many great restaurants, jazz and rock music clubs as wdl as a movie
theater that features止ve A]hican and foⅢ music.皿ere is easy access to
Cambridge and Boston via血e Davis Square station on血e Red hine’and to
downtown Boston and the Sou血End via血e Orange血e at Su11ivan Square
Station.
Somerv皿e Estimated monthly rents:
1-Bedroom　$650-1000
2-Bedrooms $800-1500
3-Bedrooms $1100-1800
Whte rtow n/B elmont
Watertown and Belmont are middle-Class commurities with a large number
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of sin鼻e and two fam血y homes with yards. Watertown also has a number of
apa血ment complexes. Commu血g on pubhc transportation may require a
number ofbus changes on routes with血nited service. Parking is no problem.
S録A録E LかEN鮒押CA鱒ON
The agency in charge of Hcensing drivers in Massachusetts is血e
Registry of Motor Ve址cles, Or the RMV for short. They maintain a great web
page at htto:llwww.state.ma.us厄nv/. Most transactions camot be processed
on line, but you can obtain information alout RMV centers, Print on血e
forms, and read pertinent regulatious. The telephone nunber for the RMV is
(617) 351互与00.
You-1l need either a Massachusetts driver-s Hcense or o血er picture I.D. for
checks to be cashed, get血g into clubs and bars, and buying liquor, Wine, Or
beer at package stores and grocery stores. Massachusetts ID cards or liquor
ident正cation cards may be obta血ed at血e Dapartment of Motor Ve址des
and are acceptable as veri五cation of I.D. and of age.
丁もter Regこs‡rα房0れ
You can now re缶ster to vote when you conduct a permit or license
transaction at-an RMV Customer Service Center or Hcense ExDreSS Iocation.
AⅡ hcensing transaction forms contain a section where you can indicate if you
Wish to register to vote or update your curent voter registration.
To register to vote in Massachuse請S yOu muSt be:
・ aU.S. Citizen; and
. a Massachusetts resident; and
・ at least 18 years old on or before血e next election.
In order to vote in a future election you must be registered:
・ 20 days before all primaries and elections; and/or
・ 10 days before a special town mee血g.
In order to register to vote, Please contact血e Boston Elections Depa露ment
at 635-4635 for spec追c information on re缶stering in your area. Please note
that sometimes we have a voter registration day at BUSM.
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Banks
It pays to do a httle bit of homework when seeking banking services in t血s
area, aS COStS may Vary Substantia]ユy! The first consideration when choosing
a bank is what is ava且able in your nei吐bo血ood. Do you want access to
automated teller machines? What fees are required to maintain an account
or an AⅢM card? Is there a mi血mum account balances to have any fees
waived? Almost all banks now are members ofATM networks.
A short survey is induded to help you choose a local bank but not all are
available in every neig鵬o血ood. If you do not have an account at a
Massachusetts bank, bring your money in travder-s checks. Out-Of-State
checks may take up to 7 days to clear and you wiⅡ have many minor and
major expenses during血e first week of schod.
BαnたBostoれ
This is a popular choice among medical students because of conve血ence
BankBoston belongs toぬe Cirrus, NYCE, and Plus A門M se料ices. Ca皿1-
800-252-6000 0r i-800-229-3278.
Fわe‡
Cal1 1-800-CALL-FLEET.
U二S. Tr榔S‡
At the time血is book was p血ted, U.S. Trust was in merger talks wi血
another large bank, SO the name and services may have changed by
September. Cg皿@17) 726-7000.
Other banks宣br consideration are:
Bの′S肋e姥derαl SαUj7喝rs Bα融739-9600
Bγ0(疲l訪e Sαひこ喝吟Bα乃尼780-3タ00
Cα肋brこ毎やSαひ王7礎衿Bα乃h 8648700
施rcα親王be Bα乃h &?ナぴSき24手2800
S肋e S加ee‡ Bαn,h α乃d冊榔S‡ Compα砂786-3000
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TRANSPORTATION IN BOSTON
Driving
Driving in Boston is Hこe NOTHING you have ever experienced before!! Be
Careful! In Boston, directionals are optional and taxis always have the right
Of way - eVen before pedestrians. You may find血e one-Way and non-
Para皿el streets in downtown Boston corfusing at五rst, but you wiⅡ soon learn
the best routes to get where you are going and to avoid tra範c. Buy a street
map. (This can be helpful even ifyou don-t own a car.) Don-t be su卿rised if
it takes you 20 minutes to get around血e block your丘rst few days in town.
Parking is very di鯖c山t if your car is not registered in Massachusetts. It is
not recommended that you d五ve into the city to just hang out because Boston
decided to ease its丘scal problems in part by ticke血g relentlessly. Out of
State Plates w皿not he巾you. Boston tows and has a good supply of the
dreaded一'Denver Boots一,. A little careful stud匝ng befdre embar瞳ng on a
joumey can save lots of血ne and money.
Residential Parking Pem血ts
Most areas of the city require residential par瞳ng pemlits for you to be able to
Park on the streets at ni紅t. Visitor Parking is ava血able in most areas of血e
City but血e hours are出血ted, 8 am - 6 pm. To obtain a parking pemlit from
City Hall at (617) 635-4682. You w皿need:
>　To have your car re嚢Stered in the State of Massachusetts. This
Can be done at the Re軒.stry of Motor Vehides. Proof of owners血p
and a valid driver-s license are required.
>　Proof of residency at the same address, e.g. bank statements,
ut址ties b皿, etC. aeSS than 30 days old).
Car-Free in Boston
There are extensive resources for get血g around town without a car. An
excellent, inexpensive, reference for get血g around Boston, a皿over the
Subuめs, and a11 over New En如md is Cα7しFree訪BdsめJl. This book
COntains a comprehensive guide of the subway, COmmuter trains and buses to
all types of des血a缶ons and is available at the Out of ToⅦ News in Harvard
Square and news stands and bookstores around the city. We have also listed
SeVeral resources below.
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Mass Transit known as the ``T"
As an alternative to the automobile, Boston o餓井S One Of血e most extensive
mass transit systems in血e country. The MBTA operates a f皿system of
subways, trains, and buses throughout血e metropo址an area.皿e一一丁一一even
connects wi心血e airport, Nor血and Sou血railroad stations and interstate
bus terminals. Mass冊ansit (The一一丁一一) The MBTA includes血e subway and
troⅡey他rin system as weⅡ as the bus system. You can take the CTl, CT3,
#1, #8, #10, #47 and#49 buses to BUMC.
The subway/trolley/"T・, costs between $0.85 and $2.00’d印ending upon where
you get on and what血e you tcke anost everywhere, eXCePt血e D血e past
血e Reservoir Stop, COStS $0.85). If you enter an al)OVeずOund,血bound
Green IJine car, yOu muSt have exact change or a token. Iflyou use瓜e Green
Line above ground and are going ou冊ound (away from血e city), admission is
free. Regular buses cost $0.60 and血ey take only exact change. Tokens for
the ・・T・一cost $0.85 and can be purchased at血e booth at the entrance of血e
underground stations. When buying tokens, yOu血ght want to get several at
one t血e, thus being able to avoid the long lines that frequently ocour at血e
booths.
虹you are taking血e ・・T・・ and/or bus regularly, COnSider buying a mon血Iy
pass. They are very conve血ent and w皿save you some money if you use血e
・・T一・ daily. These mon皿y passes are sold on血e last 4 business days of血e
month prior to when血ey become vaHd・ ・一T・一passes can be pur血ased at the
O缶ce of Parking and Transportation Services Iocated at 609 AH}any St. on
the Medical Campus, Select Store 24s, Or at SeVeral of血e "T一一stations"　A
'・semester pass・・ indudes狐11% discount for students and can be purchased
at the O缶ce of Transportation and Parking Services. You pay for the
semester (4 mon血s passes) in advance and can pick up your pass on血e
last 4 business days of each month.
There are diiferent passes for di節erent parts of血e mass transit syste皿・
Make sure you read the services provided by each pass. If you live along the
route of buses CTl, CT3, 39, 49 or bus #1 0etween the Medical Center and
Mass Ave station only), the subway pass ($27.00) is particularly economical
since it anows you to use both血e buses as w糾as血e subway. O血y血e
buses hsted are apphcable.
For more infomation, Ca皿the MBTA Information Service at (617) 222-3200
or血e MBTA Pass Program at (617) 222-5219. Mass transit infomation can
be obtained at Park St. Station at血e intersection ofぬe Red and Green
Lines of the T onぬe outhound side. The information service number above
has a great new addition:皿e ・・T亘p Plaming Ser‘dee一一allows you to五nd the
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best ”T’’route from your home to any location including Boston U血versity
Medical Center. See the Quick Reference to the -T' at the end ofthis section.
You caLn also contact our on-CanPuS tran?POrtation specialists at 638-7473.
They’Ⅱ heb you with your personal commute.
Quick Reference to the 'T'
Green Line: Pay attention to the di餓導ent lines! They split o紐at
Kenmore, a below ground station near Fenway Park. The Kemore
refers to Kenmore Square, home ofBoston University
BL香れe: This止ne foⅡows Commonwealth Avenue, home of BU Cha血es River
Canpus, and ends at Boston College. Convenient遭you hve血Anston,
Brighton, and Brookline.
Some of the important stops are:
>　Boston University's Cha血es River Campus: a3U East, Central, and
WesO
>　HarvardAvenue:皿e heaIt ofAⅡston
GL九e: This血e foⅡows Beacon Street to Cleveland Cirde.
Some important stops are:
>　Kenmore: Green line splits血to the B, C, andD血es.
>　Cleveland Circle: Cirde Cinema
>　Haymarket: Boston-s Nor血End (famous Italian restaurants)
>　North Station: Fleet Center/Spo耽’s Arena, Commuter Rail, Federal
Building @assports, etC.)
D-Line: Runs along the picturesque Riverway to Riverside.門1is血e can
bring you cIose to Route 9 for shopping and dining.
Some important stops are:
>　Kenmore: Green血e spHts into the B,C, andD血es
>　Fenway: Convenient to parts of血e Fenway Area and Fenway Park
>　Longwood: Converient to pa血s of血e Fenway Area and Longwood
Medical Area.
E」.ine-Northeastern-s tro11ey line.
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>　Museum: Museum ofFine Arts
> Symphony: Boston Symphony Or(心estra, Ch血stian Science Center
>　Science Park: Museum of ScienceH)lanetarium
> Lechmere: Cambridgeside Galleria (shopping)
Stops common to B) C & D lines
Government Center
Park Street
B oylston
Ar止n帥On
Copley
Hynes Convention Ctr.
Kenmore Square
Boston City Hall, CourthQuSe, Faneu丑Hall’
access to Blue Line
Downtown Crossing, Boston Common, aCCeSS tO
Red血e
Theater district, Boston Common, Chinatown
Boston Pubhc Garden, Cheers Pub, Hatch SheⅡ
Boston Public Lめrary, Newbury Street
Tower Records,糾bus to BMC & Harvard Square,
CT I Bus to BMC and Central Square
Fenway Park, dul)S On Landsdowne St., BU
Bookstore Mall
Red Line
Some of the more essential Red-Line stops:
>　South Station: Commuter Ra組, A皿trak
>　Downtown Cross血g: ShQPP血g
>　Kendg皿: NmT
>　Central: Central Square aight clubs, reStaurantS)
> Harvard Square: Harvard Square’Harvard U血versity
> Davis: Near to Tufts, Somervi工le皿eater @血mation Festivals)
Blue Line
Some ofthe more essential Blue Line stops:
> Aqua五um: New England Aquarium
>　Aixport: Logan Airport
> Wonderland: Wonde血and (greyhound) racetrack & Revere Beach
Orange Line
Some ofthe important Orange Line stops:
>　Ruggles‥Commuter Rail
>　Massachusetts Avenue: #1, CTl buses to BUMC
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>　Back Bay: Amtrak, Commuter Rail, Copley Place (shopping)
>　Chinatown: Chinatown (Registry of Motor Vehides)
>　State Street: Faneuil Hall
Park and Ride
Massachusetts provides more than 3, 100 parking spaces for血ose of you who
Can-t deal with血e highway anymore. From these lots you can get a boat,
train, bus, Or a Car Or Van POOl. Can Caravan for Commuters, Who can
arrange commu血g options in your area, at (617) 227-POOL.
Commuter Rail
The MBTA Commuter Rail provides train access to the quiet suburbs
SurrOunding血e greater Boston Area. Commuter Rails can be picked up at
South Station, North Station, Porter Square, Rug鼻es, and Back Bay Station.
Fares vary depending upon where you go. For more information call (617)
222-3200.
ConⅡnuter Ferries
If you-re sick of drivi皿g tO S血ool, COmmuter boat services are available from
Hingham, Cha血eston and HuⅡ. For more information about H血gham and
Charleston (蜜om Long Wharf) call Boston Ha血or Cr血ses at (781) 749-8009.
For service from HuⅡ call Ha]bor Express at (617) 376-8401.
Logan Airport
Logan Intemational Airport is a mere 3 miles from downtown but can take
up to an hour to get to血ere on a holiday weekend or any weekend! Parking
at Logan is very expensive and can be impossible to get during the holidays.
If you are traveling between Monday and Friday, the CT3 bus travels from
the Medical Campus to the aixport for only $0.60! Check the sched血e for
exact times as the service is direct but止mited. CaⅡ 1-800-23-LOGAN for
information on how to get there. Some options are listed bdow.
>　Taxis-Very converient, but very expensive (up to $20) since you pay for all
that time you sit in tra」五c in the turmels!
>∴The ’一丁一一av皿TA)-Take the Blue Iine to血e Aixport stop when血e CT3 bus
SChedule isn’t convenient. A紐ee shut鳳e bus takes you to your terminal.
Total cost is $0.85!
> Water Shu咄e-皿is boat takes you from Rowes Wharf in downtown
directly to Logan.皿ere are紐ee shuttle buses from血e dock to take you
to your terminal. The cost is $10.00 for adults’$5.00 for se血or citizens,
and children under 12 ride free.
> Logan Express-This shuttle takes you from Framingham’Braintree or
woburn directly to Logan and costs $8.00 each way. C皿dren under 12
ride紐ee. Parking is available on a daily or weekly basis・
> Trains-Amtrak trains leave from Sou血Station, and Back Bay Station.
You ca|]しreach each of血ese stations via the一一T'一・ Ca皿482-3660 or l-800-
USA-RAIL for more information.
>　Buses
Bonanza, South Station, 720-41 10・
Greyhound, Sou血Station’1-800-231-2222
Peter Pan, South Station, 1-800-343-9999.
Concord Trailways, South Station, 1-800-639-3317.
Biking
Boston has a large pop血ation of bicyc血g commuters and recreational and
compe舶ve cydists. Many people bike to school血falr weather but血e
number drops off quic岨y when it gets nasty. Be sure to have a good lock and
he血et. If you decide to ride to school,血ere are several bike racks avaflable
億IrOu如out血e canpus inc]皿ding racks outside血e Medical S血o。 and the
"Atrium Pavi止on一一(88 East Newton St)
In general, When you are riding your bike’be care紬- drivers in
Massachusetts don't often use血eir血m signals. Watch out for po血oles and
car doors open血g. Be visible and be aware of your surroundi皿.gS. The good
part about b亜ng is血e exercise and being in control of your schedule. Who
wants to wait in a tra缶c jam when you can ride your bike?
There are many bicyde chops to choose from so shop around or ask other
cyclists who know血e area. Aiso’血ere are several bike pa血s in and around
Boston.皿e best way to leam atout these paths is to pick up a copy of血e
Boston Bike Map at a local shop.
Getting Around Boston University Medical Campus
Par瞳ng Your Car
In the not-SO-distant past, Parking near the medical s血od was cheap and
easy. However,血e om血present ・・Big Dig一一億oston-s attempt to aneviate the
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COngeStion on the central artery) claimed血e medical center's largest parking
lot. To compensate, BU opened another lot, but parking still remains a large
PrOblem for fac血ty and students at the Boston University Medical Center.
The suggestion from血e O缶ce of Par瞳ng and Transportation is: USE
PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION!! However,遭you HAVE to drive to school and
Want tO Park in the remaining lots, read on, brave heart!! AIso, Please keep
in mind that this information is current as ofJune 1999, but could change at
any time - the merger has brought血e par瞳ng issue to血e forefront, a皿d
talks of additional lots and/or a parking garage are currently in progress.
In order to be able to park at BUMC, Students must re蚤ster their cars and
Obtain a parking permit血the O缶ce of Parking and Transportation Services,
609 Albany Street in the basement. Temporary permits are ava血able. As a
bonus bene丘t, depending upon which permit you have, yOu may be able to
Park in any of the undergraduate parking lots on the Charles River campus.
Please check with the parking o伍ce for veri丘cation.
Boston University Medical Center curren億y has two Iots - Lot A and the West
Howell St Lot. Parking on campus in Lot A is not available and there is a
long waiting list. The West Howell St Lot is l.2 miles from the Medical
Center and is adjacent to血e South Bay MaⅡ. Those ofyou fam址ar with the
area know that t血s is not exactly across the street. A shuttle bus carries
Students and staff from血e parking lot to血e medical center and back, Which
means that under some circumstances, yOu may be fi弧血g rush-hour tra缶c
twice just to get to school. Curren血y,血e shuttle runs from 5:20 am to 12:30
Pm, aS frequent as every 15 minutes during peak travel periods. For an
updated schedule, Call the O缶ce of Parking and Transportation Services.
Parking in the West HoweⅡ St costs $34.20 per month or $136.80 per
SemeSter. For those of you who would Hre to commute together, Car POOI
PaSSeS With the bene丘t of preferential parking and -on ca皿PuS- parking may
be available. The waiting list for carpool apaces on campus is relatively short.
Carpool/RideSource Program
Save money and time and get preferential parking on campus on a space
available basis! Computerized ride matching is av∈血able for students wishing
to carpool. If you are interested in star血g or joining a caxpool, Call血e O缶ce
Of Transportation Services at 638-7473. Two or more persons traveling
together can register for a CaxpooI Pass and preferential parking.
Parking on the streets near the Medical Center provides another option for
COmmuting students. However, be careful.皿e area isn-t so safe at night
and meter maids run rampant. Be aware that Boston decided to ease its
五scal problems in part by ticke血g relentlessly. Out of state plates wiⅡ not
help you. Boston tows and has a good supply of血e dreaded '一Denver Boots.一一
Most of the street parking adjacent to血e medical campus are ei血er metered
or restricted to Sou冊End residents. There is some free non-reSident parking
ava遭chle in the area, but you may need to set some time aside for the hunt as
the vast majority of spaces are皿ed before 8‥00 in the morn血g! Auso, Car
theft and vandalism are more prevalent on the streets. Buy a一一dub一一if you
decide to chance street parking. Ifyou have a car in Boston you may丘nd血e
one-Way and non-Parauel streets confus血g at紐st but you w皿soon leam血e
best routes to get where you are go血g and avoid tra缶c. Buy a street map.
(皿is can be help紬eYen if you don-t oun a car.) A蜘e care細studying
before embarking on a JOumey Can SaVe lots of time and money.
For more information al)Out Parking, Call血e BUMC O缶ce of Parking
Services, 609 Albany Street, J-Basement at 638-4915. For more infomation
about car pooI passes, Call血e Transportation Coordinator at 638-7473.
BUMC Shuttle Buses
There are several紐ee shuttles that servi.ce the medical campus community.
AⅡ shuttles run Monday through Friday ao service on hdidays). Shu咄e
sched血es are dependent on wea血er and tra箇c conditions and狐schedr血es
are subject to changes. Please note血at drivers are authorized to stop o血y at
designated locations. For transportation information inc]uding shuttle
sche dule s an d m ap s ,　ch eck out the wch site :
www.masscommute.com在mas胤ma. You can also cau血e Transportation
Help血e at 638-7430. This h吐血e is an automated’24-hour service for up-
to-date informa缶on and sched血es for血e many ways to commute to the
medical area. To obtain information or he巾wi血your commute, yOu Can
check the kiosks Iocated throu狐out the皿edical center, drop by or call血e
O缶ce of Transportation Services at 638-7473.
o charles River Shuttle Bus
The Cha血es River Shu咄e service runs between the Charles River
Campus and BUMC. The shuttle only runs September through the
丘rst week in May’On days in which classes are held at血e Charles
River Campus. Keep this血mind during血e beginning and end of each
semester, aS W址as du血・g VaCation pe血ods’aS the medical schooI
sched血e diifers from that of血e Cha血es River Campus. To ve瓦fy血e
s血ed血e or for more infomation, Can血e B.U. Infomation Center at 353-
2169.
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T血s shuttle is very converient fdr students living止血e AⅡston, Brighton
and Kenmore Square areas. The bus tends to be very crowded in血e
momings so you may not get a seat.
The shut鳳e departs撞om in front of血e SchooI of Education at the comer
of Commonweal血Ave. and She血om St starting at 7:45 am; the last run
leaving at 7:25 pm. From the Medical Center,血e shuttle leaves fro皿the
MBTA bus shelter on East Newton Street starting at 8:20 an; the last run
leaving at 8:00 pm. There is one daily run in the morning血at departs
from CVS (1266 Comm Ave) at 7:15 am arriving at She血om St in血ne for
the 7:45 run to the Medical Ca皿PuS.
・ West Howell Street Parking Lot Shuttle
This shuttle travels every 15 m血utes during peak hours: from 6:00 am -
9:45 am and between 3:05 -7:50 pm. During o撞peak hours, the shu咄e
travels to West HoweⅡ St. every 30 minutes.珊|e Shu劇e picks up
PaSSengerS at the MBTA bus shelters on East Newton St and East
Concord St and from in front of the Har瓦son Pavi曲on.
・ All Day Medical Campus Shuttle
T血s shut血e operates from 6:30 am 〇一6:30 pm on a con血uous Ioop,
leaving lOlO Mass. Ave. approximately every 30 minutes. This shu請1e
makes the fouow血g stops:
・ 1010 Mass. Ave.
. BMC/Albany St./ across from the Emergency Room Entrance
. BMC/ …Newton Pavilion一一(88 East Newton St.)
. 560　Harrison Avenue foersomel, Check signing o缶ce　&　o血er
a血ninistrative o範.ces)
. BMC /一一Harrison Pavilion一一on Harrison Ave.
. BMC/ East Concord St
. West HoweⅡ St Parking Lot
・一一On request一一stops are 660 Har瓦son Ave., 801 Albany St., and Sou血
BIock (at 35 Northampton St.) Please let血e d血ver know as soon as you
board the bus.
・ Evening Transit Shuttle
This bus is an especially helpful血ut血e for students working late at血e
珊)rary. It operates from 6:30 pm un缶I midnight and travds to the
O半ange, Green and Red血es
皿e bus leaves
BMCIEast Newton St
MBTA bus shelter at:
6:30 pm
7:05 pm
7:40 p皿
8:15 p血
9:00 pm
lO:00 p皿
lO:35 pm
11:10pm
ll:35 p皿
12:05釦阻
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皿e bus leaves
BMC/Albany St
Emergency Entrance at:
6:32 p皿
7:07 p皿
7:42 p皿
8:17 p皿
9:02 p皿
lO:02 p皿
lO:37 p皿
ll:12 p皿
ll:37p皿
12:07 a皿
The evening shut血e makes the following stops:
. BMC/East Newton St.
・ BMC〃ubany St/Emergency Entrance
・ Ruggles Station (Orange I上ne/Commuter Ra組, On requeSt)
. Back Bay Station (Orange轟ne/Commuter Ra丑)
・ Copley Station (Green Line)
. South Station偲roadway Station (Red Hne, On requeSt)
●　Boston VA Medical Center Shuttle
The shut偶e bus dedicated to the VA Medical Center in Jamaica Plain
OPerateS daily, Monday through Friday. The cunent schedule va五es. For
SChedule缶mes, CaⅡ the reception desk sta鱈at 638-6064. Please check in
at血e front desk血the At五um Lobby at血e Boston Medical Center East
Newton St. Canpus or at the VA Medical Center at the rear emergency
entrance to determine w址ch hours the bus travels for a particular day.
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DINING FACILITIES
There are four dining services o餓導ed by血e Medical Center, in addition to
the various sub shops and convenience stores which surround the Medical
Center. You can purchase food at血e Medical Center, but it will always be
Cheaper to bring your own lunch. You wo血d be su叩竜sed at how mud宣
money you save by not buying lunch each day. Nevertheless, there are days
When you just can’t face another peanut butter and jelly sandwich. For those
days there are other options listed below. For those of you that w皿be
bringing your own lunches, there is a microwave oven ava丑able for use at all
times in the basement of血e L bu且ding, in血e 14心血oor student lounge, aS
Well as in the Cafeteria血BMC, East Newton St. A re鮎,geratOr is also
avallable for use by students in血e 14th且oor lounge.
AL_MISK
This cafeteria is Iocated in the basement of比e L Gnstructional) building next
to the BUMC Student Lounge serves血between dasses’co餓∋e and snacke,
Sandwiches, gr皿items, Salads, and soups. It is open缶om mom血g un租
evening year around. It is very conve血ent for quick t亘ps from the L
Building.
Boston Medical Center, East Newton Pavilion
T址s cafeteria is Iocated on血e second租oor of the Atrium bu血ding of Boston
Medical Center, East Newton Street Pav出on. The food is pretty good and
not too expensive. You get a 20% student discount on food ifyou have your
ID with you.
Dental SchooI Cafeteria
Is a nice change ifyou spend a lot of血e at血e above two dining fac皿ties.
It is Iocated on血e丘rst租oor of the Dental SchooI Building.
Boston Medical Center, Harrison Avenue Pavilion Cafeteria
The food there is fai血y inexpensive, Wi心血e same menu and management as
the East Newton Street Din血g Service. It is Iocated on the 2nd虹r. ofthe
Har血son Avenue In-Patient w血g and is open o血y for lunch, Monday -
Friday. There is also a Dun瞳n’Donuts and De Angelo’s sandwich shop
Iocated on the ground組oor near the Harrison Avenue drop-O苗loap.
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Other
There are also vending machines for soda, CO餓)e, mund止es, SOuP,
Sandwich, milk, juice and microwave popcom in the basement of the L-
building. The Harrison Deli, located around血e comer from血e L-building
On Harrison Avenue, has good sandwiches and daily specials.皿ash your BU
ID and receive a lO% discount. MG’s, located at Uhiversity Hospital止血e
Doctor’s O撞ce Bu血ding, ServeS eXCellent Mddle-eaStem food. Scola’s Deli
Cafe, neXt tO A-Lot on Amany Street, has a number ofhot items and
Sandwiches as weⅡ. If you walk down Massachusetts Avenue towards
Dorchester, yOu W皿丘nd the cIosest McDonald,s. It is near血e intersection
of Massachusetts Avenue and Melnea Cass Bo血evard, a dangerous
intersection to cross on foot. It is also not the best area to take a stroⅡ after
dark, but convenient otherwise.
Student Areas
Basement Lounge
The basement lounge is Iocated next to Chequer’s in the basement of the L-
building. The lounge is a great place to relax before dasses Gf you’re an ea血y
bird) or in between dasses. It has a two TVs, Which get very good reception.
It also has several coudleS and tal)les to sit and/or eat at.皿e couches are
COmfortable enou如to sleap on佃hen you’re totally zonked).
Hiebert Lounge
This Iounge is Iocated on血e 14心血oor of the instructional build血g. Due to
the recent completion of the basement lounge, Hiebert Lounge hasn’t been too
popular for the students. However, it stiⅡ o餓∋rS a great View of the city,
quiet study areas巾血ess血ere is a function), and a piano to boot.皿e piano
isn’t that great, but it functions.
McNary Leaming Center (MLC)
The McNary Leaming boasts 7 seminar rooms fyou’ll see it during IP), 5
Classrooms (all equipped with血一teCh audio-visual systems), and one large
conference room.
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Student Directory
Alurmi Association
Departments ofBasic Science
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D鋒)餅肌e庇OfP7新王oわgy
Depαr脇e加OfP秒C九轟け
Depαrわれe融Of Socわ雌俄c競技占eれCeS
Division of Graduate Medical Sciences
Educational Media Student Services
O飯ce ofthe Dean
O縦ce of Minority Af瞭airs
O臆ce of the Registrar
O館ce of Student A]鯖正rs
O臆ce of Student Financial Management
Student Support Services
Secu轟ty
R O OM NUMBER
638"8000
353-2000
353"3700
L・120
L- 1004
K・225
L・504
L-804
L"603
L・708
DowHng 7S
638-5150
638・4200
638・5090
638・4284
638・450 1
638・4300
638-4390
638-8541
Ta恥o七2nd Fめα　638-4640
L-317
L・307
L- 103
L・ 102
A414
L- 109
A・40 1
A・ 102
638・5120
638・4098
638-5300
638・4163
638-4160
638・4166
638・5130
638"4195
BUSM / East Newto血Campus - Security Dispatch Center…い..8.5000 Emergencies)
8・4568 (Routine)
Hamison Avenue Campus ・ Security Dispatch Center… …... 4・4444 a11 Business)
BUSM / East Newton Campus Code Red/Fire………………. 8・6666
Harrison Avenue Campus Code Red I Fire….…………………　4-6666
BUSM / East Newton Campus Chemieal Sp皿s　　　　　　8-6666
Harrison Avenue Campus Chemical Spills.………_ … … …‥.. 4・6666
Misce11aneous
Central ControI
Learning Resources Center
Libraries
Alumni Medical Library
Mugar Library
Mail Room
Occupational Health
O鯖ce of Parking Services
Transportation Coordinator
L-GO4
L・11
L・12
L・ 107
Preston Bldg.
609 Albany
818 HaITison
638-4144
638-5433
638-4232
353-3708
638-4156
638-8400
638-4915
688-7430
Pay Phones are located on the五rst血oor of the Med School across from the
elevators and across from the O鐙ce of Student A能血s, in血e basement of血e
L-building across from the elevators, On the 12th且oor at血e entrance to血e
Alumri Medical Hbrary, and on the五rst皿oor of血e Atrium on East Newton
Street. House phones are located on most組oors in the med school. Making
an on-CamPuS CaⅡ from a house phone is simple:
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・声もT 〔り拙作38 α耽d 414 e綿l榔7章ge?)
D∴∴ he last五ve digits of血e phone number G.e. 8-8000 0r 4-8000)
・ F扉1∴寄γbes破りeγ CαInpαぶ停53 α乃d 35名e耽れα7礎や少
Di*∴ 126 followed by the last五ve digits ofthe phone number a.e. 126-3-
3700)
Fax Machines are available for incoming and outgoing亀XeS at血e
Charlesbank Health Sciences Bookstore and the George Sherman U血on
ticket o鑑ce (2nd且oor) on the Charles River Campus.
Resource People
Du血ng the Orientation, yOu W皿meet all sorts of Deans and Department
Chairs. These people are certainly good to know and are the ones who can
help you out in several situations.皿e purpose oft血s section is to introduce
you to a few ofthe `beh血d the scenes” peaple whom you may not meet
otherwise. For certain speci五c problems and questions, these people are the
OneS tO See.
・ O鑑ice ofStudent A鉦rirs: Chris Paal, Liz Ga皿agher, Susan Norris,
Laveme Dickerson, Ana Bediako, W七ndy Budwey L-IO9タ638-4166
The O箇ce ofStudent A餓止rs is a great place to start ifyou have a
question about any aspect of student life. The sta鯖wiⅡ be happy to he巾
you or refer you to someone who can help.
. Ted Dineen, L-1003, 638-4246
Ted is the person in charge ofthe Gross Anatomy Laboratory. If there
are problems with your pass-Card for血e Gross Lab, he is血e person to
COntaCt.
●　Barbara DiRusso, L一IO4 638-4」47
Baめara is the Curriculum Coordinator in Dr. McCahan’s o缶ce and the
Manager of Student Edrcational Media Services on L-3. She coordinates
the Second Year Course BioIogy of Disease.
・ James Munroe, B-7, 638-4タ67
Jim is the Manager of Custodial Services in血e O缶ce of Fac出血es
Management. He is the greatest asset to students preparmg special
events at the Medical Center. Be sure to cg皿him ifyou need tables or
chairs for any events you are holding at the Medical School.
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Student Services
O臆ce Of Student A鱒iirs (L-109)
The O範.ce of Student A能血s (OSA) is血e hub of g皿student services and
activities. If you have a question or concem and do not know where to tum,
you mi如t beg血your search心地s o缶ce. Your student records are kept in
this o缶ce, and you sho血d get into the habit of reviewing your皿e on a
regular basis.皿is educational record wi]l help血e deans write letters of
recommendation for you in your fourth year as well as le耽ersぬat you may
need throughout medical school, SO yOu Sho血d make sure that a皿the
information is current and correct. The OSA is responsible for monitoring
your academic progress, SO it is to your a(ivantage to be fa皿址ar with址s
o缶ce. Most important,血ough, Dr. Culbert and血e o血er members of血e
O缶ce of Student A能血s are your advocates, and are here to heb you wi血
any problems that you mi如t have. If you have questions or concems al)Out
school, yOu Should come to血is o缶ce丘rst so血at they皿ay hdp you血
working it out. Visit The O撞ce of Student A鉦血s web site at
加か/ /砂砂肌b職mc.bI人edu/弛Sm/osα.
OFFICE OF STUDENT FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
Over血e past couple of years,五nancial matters have come to血e forefront of
our lives. This is especiaⅡy true at the S血ooI ofMedicine. Tuition for血e
1999-2000 school year w皿be $35,525 and w皿increase every year in the
future. On top of that,血ere are costs for housing, food, books, equipment,
and entertainment (at $7.50 a crack, mOvies aren’t exactly the budget-minded
student’s dream come tme). The es血ated student expense budget for the
1999-2000 school year is over $50,000. This includes an allowance of $9,870
for room and board, W血ch is a very low estimate.
Unfortunately (or, tyPically),血ere no such s血olars址p皿Oney aVailable to
help students wi心血eir expenses. Almost a11 medical school五nancial aid is
in the form of loans. The O缶ce of Student Financial Management tries to
distribute the ava血able scholarship and loan money in the most equitable
manner. They try very hard to explore aⅡ possible options wi血each student
so血at the student can bo血pay for medical school and graduate with a
manageable debt portfolio.
A viable and often chosen altemative is to have Unde Sam pay for your
education. The Health Professions Scholarship Program (HPSP) is
oifered by皿e Army, Air Force and Navy. Each service is a bit di蹄rent, but
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a11 will pay for tuition, books, fees, medical insurance,血stmments and give
you a monthly stipend (approximately $850) to boot. BUSM traditionally has
enroned the most HPSP recipients of any medical school in the nation. To be
e止gible, yOu muSt be a dtizen of the Urited States and meet the presc五bed
e止gib皿ty criteria for appointment as a commissioned o缶cer. Once
COmmissioned, yOu W皿be a Second Heutenant or an Ensign - depending on
the service you jo血.門1OSe Students who are reading about the HPSP for血e
first血ne, may nOt be able to apply for the 4-year Scholarship. However,
many 3 year scholars址ps are available.皿e Army traditionally has more
SCholars址ps (1,2,3 and 4 year) and more choices for residency training, but if
you are interested in the other services, Check them out. The National Health
Service Corps and Indian Heal血Service offer similar bene丘ts for practicing
Primary care in underserved areas for several years. For spec追cs al)Out each
Of these programs, Please refer to the O鉦.ce of Student Financial
Management Handbook, Or Call血e O缶ce at 617/638-5130.
Some ``Outside Sources’’also have丘nancial aid available. Sma皿grants and
loans from a few individual, fou皿dations, COxpOrations, dubs, and reHgious
Organizations go to some BU students. Ask to look though the recent
SCholarship lis血gs at血e O鯖ce of Student Financial Management and check
their newsletters for updates.
It is critical for you to血orou粗ly leam about and understand血e loans in
your package, Since they often change from year to year. Three financial aid
Publications are ava且able in the O缶ce of Student F血ancial Management:
耽,e S加deJt,寝軌α7'Cわl Md7Lageme融Hαれdbooなthe Mb乃秒Md擁e7.Sわr
Mをdjcαl S枕ode融s handbook, and the E融rαれCe J7枕eγt元etu. You sho血d
de丘ritely fam址arize yourself with their contents. During the summer,
award letters to血e丘rst year class are mailed out to students whose BUSM
applications are complete.
Ifyou have any questions (and we are sure that you will) c乞田the O缶ce of
Student Financial Management at 638-5 130 or send e-m8血to: OSfin@bu.edu.
Handicap Accessibility Of BUSM Facilities
Most of the五rst year lectures and discussions will take place in the L-
building, W血dl is the main medical sdlOd bT皿ding. It has a wheelchair
ramp at its front entrance. The main lecture hg皿which w皿be used is Bakst
Auditorium. Bakst is Iocated in血e Abuflding, Which is right next to the L-
building. There is a wheelchair ramp leading to it from the L-building, aS
weⅡ as another chair ]ift leading to the stage. Labs and discussions wi賞l take
Place in血e Anatomy Lab on血e lOth血oor, and in the student base labs
Iocated on the 2nd皿oor. Both ofthese are accessible to wheeldlair bound
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students, and the Anatomy staffis wi11血g to Iower血e dissection tatles for
disabled students. These are also stooIs available. If血ere is any di缶c血ty,
SPeak with Dr. Gene Blatt, Course Manager.
There is a bank ofthree devators w血ch go to aⅡ 14血oors of血e L-bu血ding.
In addition there is another bank of two service elevators which o血y go up to
血e lOth皿oor. The轟brary staffw皿be happy to help you get access to a11
1ibrary組oors via an elevator.
If you drive and have a handicap license plate,血ere are handicapped
parking spaces direc廿y in front of血e L-b血ding. Ifyou plan to drive to
schooI on a regular basis, talk to Dr. Ar血ur Culbert conceming par瞳ng. He
will advocate for you with血e Parking O缶ce. If you have any questions
regarding handicap accessib址ty of冊e school’s facility, do not hesitate to
contact Verna Lacey, Director of Student Support Services.
Faculty Committees
Curriculum ComⅡlittee
Headed by Dr. Jchn McCahan,血is committee is composed of皿embers of
bo血c放心cal and pre-di血cal fac血ty and student representa慣ves. The
Committee guided a major curric山u皿revision血rough血e School in 1991
and has since been invoIved in the full inplementation and evaluation of the
curric血um change.皿e Committee considers issues ofpolicy regarding
course implementation,血ne and course distribution within血e academic
year, Curriculum evaluation, faculty devdopment and o血er associated topics.
Executive Comn止ttee of the SchooI of Medicine
This committee acts on all recommendations conceming the educational
mission of the School and receives reports from the va血ous committees. It is
composed of g皿the deans, chairpersons and directors of centers wit址n血e
medical school. It is chaired by Dean Aram ChobaェIian and deals witl‖he
spec追c issues after血ey come out of the committees and before血ey go to the
faculty fdr a vote, aS WeⅡ as o此er issues ofimportance to the medical school.
This is a valuchle place to have student representa缶on in order to inform the
committee of student opirion and to trans皿it the dedsions being made to也.e
students. There are two students representatives on the com皿ittee.
Promotions ComⅡlittees
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There are three in tot丸one for血e丘rst year, One for血e second year and a
COmbined commi請ee for血e c血1ical years. Each committee is composed of
COurSe managerS/clerkship coordinators.皿e function of the First Year
Promotions Committee is to determine whe血er you w皿proceed fro皿也e
丘rst to the second year. The committee foⅡows standard guide血es血ea血
CaSe, W址ch are distributed to each first year student at the beginning of the
year in the BUSM Student Policy and Reference Handbook.皿e promotions
POheies are also posted on the O箇ce of Student A厳正s web site,
Subcommittee on Appeals of the Student Promotions Com皿ittee
This subcommittee of the Promotions Committees exists to consider student
appeals of a Promotions Committee decision. The Subcom皿ittee must be
COmPOSed of two faculty members from each of血e first血ree years 0hree
Chosen by faculty and three chosen by SCOMSA). The subcommittee has
revised decisions in the past and is血e best place to go if you feel you have
been handed an unjust or inapprop瓦ate decision by血e Promotions
Committee.
Institutional Review Board for Hunan Research (IRB)
T血s board oversees and approves or disapproves g皿research in血e Medical
Center regarding human subjects.皿e board is composed of physicians,
attomeys, lay-PerSOnS, and two student representatives小心o are considered
fuⅡ members of the board).門1e IRB works under the direction of the O缶ce
Of Research Administration, Joseph Barbino. Mr. Barbino’s o缶ce is Iocated
at 560 Harrison Avenue, Room 500. He canbe reached at 638-4600.
Financial Aid Scholarship ComⅢlittee
T血s committee meets to set the po止cies that are followed on awarding
丘nancial aid and schdarship. Dr. Ar血ur Cu]bert is血e chair.
Ad Hoc Com|nittees
These committees are formed when new issues or problems g血se which the
School may choose to address. Frequently, Students are asked to serve on
these committees. Currently, SCOMSA has an ad hoc Com皿ittee on
Advising and an ad hod Committee for moritoring issues concem血g the 14吐
血oor student lounge.
Security & Emergencies
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The Boston University Medical Center is Iocated in an urban area, and
Students, Sta埠and fac山ty are encouraged to exercise caution and use
COmmOn SenSe When going to and from buildings, Parking areas and dinical
Sites. There are blue emergency cg皿boxes strate軒cally located about the
Medical Center. You, Should become fam血iar wi血the locations of血e
emergency call boxes on your routes of travel血roughout the Medical Center.
The Security Department Administrative O缶ces for血e Boston U血versity
Medical Center are located at the Harrison Avenue Campus in the Dowli皿g
Building. The Security Dispatch Center for the SchooI ofMedicine and East
Newton Campus is Iocated止血e basement of血e Health Services Bu且ding.
Security Dispatch Centers are marmed 24 hours a day.
Medical Emergencies are to be raported to the Security Department
immediately at 8-5000. The Security Department w皿respond to血e medical
emergency to asssist, and activate血e Emergency Medical System. Fire
emergency instructions are looated on all floors. If evaouation of the building
becomes necessary, DO NOT USE THE ELEVAroRS, uSe the nearest
StairweⅡ.
The main entrance to the Boston University SchooI of Medicine is secured at
12:00 midhi如.t, and is not reopened un皿5:30 a.m. W岨e血e main entran∞
is secured, yOu may gain access to the School ofMedicine t血ough.血e Boston
Medical Center, Emergency Department Entran∞ at 88 East Newton Street.
YOU MUST WEAR YOUR STUDENT IDENTIFICATION BADGE AT ALL
T]MES.
Lecated in血e basement of the L-building is血e Facilities Management
ControI Center (Room G-04). The ControI Center is your direct血1k to report
any maintenance problem that you may encounter such as heating,
ventilation, elevator malfunctions, Chemical sp皿s,丘でes and o血er fac址ty
emergencies. This room is marmed 24 hours a day.
Imnortant Tele調hone Numbers:
BUSM / East Newton Campus ・ Security Dispatch Center... 8-5000 (Emergencies)
… 8-4568 @outine Business)
Harrison Avenue Canpus - Security Dispatch Center… … … 4-4444 (A皿Business)
BUSM / East Newton Campus Code Red/ Fire………………. 8-6666
Harrison Avenue Campus Code Red / Fire.....…‥..... … … ‥.. 4-6666
BUSM / East Newton Canpus Chemical Sp皿s… … … … … ….8-6666
Ha|Tison Avenue Campus Chemieal Sp皿s… … … ‥. … … … ….4-6666
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Maps
Bosわn脇ive樹砂Mをc#cal Cenねr
α料ゐs尺iver均S
Direc#ons Jo B〔加クC
級Ibwの′ M牽
Cbmmuer Railん勾
Boston Zip Codes
S COMSA賞)皿S
Bo5tOn助ん,e訪γ施dical Centeγ
O falbot Building; Schooi of Public Heaith
e cente「 fo「 Advanced Biomedical Research
e solomon Carter Fulier Mental Heait11 Center
O Henry M・ Goidman Schooi of Denta…edicine
e NavaI Blood Research Center
e 609 A鳩目ny Street
e Newton PaviIion-Boston MedicaI Cente○
○ Doctors O怖∞ BuiIding
e poeston FamiIy Building
⑪ Evans Building
e oId Evans Buiiding
⑫ coliamore BuiIding
⑲ vbse HaII
⑪ Ha巾son Court
⑲ Robinson Buiiding
⑲ Housman IVled caI Research Center
⑦ school of Medicine lnstl'uCtionaI Buildingし
⑲ schooI of Medicine Buiiding A
⑫ s輔o O. o  Medical Research Buiiding
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④ 801 A旧any Street
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④ AmbuIa章ory Ca「e Cen章er (ACc)
④ DowIing Buiiding
④謹告腕普請t。r
④ Mallo「y Institute of PathoIogy
⑭ woods MuIlen SheIter
⑥ lVlaxweiI Finland Laboratory
④ power pIant
⑭ 91 East Conco巾Street
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DiIeCfions Jo Boscon U初e諦γ Medical Cenieγ/Bo5tOn Medic‘]l Centeγ
Public Thansportation to血e Medical Center
The MBm provides the following bu§ Service to
Boston University Medical Center:
Bus l: HarvArd Sq. to Dudley Sq. connecting
Massachusetts Avenue Station (Orange Line) with
BUMC. Buses travel along Massa.chuse砥Avenue
as fu as An)any Street, then continue to Dudley
Square. Service lS PrOVided every lO minutes.
Bus 8‥ University ofMassachusetts・ Ha心or Point
Campus’tO Kenmore Square via BUMC. It
connects BUMC with the Orange Line at Ruggles
Station and with the Green Line at Kermore.
Buses genera11y run every 20 minutes during peak
hours. An abbreviated schedule is availalJle on
weekends and holidays.
Cros§tOWn Buses: The express-1ike Crosstown
buses run丘om Andrew Station on the Red Line to
the Longwood Medical Area via BUMC (CT3)
and丘om BUMC to Central Square in Cambridge
(CTl). They run every 20 minutes during peak
hours,丘om 6:30 a.m. to 6:30 p"m., Monday
through Friday
Bus lO: Copley Squa.re (Green Line) to City
Point, COnneCting Back Bay Station (Orange Line)
and Andrew Station (Red Line) with BUMC.
Buses provide service approximately every 20
minute§ during peak hours, wi血added Saturday
and Sunday service. An abbreviated schedule is
avalable on weeke ds and holidays.
Bus 47: Service丘om Central Square, Cambridge
(Red Line) to BUMC vla Longwood Medical
Ar a. Fenway (Green Line) , Rnggles (Orange
Line) , md D皿ey Square are accessible on this
service. Buses run every 20 minutes during peak
hours. An abbreviated schedule is avalable on
weekends and holidays.
Bus 49: Service on VAshington Street runs
direcdy from Dudley Square to Downtown
Crossmg via VAshington Street and provides
service eveIγ 10 minutes during peak hours.
Getting to Boston University
Medical Center★
From North: Follow Routes l (via Mystic/
動bin Bridge) or I-93 to Route 93 south. 。ake
Exit 18 (Mass. Ave.). At traf醜light, take right
onto access road; Stay m right lane. At end ofaccess
road, tum right onto Mass. Ave. and then right on
Albany Street.
F重Om Logan Airport: Go through Sumner
Thnnel (Route lA Sou血) to Expressway South.
Tcke Exit 18 (Mass. Ave.)" Follow directions
above.
From Sou血Shore: Tbke Expre§SWay North
(Route 93/3). Tbke Exit 17-18 (Mass. A肥)・
Ⅵfatch for signs. At the second tra缶c light, take
right onto access road; Stay ln right lane. At end of
access road, tum right on to Massachusetts Ave.
Take first right on to A虻rany Street.
F重Om Wbst:蝿ke Route 90 (Massachusetts
rfumpike) east to end. Take Expressway South
(Route 93) to Exit 18 (Mass. Ave.). At tra伍c hght’
take right onto access road; Stay in right lane. At
end of.access road, tum right onto Mass. Ave. Take
first right on Albany Street.
Shuttle Bus Service: The BUMC operates
several §hu血e buses, including a Boston
University Charles River Campus shuttle’a
Bo§tOn VA Medical Center, Jamaica Plain shutde,
a commo重Ⅳealth Medical Group shuttle, Shuttle
services to the o缶campus packing患oifty and an
a11-day and evening Medical Center Campus
shu血e.
For more information about shuttle buses or other
transportation services to and from血e Medical
Center, Please call the BUMC mnsportation
services O伍ce at 617/638-7430 or 617/638-7473・
★Please note: The directions for driving to the
medical center are prescntly correct. However’due
to construction on the Central Artery Pr匂ect,
directions and exits may change in the near future.
Commuters should consult updated signs"
SPECIAL ZIP CODES FOR
PO. BOX NuMBERS ONしY
Arlington Heights. … … ・02475
BackBay …… ・… …・02117
Astor Station　… … ….02123
Brookline Vi=age … … ‥02447
EssexStation　… … ….02112
Gene「al Mflii FaciIfty　… ‥02205
Harva「d Square … ‥ ….02238
J. W. McCo「mack PO.-
1-400　………‥02101
401 -800. … … …‥02102
801 -1200 … ……‥02103
1201 -1600 … ‥　. ‥.02104
1601 12000. … … ….02105
2001 -2200 … … … ‥02106
2201 -2400 … … … ‥02107
2401 -2799　… … … ‥02208
2801 -4660　… … … ‥02101
5401 -5520　… … … ‥02102
6001 -6240 , … … ….02209
63〇十-6974. … … ….02102
Meirose HighIands　… …02177
Qu活cy i∴ … … ‥02169, 02269
rmsCo=ege … … … ‥02153
ReadvilIe」′… ‥　　　"∴..021 37
Wa競ha叩　‥　　　　, ‥.02454
Wat〇十toWn ‥∴ … … …O2471
West Medfo「d　… … ….O2156
BUILDINGS
PrudentiaI Center
CompIex ‥
Government Center-
City Hali ‥
State O簡CeS　‥
J.F Kennedy BIdg
TP O’Neiil BIdg ‥
★ Z!p Codes for O章h缶
Areas Around Boston
Arlington ‥02474, O2475, 02476
Aubumdaie　… … … ‥O2466
Bedfo「d　… … … … ‥01730
Belmont … … … … ‥02478
B「aint「ee　… ….O2184, 02185
Burlington　… … … …018O3
Canton　.　　　　　. ‥02021
CheIsea … … … … ‥02150
Chestnut H川　… … ….02467
Cohasset … … … ….O2O25
Dedham　‥　　　　　　‥.02O26
East Weymouth ‥　. ‥02189
Everet( … … … … …02149
Hingham … … … … ・02043
HoIb†○○k　… … … ….02343
Hu= .　　　　　　　　. ‥02045
LexIngtOn … … ・O2420, 02421
山ncoIn .………….01773
MaIden　…… …… ‥02148
Medfo「d ‥ ,　　… … ‥02155
Mel「ose … … … … ‥O2176
M航On　……………02186
Mi同nV紺age … … ….02187
Needham　… ….,….02492
Needham Hts… … ….02494
Newton Centre　… … ‥02459
、 Newton Comer ..  . ‥02458
